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iiAbstratOrgani solar ells promise eletriity generation at very low ost, and higher installation exibility asompared to inorgani solar ells. The lower ost is ahieved by heaper semiondutors and easier man-ufaturing proesses. The exibility is naturally given by these ultra-thin, amorphous layers. Also thepower onversion eieny an be high enough for many appliations. The organi moleules have towithstand the onstant exitation by photons, transport of energy in form of exitons and harge. A smallbut signiant amount of these photons has energy over the absorption gap, the exess of energy mustbe released without breaking the moleular bonds. In onsequene, the solar ells an also heat up totemperatures at above 80 oC. The objetive of this work is to answer the question if the small moleulesorgani solar ells an be stable enough to operate under a very long time. The stability of organi dopedlayers in an organi solar ell is also addressed. This work starts with a general introdution followedby the desription of the experimental proedures. The aging experiments of the solar ell were donewith a self developed equipment. The fabriation of this equipment (a set of measurement boxes) wasneessary to maintain the onditions, under whih a solar ell an be aged, as onstant as possible. Themeasurement boxes were used to ontrol the eletrial load of the ell, its temperature, the illuminationintensity, and its eletri onnetion to the I vs.V measurement equipment. A software pakage was alsodeveloped to ontrol the equipment and to failitate the work and visualization of the high volume ofolleted data. The model solar ells hosen for the aging experiments were donor-aeptor heterojun-tions devies formed with the well-known materials C60 and Zin Phthaloyanine. Two basi dierentstrutures were analyzed, beause they oered reasonable performane and potentially long lifetime: theat heterojuntion (FHJ) and the mixed heterojuntion in a Metal-Insulator-p-Semiondutor (m-i-p)onguration. Variations of the FHJ and of the m-i-p strutures are also used to verify the limits of thestability of eletrially p- and n- doped organi semionduting layers. The least stable solar ells are theFHJ devies. These devies show a fast initial derease of all their harateristi onversion parametersbut the open iruit voltage. After a few hundred hours, the saturation urrent (urrent under a reversebias of 1 V) was almost stable. The saturation urrent is related to the number of absorbing enters, thederease indiates that the degradation of the absorbing enters has stopped. With wavelength resolvedexternal quantum eieny measurements and hemial analysis, it was found that the degradation isrelated to the oxidation of C60. It was also shown that the use of organi dopants do not signiantlyaet the lifetime. The results show that the m-i-p solar ells are more stable than the FHJ devies.They are also stable under high temperatures up to 105 oC. Outdoor testing also showed that the solarells remained hemially, eletrially and mehanially stable during a 900 h test.
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Introdution
Solar ells are only one type of many dierent solar energy onverters, whih are parts of a larger groupof energy soures, the so-alled renewable soures. Renewable soure does mean, in priniple, that theenergy soure will not run out by use. Equipment for extration of energy originating from renewablesoures is being produed on a large sale, e.g., for hydroeletri and eoli power, for ethanol produtionfrom sugar-ane, and in a smaller sale for photovoltais. The eonomial benets of the prodution anduse are obvious [4℄, otherwise no industrial mass prodution would be justied. Some eonomial benetsare generated by governments like Germany and Denmark. They foresee greater politial independenefrom other ountries that nowadays are the main suppliers of energy soures in form of fossil fuel [5℄.Furthermore, some ountries deided not to further develop nulear ssion power [6℄.The energy soures available on Earth an be divided into primary and non-primary. The primaryare the energy irradiated from the Sun, the nulear energy, and the tidal energy. The geothermal energyan also be treated as primary. Non-primary energy soures are e.g. wind, potential-gravitational energyfrom the water, and biomass; all those are renewable and driven by the energy from the Sun. Alsogenerated with Sun energy are the non-renewable arbon deposits in form of petrol, gas, and oal.The total world energy onsumption is inreasing as developing ountries are approahing theindustrialization level of the rihest ountries. The energy onsumption of a ountry is roughly reetedby its gross domesti produt. From the ommon forms of energy soures used, the most preferred typeis the eletrial energy, beause it an be easily transmitted over very long distanes [7℄, and easily beonverted into thermal energy, mehanial energy, and eletromagneti energy (speially light). Theeletrial energy also drives the revolution of the information tehnology. One drawbak of the eletrialenergy is that large amounts of harge annot be easily stored. To be stored in large density, the eletrialenergy is usually onverted into hemial energy or potential gravitational energy [8℄.Two examples of eient harvesting of energy are the use of the solar irradiation to heat water2
INTRODUCTION 3and the use of wind to generate eletriity. The most interesting deployment of energy would be realizedby the eient onversion of primary energy into eletriity. The Sun is the obvious hoie as energysoure, it delivers 1 366 W/m2 over the Earth ross-setion, 1 000 W/m2 are left after the absorptionfrom the atmosphere. Approximately 3 % of the Earth's solid surfae is urban area, given a ross setionof illuminated urban area of 3.8 · 106 km2. In a rough estimation, 10% of this area an be onsideredroof, where ∼ 380 TW of power is not protably used. Conventional Si photovoltai modules an onvertmore than 10% of this energy into eletriity. 38 TWh ould be generated in one hour, that is twie ofthe energy that the world onsumes. This alulation has not yet onsidered non-urban areas, espeialsolar parks, and large desert areas that ould be used for light harvesting. The inrease in demand ouldbe partly overed by the inrease in eieny of the solar ells for some time. This shows that the earthenergy demands an be ompletely supplied by the solar energy.Photovoltai is not yet the dominant form of eletriity generation beause other soures are stillheaper. They tend to be more expensive if, e.g. the pollution aused by burning fossil fuel is takeninto aount. Furthermore, the prodution of inorgani solar ells is very expensive, i.e. highly energyonsuming. But the Sun delivers its energy for free. This paradoxal situation an only be hanged whenthe installed amount of photovoltai onverters beomes very large. If it is not done by leagal measuresthen only eonomi benets an drive the hanges of the energy soures from fossil to renewable soures.For the time being, the eletrial energy will not be for free and will follow more or less the marketdynamis. It is then obvious that the heapest soures will ontinue to be the most widely used ones.The photovoltai market has a good hane when it omes to organi solar ells. Some organi dyes witha very high absorption oeient an be used to fabriate very thin solar ells. With a mixture, e.g. offullerene and phthaloyanine, almost all of the inident visible solar radiation an easily be absorbed, ina onverter that is only about 1µm thik [9℄. This thin lm devie an be produed very heaply. It isestimated that, for large-sale prodution (reel to reel), the prie of the organi materials is less relevantthan the prie of substrate and eletrodes [10℄. However, there are some limitations in eieny that stillhave to be overome. Eieny is one of the key issues for organi solar ells. The only intrinsi limitationof onversion eieny seems to be the high amount of energy lost when the harges, that are reatedby light (photon) absorption, are separated. The exitoni binding energy is still large ompared to thephoton energy itself. Other limitations are the limited transport apabilities of organi semiondutors,i.e. the low mobility of the harge arriers that limits the pratial maximum thikness of the absorbinglayers. This limitation an be eiently overome with the use of multiple juntion solar ells [11℄.
INTRODUCTION 4OLEDs and organi solar ells an be ompared beause they perform a omplementary proess,transforming eletrons in photons ou vie-versa. The intermediate step is an exited state of the organisemiondutor alled exiton. A simpliation of both proesses is represented by the equation below.OLED
e+ h ⇋ exciton ⇋ photonorgani solar ellOLEDs an be made with very stable emitter materials, also emitting blue light (uoresentemitters). In ontrast, organi solar ells are, in most of the appliations, submitted to muh higherenergy exitations.Although OLEDs have ahieved a very high photon to eletron onversion eieny of up to 20%[12℄, this high eieny an not be diretly taken as a must for organi solar ells. An OLED emittingmonohromati or mixed light (e.g. white) emits photons with dened energy, typially limited between1.5 eV and 3.0 eV. The omparison is not straight forward beause an ideal solar ell needs to harvest allthe inident solar light, whih spetrum has a nearly blak body photon energy distribution. A standardsolar spetrum is shown in gure 1. The visible region represents a large amount of the inident energy,onsiderable power is also available in the infra-red region. The more narrow region of the ultra violet,with wavelengths below 400 nm is labeled in the gure by UV.A general onern about OLEDs and organi solar ells is the hemial stability of the ompoundswhih are diretly involved to energy onversion proess (harge into photon and vie-versa). In organisemiondutors this proess usually inludes an intermediate step, in whih the opposite harge arriersare bound in the form of exitons. The onern is that the high energies related to the proess belowan either break a hemial bound (fragmentation of the moleule) or enable a hemial reation withanother moleule:Ways to overome these issues are provide by UV ltering e.g. by a glass substrate, additionalUV lters, and fast exiton separation in the solar ell. Most of the higher eient small moleule solarells inludes a fullerene ompound, whih has a long triplet exiton deay time of ∼50 ms [13℄. Theseparation of exitons is usually very fast in so alled bulk heterojuntion solar ells. There, materials thatare eletron aeptor and eletron donor are mixed in the same layer reating a large surfae interfae.An approah to make stable devies is to hoose materials that are known to be stable underharsh onditions suh as high illumination in a reative environment. A large set of experimental organisolar ells uses C60 or a derivative like PCBM [1416℄. This fullerene derivatives are hemially more
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Figure 1: AM 1.5 Solar spetrum. The AM1.5 spetrum refers to air mass 1.5, meaning that theinident light gets absorbed and sattered by passing trough the equivalent of 1.5 times the atmospherethikness.reative than planar yli arbon systems. Due to the bending of the rings, they do not have the samestability as aromati moleules. Still, it is known that those moleules are remarkably stable in devies[17, 18℄. Phthaloyanines, espeially ZnP, are highly stable in the solid state, even exposed to air andto light [19℄. They are also good harge arriers transporters and some have adequate energy levelsto be ombined with C60. Those materials also have other advantages, suh as high thermal stability.Therefore, the ombination of ZnP and C60 seem to be a good hoie to form stable heterojuntionorgani solar ells.This work addresses the aging of organi solar ells that uses ZnP/C60 heterojuntions as photo-eletri ative layers. The next hapter 1 is a general introdution to the physis of organi semiondutorsfousing on small moleule solar ells.The following hapter 2 desribe the materials and the experimental setups. One speial hapter(hapter 3) is about the experimental setup developed for the lifetime measurements. The measurementresults hapters are divided into two, hapter 4 with a onventional Tang like struture [20℄ and thehapter 5 with an inverted m-i-p bulk heterojuntion struture [21℄.
Chapter 1
Organi semiondutors
The joined eorts of hemists and physiist on studying eletroni transfer proesses in biologial andsyntheti moleules allowed onsiderable progress in understanding arrier transport in moleular solids.The understanding of physiohemial properties of organi moleules and their ontrolled modiationhas enabled their suessful use in eletroni devies. In the last years, the aumulated knowledgeon light emitting diodes and solar ells ontaining organi moleules as optoeletroni ative materialshas been adopted by the industry. Consumer produts are already in the market, e.g. displays made oforgani light emitting diodes [22℄ and solar ells [23℄. This hapter presents an overview of the establishedknowledge about organi semiondutors and organi solar ells.1.1 Fundamentals of organi semiondutors1.1.1 Materials with onjugated double bondsThe majority of optially and eletronially ative ompounds used in moleular eletronis researh areorgani onjugated moleules. The onjugation refers to alternating single and double π bonds. Theyare alled organi in the sense that C atoms partiipate in the onjugation. Due to their typially weakVan der Waals attration fores, they are also alled soft semiondutors.The ground eletroni struture of a arbon atom is 1s22s22p2. Its 2p orbitals an mix with the 2sorbitals to form hybrid sp2 orbitals. This atom with eletroni onguration 1s22sp212sp212sp212p1 anmake four bonds. The hybrid orbitals are all in the same plane, separated by an angle of 120o and are all6
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 7orthogonal to the remaining 2p orbital. In a double C=C bond as in the C2H4 moleule (See Fig. 1.1.1),a σ C-C bond is formed by a sp2 − sp2 bond. It is highly overlapping and also alled ovalent. Eah Catom is also bonded to a H atom via σ bond. Another C-C bond is formed by the weaker overlapping ofthe 2 parallel p orbitals and it is alled π bond. The π bond is the weakest; the rst eletroni transition
π−π∗(where π∗ is the anti-bonding orbital) has an energy in the range of the visible spetrum (∼ 2 eV).
HHHHFigure 1.1: Ethylene moleule showing the σ bond formed by the overlap of 2 sp2 orbitals of the C atoms,and the π orbitals formed with the p orbitals. The remaining 4 p orbitals are bound to the H atoms.Figure 1.2 shows the eet on the energy levels, when more C atoms are added to the aetylenehain. The arbon-arbon bonds will be alternating between single and double bonds. The arbon p levelsare split into binding and anti-binding π orbitals in the C2H4 moleule. Adding more arbon atoms willfurther split the orbitals, and, for a very large number of atoms, there will be a ondution band anda valene band. As a result, very large onjugated hains like semionduting polymers show very highintra hain harge arrier mobility [24℄.
Figure 1.2: Formation and splitting of the highest oupied orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest unoupiedorbital (LUMO) of a linear arbon hain (polyaetylene). The orbitals form a band-like struture for verylarge hains.
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 8In some onjugated systems, suh as benzene in Fig. 1.4, there is no vibroni state related to twohypothetial onjugated eletroni ongurations of the π-onjugated system1. Instead, the π eletronsare ompletely deloalized over all 6 C atoms (see g. 1.3).
(a) (b)Figure 1.3: (a): Shemati showing that the representation of the bonds in the benzene moleule asalternated bonds is not realisti. (b): is a more onvenient representation of the aromati harater ofbenzene.Those moleules are alled aromati ompounds. This deloalization gives the benzene an extraenergy of 36 kal / mol, alled resonane energy, whih makes benzene more stable against reations,ompared to e.g. alkenes. Contrary to benzene, the losed 8 arbon moleule 1,3,5,7-Cylootatetren(annulene) is not aromati due to its non-planar geometry [25℄.
Figure 1.4: Benzene moleule. The olors depit the eletrostati potential, red (inner part) means ahigher eletron density and blue (outer part) a lower one.Conjugated moleules have useful optial properties sine their eletroni (π-π∗) gap is in the UV- vis range. Many lasses of ompounds have been studied for their optoeletroni properties, some ofthe most important being benzene derivatives [26℄, thiophenes [27℄, triphenylamines [28℄, fullerenes [29℄,porphyrins and phtaloyanines [30, 31℄, and metal omplexes [3234℄. Polymers suh as polyaetylene [35℄,polyanilines [36, 37℄, polythiophenes [38℄, polyuorenes [39℄, and others are also very important. Thestudy of onduting polymers even led to the Nobel prize in hemistry in 2000 to Heeger, MaDiarmid,and Shirakawa [40℄.1see for example, Atkins, Physikalishe Chemie, se. 14.3.1, Benzol und die aromatishe Stabilität, pg 467
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 91.1.2 Optoeletroni transitions - relaxation proessesThe energy state of a moleule is a dened quantum state n with wave funtion | ψn > whose eigenvalues
E an be determined from Shrödinger equation:
H | ψn >= En | ψn > (1.1)where H is the Hamiltonian. The wave funtion | ψn > an be split into eletroni and vibroni statesusing the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the internal oordinates [41℄:
| ψjν >=| ϕj >| χjν > (1.2)Eah eletroni state E split into vibrational sublevels and the total energy of a stationary stateof a moleule an be separated into two terms [42℄:
E = E(el) + E(vib) (1.3)The same way, the energy of an eletroni exitation an be written as:
∆E = ∆E(el) + ∆E(vib) (1.4)In a similar way, if external oordinates are used, the total energy an be separated in 4 terms:
E = E(el) + E(vib) + E(rot) + E(trans) (1.5)In the solid state, the distribution of allowed vibrational energy states of the moleules tends tomake the absorption spetrum very broad.Absorption of light an our via diret promotion of a singlet eletron (in state Sx) to a highersinglet state (Sy) during absorption of the photon energy hν. Beause this proess is adiabati, aneletroni transition into a dierent vibroni state (S+viby ) whose wave funtions do better overlap [43, 44℄is likely to our.
Sx + hν
abs + E(vib)a → S+viby (1.6)The vibroni relaxation period is about 10−14 s. Beause the density of vibroni levels inreases
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 10with higher energy, the overlapping of the wave funtion between the dierent vibroni levels is greaterfor higher exited states and the exited state an deay faster. The deay of the exited state throughthe vibroni levels to the rst exited singlet state (S1) is alled internal onversion. The whole proesstypially takes plae in ∼ 10−12 s.
S+viby → Sy + E(vib)b → S1 + E(vib)c (1.7)The proess is graphially showed in the energy diagram of Fig. 1.5.
S0
S1S2 n-vibronistates10−2 s10−4 s
Figure 1.5: Diagram showing the absorption of a photon with high energy promoting an eletron to ahighly exited energy state. The fast internal onversion to the lowest exited state is shown by the smallarrows. The internal onversion ours on the vibrational energy states (dotted lines).This state is typially stable for ∼ 10−9 s and an deay via a thermal deativation or photonemission. A transfer into a lower state in another moleule an also our, or a forbidden transition toa triplet state. The transition to a triplet state S1 ; T1 (or vie versa T1 ; S1) a so-alled intersystemrossing (ISC) is only possible by a spin inversion. The rate for ISC (kST and kTS) is strongly inuenedby the spin-orbit oupling [45℄ and it an be large if the nal state has a dierent orbital type (El Sayedrule [46℄). The ISC an be S1 ; T1 or S1 ; Tn, followed by Tn ; T1, where Tn is an intermediate tripletstate (n > 1).The triplet state an further have another ISC bak to a singlet state and deay emitting a photon(Kasha's rule [48℄). The triplet state has a very low probability of diret radiative deay. The direttransition from a triplet state to the singlet ground state with photon emission is alled phosphoresene[49℄. It an also deativate thermally. If an energy transfer of the triplet state to another moleule oursand it then deays via phosphoresene, it is alled delayed phosphoresene. A singlet exited state anbe transferred to another moleule via phonon-indued tunneling known as hopping, this proess ours
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Figure 1.6: Shemati of the possible photohemial and photophysial proesses of a moleule. Adaptedfrom [47℄. After absorbing a photon and promoting an eletron to an exited singlet state in moleule A,the eletron will relax to S1 level by internal onversion. There are only few vibroni states between S0and S1, making the eletron stay for a longer time in this state (on the order of ns). It an deayby photoluminesene, be transferred to another moleule (B), or onvert to a triplet state (TA1 ) byintersystem rossing. Triplet states are longer living, they an reombine by phosphoresene, thermaldeativation, or be transferred to another moleule (e.g. Moleule C) where they may further deay andreombine. The state SA1 an be transferred by harge transfer or by energy transfer to another moleule(B). It an even be a state shared by A and B that an lead to eximer or exiplex emission.in weakly oupled moleules on a time sale of about ∼ 10−9 s and will be further disussed in setion1.1.4 regarding transport.Figure 1.6 shows the most important optoeletroni transitions after Horie et al [47℄. This isa simplied piture, in organi moleules many of those states are relaxed due to redistribution of theeletroni loud and strutural deformation. The absorption of a photon will reate a bound eletron-holestate alled exiton, whih will be disussed in the following setion.1.1.3 ExitonsAn exiton is a bound pair of a hole and an eletron. This bound state has lower energy than the unboundstate. Its eletrial harge is zero and it has integer spin.There are two known limits. The Mott-Wannier exiton is deloalized over several lattie unitsin materials with large dieletri onstant. If the exiton is strongly loalized in one unitary ell or in
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Figure 1.7: The sheme on the left side represents a Mott-Wannier exiton, and the sheme on the rightside represents a Frenkel type exiton. The grid represents a rystal lattie, the full irles an eletronand the open irles a hole. The dotted irle is used to show that the Mott-Wannier exiton is highlydeloalized.one moleule, it is alled Frenkel exiton. The Frenkel exiton an also be omposed of a harge transfer(C-T) exiton. This bound state has a lower energy than the partiles (e-h) without spin orrelation.The orrelation an be with parallel spin (singlet exitons) or anti-parallel spin (triplet exitons). Anillustrative piture to dierentiate a CT exiton from an e-h pair are adjaent harged donor-aeptor(D+A−) moleules that need to gain vibrational energy (phonon) to release that harge. [50℄. For theCT exiton, one an write [50℄:
EEX = IPD − EA + ∆C + P−
→
µσ
→
F (1.8)where EEX is the vertial exitation energy, IPD ionization potential of the donor, Ea is the eletronanity of the aeptor, ∆C is the Coulomb interation between adjaent ions (D+A−), P is the lattiepolarization energy, →µσ the stati dipole moment of the exited state (D+A−), and →F is the applied eld.Mott-Wannier exitons normally our in ovalent solids where the harges are stronglydeloalized. Frenkel type exitons are more easily deteted in ioni rystals like NaCl. Charge transferexitons are typial for Van der Waals solids as in organi donor-aeptor blends.Exiton formationIn a moleule, an exiton an be formed diretly by absorbing a photon, or by the enounter of positiveand negative harge arriers on the same or neighboring moleules. The deativation to the groundstate an be avoided if there is no spatial overlap of the wave funtions if, for example, an exited state
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Figure 1.8: Energy versus ongurational spae showing the relaxation pathways in solid C60, adaptedfrom [51℄. S are the singlet exiton states, T1 is the lowest triplet exiton state, CT are the transfer-hargeexiton states and CT-STE the self trapped exiton states. Triplet states are shown in red (dashed lines),singlet states are shown in blue (solid lines).
S1 + E
(vib) annot relax to its fundamental eletroni state j:
S1 + E
(vib) /→ S1 (1.9)Figure 1.8 shows a proposed diagram of the energy levels in solid C60 with the possible pathwaysfor relaxation of an exited state [51℄. In ase of C60, photoexitation diretly reates harge-transfer(CT) singlet exiton. It relaxes to its self trapped exiton (STE) and further relax to the ground statein approximately 1.3  10−12 s. Triplet exitons 3CT are reated by intersystem rossing from singletexitons 1CT. Their formation rate (path B) is very low due to the very fast relaxation trough pathwayA. The rest of the singlet exitations relax into the singlet exitons S1. Singlet self trapped CT exitonshave a short lifetime (10−9 s) ompared to triplet CT-STE (10−2 s). They an deay radiatively to theground state, deay non-radiatively to the ground state via a thermally ativated proess or deay to atriplet CT-STE via ISC.
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Figure 1.9: Shemati showing the Förster (a) and the Dexter (b) energy transfer mehanism in singletstates from moleule D to moleule A. () is the nal state, with D in its ground onguration and asinglet exiton in A. (Adapted from [52℄)Exiton diusionExiton transfer between two moleules is a non-radiative transfer. For singlet exitons it an be dipole-dipole transfer, also known as Förster transfer. The exhange interation or Dexter transfer is also allowedfor triplet exitons. Figure 1.9 illustrates the two mehanism for singlet state. During the Förster energytransfer one exited state goes bak to its ground state and another moleule gets exited in resonane.The Förster mehanism is a short range, non radiative transfer and requires the onservation of the spinof exiton donor and exiton aeptor individually. For pratial purposes, the transfer is possible fordistanes between 1.5 nm and 10 nm. For shorter distanes, the overlap of exiton donor and exitonaeptor sites favors their harge exhange and the total spin is onserved. Many theories of energytransfer are disussed by Powel et al in [53℄. Migration of exitons in organi materials is typiallytreated as diusion [53, 54℄, with a typial diusion length of several nanometers [55℄.Exiton separationAn exiton an be separated into eletron and hole if the harge arriers have enough energy to overomethe exitoni binding energy. Inorgani semiondutors like rystalline Si have exitoni binding energiessmaller than the thermal energy, and the photogenerated harges are reated with suient kineti energyto be free in their bands.Organi semiondutors have a low dieletri onstant, therefore, exitons in organi moleulesusually have large binding energy and have a very low probability of being separated at room temperature.
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 15However, they an be separated by an eletri eld [56℄. An exiton an also be separated by a donor-aeptor heterojuntion if the donor's exiton binding energy (ξXD) is lower or equal to LUMOA -LUMOD. The ondition for an exiton in the aeptor material be separated by a donor-aeptorheterojuntion is: ξXA < HOMOA - HOMOD. Depending on the energy levels of the exitoni band in aheterojuntion, an exitoni transfer from one material to another with a lower exitoni band-gap maytake plae instead of harge separation [57℄.1.1.4 Charge arrier transportIt was stated before that the organi moleules are held together by the weak inter-moleular Van derWaal fore. An important impliation of the weak interations between moleules is that a harge on themoleule fores a nulear rearrangement of the moleule and its nearest neighbors, forming a so alledpolaron [58, 59℄, instead of distributing the harge over the lattie. Polarons also exists in polymers andthey an be loalized by hemially interrupting the onjugation as in o-polymers [60, 61℄.Charge arrier mobilityThis high loalization of the harges auses a relatively low mobility of the harge arriers. The mobilityand diusion oeient are related by the Einstein relation [62℄. Consequently, the diusion oeient isalso low. The Einstein relation in its original form is valid at low harge arrier onentration and roomtemperature [56, 63℄. Typial room temperature mobility values are in the range 10−10 to 1 m2/V s forholes and for eletrons. In many materials, the mobility for eletrons is measured to be many orders ofmagnitude lower than for holes, this is also attributed to impurities that usually at as aeptor and trapfor negative harge arriers [64℄.Variable range hopping suessfully explains the transport in many organi ompounds. Hoppingis a thermally ativated proess. It may take plae without any hange in energy, in a two step proess,aording to Simon [65℄:
A−A ⇋ [A−A]
kET
⇋ [AA−] ⇋ AA− (1.10)Here, kET is the eletron transfer rate. The speies [ ℄ are thermally ativated by an energy
δEa. One an dene a hopping frequeny (νh) that is diretly related to the moleular struture and the
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 16position between two adjaent moleules. It an be written as funtion of the resonane integral (γ), theatomi integral (β) and the overlap between the π orbitals of adjaent moleules (α) [66℄:
νh =
2
h
|γ − αβ|
1 − α2 (1.11)The thermally ativated hopping probability (Ph) beomes:
Ph = νhexp
(
− ∆Eac
kT
) (1.12)The expression for the mobility follows from substituting the diusion oeient (with Dh =
Pha
2
c , ac being the lattie onstant) in the Einstein relation.
µ =
ea2c
kT
νhexp
(
− ∆Ea
kT
) (1.13)The energy barrier between two hopping sites an be deformed by applying a high external eletrield in a similar way to the Shottky eet [6770℄, this will inrease the mobility as follows:
µ = µ(0)exp
(
q
kT
β
√
F
) (1.14)Transport equationsA simple drift-diusion model an be used to desribe the unipolar transport in a single layer:
Jn = µnnqF + qDn
dn
dx
(1.15)The ohmi transport (expressed by the rst term of equation 1.15) is valid only for small eldsand onstant temperature. The µ is eld dependent and also temperature dependent. If a urrent ispassing through an organi semiondutor layer, and the mobility is very small, the material will beharged at high elds, i.e. more harge will be injeted than the material an transport. The limit isexpressed by the Child's [71℄ law J∝ V2 [72℄:
JSCLC =
9
8
µnǫǫ0
V2
d3
(1.16)
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 17The modeling of the spae harge limited urrent an be further improved taking intoonsideration the distribution of trap states [73℄. The transport theories for disordered media emphasizesthe importane of the harge arrier mobility. Organi semionduting materials are usually lassiedusing the order of magnitude of its majority harge arrier mobility. Many dierent tehniques weredeveloped to measure the mobility, time of ight (TOF) of an optially generated pulse of harge isused in [74, 75℄. Charge extration by linearly inreasing voltage (CELIV) an be applied diretly ondevies [76℄. Statial measurements of mobility an be performed using the drift urrent equation oneletrohemial ontats [77℄. The mobility an also be determined from FET [7880℄, SCLC [81, 82℄,and injetion limited urrent [83℄ measurements. Other methods are Hall [84℄, Seebek [85℄, holographiTOF [86℄, eletrial impedane [87℄, mirowave ondutivity [88℄, transient of eletroluminesene [89℄,absorption transient [90, 91℄, and eletri pulse [92, 93℄.The most diret measurement of the mobility is TOF, however it requires thik layers and amaterial with a high absorption oeient to onne the harge generation to a very narrow region andmeasure its drift due to an applied bias. The method is useful for material haraterization but is nota good parameter for real appliations due to the neessity of very thik layers and high eletri elds.SCLC mobility is used to measure a eld independent mobility in the range of elds that exists in OLEDsand organi solar ells. A eld dependent theory for SCLC an be used when the I vs.V urves do notexatly follow Child's law, and ohmi ontats are still given [94℄. Seebek is very onvenient if one hasdoped layers and onsequently it is diult to reah SCLC ondition.In the Seebek measurement, a layer of the semiondutor material is deposited over a planarsubstrate. A temperature gradient is applied in the diretion of the layer surfae. A voltage(thermovoltage) is measured on the same diretion as the temperature gradient [95℄. The Seebekoeient (SSeebeck) is dened as a funtion of the thermovoltage (V12), the absolute temperature (T),and the temperature dierene (∆T):
SSeebeck(T) = lim∆T→0
V12(T,∆T)
∆T
(1.17)For unipolar harge arriers and one transport level the Seebek oeient is related to the Fermilevel (ξ), the transport level (Eσ), and the absolute temperature as follows [96℄:
SSeebeck(T) =
ξ(T) − Eσ
qT
(1.18)
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 18where q is the harge. The equation above an be easily assoiated with the Fermi distribution,here using the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation, sine |ξ − Eσ| ≫ kBT:
nh = nµexp
(
ξ(T) − Eσ
kBT
)
= nµexp
(
−qSSeebeck
kB
) (1.19)where nh is the density of holes, nµ is the eetive density of states, and kB is the Boltzmannonstant. The Seebek mobility (µS) is obtained from the ondutivity equation:
σ = qnhµS (1.20)It is of great importane to know the harge arrier mobility of the organi materials beause themobility is one important limiting fator of performane in devies suh as eld eet transistors (in thehigh frequeny regime) and espeially organi solar ells.Metal - semiondutor interfaeMetal-semiondutor interfaes usually have a large energeti barrier. Charges an tunnel through it orjump over it if they have enough energy. The barrier an be lowered by an external eletri eld (seedashed red line in gure 1.10). The barrier an be further lowered by a Shottky eet, where a hargeat the distane x from the interfae indues a mirror harge with opposite sign at distane −x from theinterfae. This redution is depited in gure 1.10. If the barrier is low enough and the harge arriershave suient thermal energy, the transport an be desribed as limited by thermioni injetion [97℄. Forlow mobility semiondutors, the Rihardson-Shottky equation must be modied to inlude diusion[98℄:
J =
4πem(kT)2
h3
exp
(
− φBn
kT
)
exp
[(
q3
4πǫ0ǫr
F
)1/2
/kBT
] (1.21)The rst exponential desribes the stati barrier seen by the harge arrier, the barrier height is
φBn. The seond exponential desribes the lowering of the barrier by an applied eletri eld (F). Here,
m, ǫ0, ǫr, are, respetively, the free eletron mass, the permittivity of vauum, and the optial dieletrionstant.If the temperature is low, the harge arriers may not have enough energy to overome thebarrier. For high applied elds, the shape of the barrier is distorted in a way to inrease tunneling
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Figure 1.10: Energy interfae between metal and semiondutor. The Shottky barrier (Blue) is omposedby the barrier itself (red) minus the lowering aused by the image fore (blak).probability. Under these onditions the tunneling urrent beomes dominant. The energy barrier underhigh elds through a triangular barrier is given by the Fowler-Nordheim expression [99℄. A orretion forthe triangular shape was developed by Koehler et al [100℄ taking into onsideration the Fermi distributionin the semiondutor. The equation then beomes:
jFNK(T ) =
q2kBTπ
h
(
m∗
2φ
)1/2
Fexp
[
− 4(2m
∗)1/2φ3/2
3Fq~
]
1
sin[βkBTπ]
(1.22)Here, φ is the barrier height, m∗ is the harge arrier eetive mass, h the Plank onstant, kB isthe Boltzmann onstant, T the absolute temperature, and β = (2(2m∗)1/2φ1/2)/(Fq~).For materials with very low mobility, the spae harge an extend to the entire region, from theposition where the harges tunnel into the organi semiondutor, up to the opposite eletrode, so thatthe urrent beomes mobility dependent (see Gepperd et al [101, 102℄).The piture desribed until now onsiders ideal metal-semiondutor interfaes and an, to someextent, be applied to organi semiondutors. If there are surfae states on the semiondutors surfae,they will be lled up to EF ; and if the surfae DOS is large enough, it will sreen the eld over it. Thebarrier height will be independent from the metal work funtion and be only determined by the surfaeof the semiondutor [103℄.
1.1. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 20A method to inuene the barrier and provide ohmi ontats between an organi semiondutorand a metal is to hange the Fermi level on the semiondutor. This an be aomplished with doping.Doping of organi materialsKearns did report an inreased ondutivity in phthaloyanine doped with ortho-hloranile in 1960 [104℄.The rst study about eletrial doping of organi materials was probably done in 1963 by Bolto et al [105℄.Further experiments about intentional doping of small moleules were reported around 1980 [106108℄. Itis also worth to mention the work of Shirakawa et al in 1976 with the doping of polyaetylene [109, 110℄.Other polymers are doped with ions supplied by inorgani salts, organi salts, aids, and even polymeriaids. The doping is usually performed in solution or by an eletrohemial red-ox proess [111℄. Mostommon examples are polyaniline doped with amphorsulfoni aid or poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)(PEDOT) doped with poly(styrenesuoni) aid.The doping proess is a partial or omplete harge transfer from a dopant to a semiondutormaterial (matrix or host), suh that the host beomes harged positively of negatively. In organi smallmoleules, the harge transfer for p-doping is an eletron transfer from the matrix HOMO to a dopantLUMO. The transfer an be eetive if the HOMO of the matrix is higher or at a similar energy levelto the eletron anity of the dopant, in this relation, the dopant is a strong aeptor and the matrix isomposed of strong donor material. In a omplementary way, to reate harge arriers in the ondutionband, the dopant has to have an ionization potential with a similar or higher energy level than the eletronanity of the matrix. This harge transfer has to our without reating a ovalent bond between dopantand matrix.In this simple piture, a doped moleule is equivalent to its ioni form. The doping an be detetedby spetrosopi methods, suh as photoeletron spetrosopy (XPS) or infra-red spetrometry, or also inthe visible, sine the anioni moleules have dierent absorption spetra ompared to the neutral forms 2.Phthaloyanines are the model moleules used to study the doping of organi semiondutors[104, 106, 112℄. Pfeier et al investigated the ontrolled doping of phthaloyanines [85℄. UsingSeebek measurements, they found a positive Seebek oeient that dereases with inreasing dopingonentration. The Seebek oeient (s) is positive for p-type transport. Knowing the transport level(Eσ), they determined the position of the Fermi Level (ξ), onluding that, similarly to the inorganirystals, the Fermi level shifts towards the valene level on inreasing doping onentration.2The eletrial doping proess implies in a harge transfer but does not onstitute a hemial reation between dopantand semiondutor matrix.
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Figure 1.11: Shemati of the red-ox doping of organi semiondutors. The p-dopant (in red) is anaeptor moleule that, on doping, will be ionized reeiving an eletron from the HOMO of the matrix. Thematrix will then have a free positive harge arrier (hole). The n-doping is performed in a orrespondentway, where the n-dopant (blue) is a donor for the matrix. In this ase, the eletron is transferred to theLUMO of the matrix, where it is a negative harge arrier (eletron).There is, however, a big dierene to onventional doping of inorgani semiondutors: themobility rises supra-linearly with the doping onentration. In onventional semiondutors, the densityof free harge arriers is, at best, proportional to the onentration of dopants. In organi semiondutors,the dopants also reate harge arriers that will populate the deepest traps in the matrix before theypopulate the available free states. The lled level will dene the mobility edge in the semiondutor.The explanation for the supra-linear inrease in the mobility is that the distribution of the density ofstates has an exponential like tail. In devies, the dopants are used in transport layers to improve theirondutivity, the doped layers are preferentially wide gap (so alled window materials) so that light isonly absorbed in the photoative areas. The doped layers produe a spae harge that forms a ohmiontat to the eletrodes. In addition, or as alternative solution, the injetion and extration of hargearriers an be improved by using a neat dopant layer between the eletrode and the transport layer.Currently, p- and n-type doping of organi semiondutors is a well established proedure in smallmoleules as well as in polymers [113℄. For p-doping, strong organi aeptors like F4-TCNQ (2,3,5,6-Tetrauoro -7,7,8,8- tetrayanoquinodimethane) [85℄, HATNA (Hexaazatrinaphthylene), F2-HCNQ (3,6-diuoro-2,5,7,7,8,8-hexayanoquinodimethane) [114℄, and industrial NDP2 (Novaled AG) [27℄ are used.On heavily doped ontats, as is the ase for F4-TCNQ 2% doped Zin Phthaloyanine (zin
1.2. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 22phthaloyanine), [115℄ the alignment of the Fermi level of the semiondutor with the metal reates avery narrow depletion layer. This thin barrier enables the eient injetion by tunneling.The implementation of n-type doping is more omplex beause the dopants are easily oxidizedby atmospheri oxygen. Therefore the dopants need to be synthesized and stored in inert atmosphere.Another option is to use preursors, for example ompounds ontaining alkaline metals. In this ase,the dopants are released during the doping proess from thermal evaporation soures ontaining metalsalts or metal-organi ompounds, whih are stable in air. However, organi semionduting layersdoped with metal ions may have unstable eletrial properties, sine the ions are small and may diuse.Organi donors for n-type doping found in the literature are Liq (8-hydroxy-quinolinato lithium) [116℄,Pyronin B [117℄, AOB (3,6-bis (dimethylamino) aridine), and [118℄, LCV (4,4',4- methylidynestris (N,N-dimethylaniline) ) [119℄, obaltoene (bis(ylopentadienyl)obalt(II)) [120℄. An industrial strong organin-dopant is NDN-1 (Novaled AG).1.2 Organi solar ells1.2.1 Comparison between inorgani and organi solar ellsThere are some similarities between organi and inorgani solar ells. In this setion, we will fouson the dierent mirosopi aspets of the photoeletri onversion and adapt the physis of inorganisemiondutors to explain the marosopi behavior of organi solar ells.In a simple piture, a solar ell3 is a devie that absorbs light, onverts it into eletriity andharge itself. The harges generate the potential to drive an eletrial urrent. Under reverse bias (i.e.applying a bias that is in opposite diretion to the internal harge) one an extrat all the photogeneratedharges. This urrent (the saturation urrent) is proportional to the inident light intensity (within adened light spetrum); more preisely, it is proportional to the number of absorbed photons. In goodsolar ells, the maximum photourrent one an get out of the devie, the reverse bias saturation urrent,is almost equal to the short iruit urrent ISC.The quantum eieny of the photoeletri onversion is alulated by dividing the generatedphotoeletri urrent (ISC) by the inident photon ux The basi energy diagram of an inorgani solarell is a p-n juntion, as depited in gure 1.12. The dierent type of doping on the left (n-doped) andright (p-doped) implies a dierene in the Fermi level. The p and n side have their Fermi level shifted,3also known as solar battery or photovoltai devie
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Figure 1.12: Energy diagram of a p-n juntion. The left side is n-type doped and the right side p-type.The Fermi energy is aligned in equilibrium.downwards on the p side and upwards on the n side. The harges generated by the doping ompensateeah other forming a neutral (depletion) zone. The dierene in the Fermi level is responsible for theseparation of the photogenerated harges.If this p-n juntion is illuminated, photons are absorbed reating pairs of holes and eletrons.In silion, the eletrons and holes have suient kineti energy to be separated (no orrelation betweentheir wave funtions). The free harges will follow the eletri potential until the Fermi level align. If theontats (p and n) are shorted by ohmi ontats, then the devie will disharge, and generate a onstanturrent if ontinuously illuminated.
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Figure 1.13: Simplied energy diagram of a donor aeptor heterojuntion. IP is the ionization potentialand Ea the eletron anity of the semiondutor. EVac is the vauum energy level.
1.2. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 24Contrary to inorgani semiondutors, only exitons and not free harge arriers are reated inorgani semiondutors by absorption of a photon (see se. 1.1.3). Organi p-n juntions made of thesame material (homojuntions) do not work eiently as solar ells [56℄. This is due to the fat thatupon absorption of photons, Frenkel exitons with a high binding energy are reated in the organisemiondutor. The exitons an be separated using a heterojuntion formed by two type of materials,one being an eletron aeptor and the other an eletron donor (in relation to eah other). A simplepiture of an organi solar ell an be seen in gure 1.13. A photon is absorbed near the donor-aeptorinterfae reating an exiton. The exiton an be separated at the interfae, and the separated hargesan be transported by drift-diusion to the ontats.1.2.2 Types of organi solar ellsOrgani semiondutors are diret band gap absorbers and an be easily tuned to emit or absorb a desiredwavelength. As disussed in setion 1.1.3, ontrary to ovalent rystals like Si and III-V semiondutors,the absorption diretly generates an exiton.
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itoni Band Donor
AeptorFigure 1.14: Basi solar ell strutures involving organi layers. (a) simple at juntion between a donorand an aeptor layer, or Tang's ell. (b) Bulk D-A heterojuntion.Figure 1.14 shows a simplied energy diagram of the main types of solar ells involving organimoleules. (a) is the at juntion between a donor material (D) and an aeptor material (A). Thisjuntion is alled at D-A heterojuntion or simply at heterojuntion (FHJ). In this devie, one or bothmaterials (donor and aeptor) an onvert photons into exitons. If the exitons reah the D-A interfaethey will dissoiate, at the same time the D (A) layer will serve as transport layer for holes (eletrons).Eah layer at the FHJ also has the funtion of a bloking layer for the opposite harge arrier type.(b) depits a simplied diagram of a Bulk D-A Heterojuntion (BHJ). Here, the exiton separation into
1.2. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 25harge arriers will our in the bulk beause the interfae between D and A is drastially inreased asompared to the FHJ. The transport of eletrons and holes ours on the LUMO of the aeptor and onthe HOMO of the donor, respetively.There are several approahes for high eieny organi solar ells. It has to be taken intoonsideration that the harge arrier mobility is very low in organi semiondutors. This is partiallyompensated by the very high absorption oeients (e.g., the extintion oeient (ε) of ZinPhthaloyanine is ∝ 105M−1cm−1) that enables the use of very thin ative layers. Nevertheless, theexitoni diusion length is not very large, limiting the maximum distane between absorption enterand dissoiation interfae between ∼ 5 nm and ∼ 40 nm [121℄. One approah to use thiker layers isto make a donor-aeptor blend in form of a BHJ solar ell [122℄. In the BHJ, the distane that anexiton has to pass until it enounters a D-A interfae is smaller. The transport of harge arriers willour int the transport paths that exist in a non-homogeneous struture. A simple piture desribingthe morphology of the ative layer of a small moleule BHJ solar ells is a blend formed by two typesof lusters. This onept also works well in some polymer or hybrid devies suh as polymer+PCBMblend ells [123℄. Another approah is to make the absorption layer only a few monolayers thik. In thisextreme ase, suh as in dye sensitized solar ells (DSSC), the absorption is aused by a very large surfaearea of a porous TiO2 layer overed by an organi dye and immersed into an ioni ondutor (whih analso be solid state semiondutor [124℄).This work fouses on solar ells with small moleules. BHJ have higher ISC ompared to FHJdue to inreased exitoni separation. A drawbak is the lower availability of energetially favorableperolation paths used to transport the harge arriers to the eletrodes, inreasing the bimoleularreombination rate and onsequently dereasing the performane. The limitation on the layer thiknessto get the highest eieny an be overome by making tandem solar ells, whih an be thin as requiredand separated by transparent wide gap transport materials. High eieny solar ells with small moleulesusually have a omplex layer struture [16℄ (see g 1.15).1.2.3 Transfer urve (Ivs.V)The eletrial transfer urve (I vs.V urve) of an organi solar ell an be used to extrat performaneinformation. Without illumination, it resembles a diode urve. Under illumination, a photourrent thatows against the applied eld is added to the urve. This addition is only linear in a rst approximation.Figure 1.16 shows a I vs.V urve from a typial organi solar ell. Some harateristi points are
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itoni StatesHTL &XBL ETL &XBLD A
Figure 1.15: Flat heterojuntion solar ell with exiton bloking layers (XBL) that are also wide gap hole(HTL) and eletron transport layers (ETL) on the right side.used to desribe its normal behavior. These points are the open iruit voltage (VOC), the short iruiturrent (ISC), the maximum power point (MPP), and the ll fator (FF).The maximum power point is dened as the point where the power, the produt −V × I is at amaximum in the fourth quadrant. This point has the oordinates (VMPP, IMPP).The ll fator is dened as the ratio between the maximum power and the produt VOC × ISC. Itdenes the ratio (also represented as a perentage) of the useful power in relation to the limitation givenby VOC and ISC (area of small retangle divided by area of the larger retangle in 1.16):
FF =
VMPPIMPP
VOCISC
(1.23)Furthermore, the reverse saturation ratio (S) is dened as the ratio between the short iruiturrent and the light urrent at -1 V (IL) subtrated from the dark urrent at -1 V (ID):
S =
ISC
IL(−1) − ID(−1)
(1.24)A set of oupled equations must be numerially solved for a omplete modeling of a solar ell's
I vs.V urve [125, 126℄. In essene, the ontinuity equations (Eq. 1.25), the Poisson equations (Eq. 1.26)and the drift-diusion transport equations (Eq. 1.15) must be solved, taking into aount the boundaryonditions [127℄:
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Figure 1.16: Typial I vs.V urve of an organi solar ell in dark (blak) and under simulatedAM1.5 illumination (red). The harateristi parameters are shown VOC, ISC, and MPP (MPP =(VMPP ,IMPP )).
∂n, p
∂t
= G−R1
q
∂Jn,p
∂x
(1.25)
Φ(x) = −
∫ x
0
Fdx (1.26)The gradient of the eld is alulated using the eletron and hole densities (n and p), the respetivetrap density (NnT , and NpT ), and the density of donors (ND) and aeptors (NA).
∂F
∂x
=
e
ǫ0ǫr
(p− n+ND −NA +NpT −NnT ) (1.27)In Eq. 1.25, G is the generation rate, q the elementary harge, and R is the reombination rate.The reombination (R) is given by the bimoleular (Langevin) reombination model [126℄, or by thegeminate (Onsager) reombination model [128, 129℄.The opto-eletri transfer urve (I vs.V urve under illumination) an be simulated with thisbasi set of equations. The simulation needs as input the inident light spetra to determine the exiton
1.2. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 28generation prole. In general, the simulation an give results with good agreement to experiment, howeverthe large set of free parameters leads to many possible solutions for the same I vs.V urve. Some of theparameters have a large inuene on the result and some an only be easily aessed experimentally inspeially onstruted devies that are not solar ells (for example, the harge arrier mobility). In viewof this, the results of this work will be disussed fousing more on the physial eets and less on thequantitative values.Photourrent and Saturation urrentThe photourrent is in a rst approximation linearly dependent on the light intensity. Under very highlight intensities, the absorber moleules may be saturated either with exitons or with harges. Eetssuh as exiton-exiton reombination may also take plae. A reverse applied eletri eld on a solar ellwill assist the extration of harges and eventually the separation of exitons. The best approximationfor the photourrent is the saturation urrent (I(−1V)). In good solar ells, the photourrent an alsobe roughly approximated to ISC, whih means that almost all generated harges an be transported outof the devie under short iruit. In suh a devie, the harge separation is easily ahieved and is almostindependent from the external applied bias. In an equivalent iruit piture, this implies in a very highshunt resistane.In at heterojuntions, it is reasonable to assume that exiton reombination (RX) takes plaesine the exitons need to travel a relatively long distane ompared to their diusion length before theyreah the interfae where they an be separated. The exiton reombination is the main reombinationloss in at heterojuntions solar ells [81℄. It an be lassied in geminate reombination (RG) andbimoleular reombination. On the other hand, due to the well dened D-A interfae, the eletron-hole(Re−h) reombination, or also the exiplex reombination, is strongly redued at short-iruit onditionand an therefore be negleted. Aording to Pope [81℄, the exitons have a high initial reombinationrate due to the strong Coulomb attration between the e-h pair.In bulk heterojuntions, RG an be negleted sine the dissoiation is very fast; in this ase, thebimoleular reombination is dominant [130℄. The mobility of the slowest harge arrier and the densityof traps strongly inuenes the bimoleular reombination rate [130℄.In homojuntion organi solar ells, both proesses take plae and the photourrent an only beeiently extrated at high reverse elds.
1.2. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 29RG is a funtion of the free eletron density (n), the free hole density (p), the intrinsi eletron(nint) and hole (pint) densities, and the Langevin reombination fator [130℄.
R = γ(np− nintpint) (1.28)where γ is given by:
γ =
q
ǫ
(µe + µh) (1.29)Open iruit voltageIn a piture proposed by Peter Würfel, the internal or maximum open iruit voltage that a system andeliver is given by the dierene of the quasi-Fermi levels from holes and eletrons in the juntion, at openiruit ondition [131℄. The position of the quasi-Fermi levels is alulated from the Fermi distribution(Boltzmann approximation):
ne = NCexp
(
− CB − ξe
kT
) (1.30)
nh = NV exp
(
− ξh − VB
kT
) (1.31)These equations are used to determine the density of eletrons (ne) and the density of holes (nh).The density of eletrons is alulated knowing the energy dierene of the quasi-Fermi level for eletrons(ξe) to the ondution band (CB), the temperature (T), and density of states (NC). In the same way thedensity of holes is alulated with the quasi-Fermi energy for holes (ξh), ondution band energy (VB),the temperature (T), and density of states (NV ). Now, VOC an be written as:
VOC ≤ ξh − ξh = VB − CB − kT ln
(
− NCNV
nenh
) (1.32)This is the upper limit, it holds if it is granted that eletrons an go only to one side, and holesto the other (semipermeable membranes, ompare g. 1.15 to g. 1.17). The eet of the semipermeablemembranes an be due to a transport energy level oset between two dierent materials, for example,in a heterojuntion. For eah harge arrier type, one material an have a more favorable energy levelompared to the other material, whih has a less favorable level or is even an energy barrier.
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holes only eletrons onlyharge arriergeneration regionFigure 1.17: Organi solar ell in a semipermeable membrane piture: the generated harge arriers anonly move out of the generation region in opposite diretions.If the anisotropy of the urrent is not granted by suh semipermeable membranes, then VOC anbe lower and limited to the built in-voltage [132℄.
Figure 1.18: Simulated J vs.V urve (J is the urrent density) to t measured data of a bulk heterojuntionsolar ell. The solid line is the result with µh0 = 5.5× 10−10m2V −1s−1 and µe0 = 3.7× 10−9m2V −1s−1.The dashed line has the hole mobility inreased to µh0 = 2.0 × 10−8m2V −1s−1. The dotted line isthe simulation using the inreased hole mobility and also an eletron mobility inrease to µe0 = 2.0 ×
10−7m2V −1s−1 (adapted from [1℄).Fill fatorThe ll fator denes the ratio of the useful power related to the total internal power produed by thedevie. It is dened as the power at the maximum-power point (MPP) divided by the produt VOC ×
ISC. Simulating the I vs.V harateristis of a bulk heterojuntion solar ell, one an show that there is alear dependene of the ll fator on the reombination rate. The FF is smaller for devies with strongerreombination (larger Langevin reombination onstant) [130, 133℄.
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Figure 1.19: Simulated I vs.V urves of bulk heterojuntion devies for various hole mobilities, the eletronmobility is xed at 5×10−5 m2/Vs (adapted from [2℄)Equivalent iruitSolar ells are diodes and their dark I vs.V urve an be desribed by the Shokley equation [103℄. Asimple model is depited in Fig. 1.20, the photourrent is generated by a onstant urrent soure (IL) inparallel with a diode (D1), a parallel resistane (Rintsh ), and in series with a resistane (RS) [52, 134, 135℄.
IL Rintsh D1
RS
Figure 1.20: Equivalent iruit for a solar ell, showing a onstant urrent soure (IL) in parallel with adiode (D1), a parallel resistane (Rintsh ), and a series resistane (RS).The equation for a simple model with one diode in parallel with a onstant urrent soure andone resistane in series is given by Eq. 1.33.
I = I0
(
exp
{
q(V − IRs)
nkT
}
− 1
)
− IL −
V − RsI
Rintsh
(1.33)By tting with this equation one an obtain the series and parallel resistane of the devies. Moredetails about the tting proedure is given in setion 2.4.
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Figure 1.21: Representation of eletri eld and its intensity of light with 3 dierent wavelengths in amedium with n = 1.8 iniding from the left and being reeted at distane = 0 nm. Bottom: Standingwaves with a node on 0 nm and wavelengths of 300 nm, 500 nm, and 700 nm represented by the eletrield. Upper part: the orresponding intensity. The vertial units are arbitrary.Organi optoeletroni devies are very thin, the ative layers of the solar ell have a totalthikness of about 100 nm. Optial interferene eets have to be onsidered when designing the devie;these eets beome important due to the sale of the layer thiknesses, whih are on the sale of thevisible light wavelength. Figure 1.21 shows standing waves (eletri eld in the bottom part) aused byinterferene of light inident from the right and reeted by a mirror on the left. The orrespondingirradiane of the wave (∝ |F|2) is shown by the upper part of the gure. The irradiane (or intensity) isdened as Iirr = ǫυ〈F2〉T (where ǫ is the permittivity, υ is the speed, and 〈F2〉T is the time average ofthe optial eld) [136℄. It is lear that dierent wavelengths have their maximum at dierent distanesfrom the mirror.The upper eletrode (opposite to the substrate) of a onventional organi solar ell is metalli andtherefore has a high reetivity. The optially ative layer responsible for light absorption is in between100 nm of the distane to the reeting eletrode. The absorption prole an be diretly related to theexiton generation rate, it is therefore of main importane to know the absorption prole in the ativelayers. If the absorption layer is thinner than 100 nm, the maximum of the light intensity annot oinidewith the position of the absorption layer for all wavelengths.Dierent tehniques an be used to obtain a large absorption over the spetrum. One solution is
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Figure 1.22: Distribution of the photon absorption in two m-i-p organi solar ells within the layerstruture: Al (100 nm) / p:ZnP (10 nm) / p:MeoTPD (x) / i:MeoTPD / ZnP:C60 (2:1, 35 nm) / C60(7 nm) / ITO (132 nm) / glass substrate. Sun spetra AM 1.5 is iniding from the left. Top: x = 45 nm;bottom: x = 1 nm.to use an absorption layer whih is at least 100 nm thik; this is the ase for ommon polymer solar ells(for example in [123℄). Small moleule solar ells an use double or triple absorption layers, where eahsingle layer has a material whih absorbs in a dierent spetral region. Another alternative is the use oftandem solar ells; eah individual ell has its own absorption layer plaed on a maximum of the lightintensity, whih is not neessarily the rst maximum.These approahes annot be implemented in a straightforward manner. Thik layers mayompromise the eletrial properties of the devie, tandem strutures an be diult to produe dueto the large number of required layers, and double or triplet absorption layers require materials with theorret eletrial and optial properties whih are not always available.The transmission, absorption, and eld distribution in a devie an be alulated using the transfermatrix method; knowing the optial onstants n and k and the inident solar light spetrum [137, 138℄.Any variation of the layer struture will ause a hange in the light intensity distribution. Figure 1.22shows the absorption prole of two organi solar ells whih are idential exept for one transparent holetransport layer (p:MeoTPD). The p:MeoTPD layer has a thikness of 45 nm in the upper devie and 1nm in the lower devie. The dierent absorption prole leads to a lower integrated absorption in thephoto-ative layers (ZnP:C60 / C60) of the bottom devie.Optimizing a single juntion solar ell to work in the rst optial node results in a devie where
1.3. STABILITY 34the short wavelength absorber is lose to the reetive ontat and the long wavelength absorber furtheraway from it [139℄. The absorbers are made as thik as their exitoni diusion lengths and wide gaptransport materials are used as optial spaers. The hoie in material layer sequene is now limited.C60 is widely used as aeptor and absorbs around 450 nm; it is preferably plaed lose to the metallieletrode, and it is neessary to plae a donor adjaent to it, whih absorbs light in a omplementaryspetral region. This proedure an be applied to tandem solar ells. Optimized tandem ZnP/ C60 p-i-nsolar ells have power eienies as high as 3.8% [139℄.1.3 StabilityThe main hallenges in organi solar ell researh are urrently eieny and lifetime [16℄. There are anumber of reports showing that organi solar ells an be omparatively stable. For instane, some dyesensitized solar ells (DSSC) exhibited no visible degradation operating at 75 oC over 7 000 h [140℄, orvery small hanges even after 13 000 h under 400 Wm−2 [141℄. A polymer solar ell using proprietarymaterials showed only a minor ISC degradation after 2000 h [142℄. Still, a standard polythiophene /fullerene derivative ell had an eieny drop of 80% after operating for 1 000 h [143℄. Small moleulebased solar ells oer greater strutural exibility over polymer and dye sensitized solar ells due to theeasier deposition of multiple layers, but lifetime data for omplete enapsulated devies are still rare. In1987 Manabe et al produed a very stable solar ell based on small moleules [144℄, the ell even had animprovement on ISC over more than 600 h. Wang et al ompared dierent C60 / CuP solar ells andshowed that the devies live longer if C60 is far from the Al eletrode, leading to a shelf lifetime to half ofits initial eieny of 950 h [145℄. High eieny tandem solar ells were shown to be very stable withless than 3% of derease in power onversion eieny over 1 000 h at 50 oC [11℄.A more detailed investigation of CuP / C60 devies showed a very high thermal ativation energy(EA) eet on the degradation of I(−1V ) [18℄. This EA is alulated from the ideality fator of the I vs.Vurves and is based on an equivalent iruit model for inorgani solar ells [146℄. The non-enapsulateddevies live only for a few minutes in air, in ontrast to vauum where they are stable for at least severalhours. Their results indiate a strong degradation eet from oxygen and light assisted diusion ofoxygen.One of the main degradation proesses for non-enapsulated devies is the quenhing of exitonsaused by anioni oxygen moleules assoiated with C60 [147℄. Moleular oxygen an diuse through the
1.3. STABILITY 35whole devie, and the usual evaporated Al and Ag eletrodes are only weak barriers [148150℄. Oxygenauses a strong redution of the eletron mobility in C60 [151℄. Modied eletrodes and also the shift ofC60 layer further away from the Al eletrode does improve devie stability [143, 145℄.
Substrate Anode Donor Aeptor Cathode Enapsulation
Interfae
Figure 1.23: Example of a layer struture of a at donor-aeptor heterojuntion solar ell.Fig. 1.23 shows the layer struture of a simplied donor-aeptor at heterojuntion solar ell.Besides the substrate and the enapsulation, the stability of the bulk of eah layer and their interfaesan be analyzed separately.Bottom eletrode, TCO, and the interfae TCO / organiThe most frequently used transparent bottom eletrode of an organi solar ell or an OLED is madeof indium-tin oxide. Sometimes tin oxide, uorine doped tin oxide, or other degenerated transparentonduting oxides (TCO) are used. These materials are typially proessed under temperatures between200 oC and 500 oC for tuning their optial and eletrial properties. However it is known that the layers,espeially their surfae, are not stable at room or typial operation temperatures (for a omprehensiveoverview on TCOs see hapter 6 of [152℄).It was observed that their surfae tends to absorb oxygen, water,and arbon ontamination [153155℄. The large amount of literature devoted to the surfae treatmentof TCOs shows how important this surfae and its interfae to organi semiondutors are for eletronidevies.The eletroni barrier of simple interfaes between metal or TCOs and organi semiondutors annot be orretly desribed by the dierene of the workfuntion of the ondutor and the ondution (orvalene) band of the organi semiondutor. The physial or hemial absorption properties of the organisemionduting moleules on the ondutor an hange dramatially the eletroni properties [156, 157℄.
1.3. STABILITY 36Good eletroni injetion properties have been ahieved by surfae treatment of the TCO. Thesurfae treatment onsists of a modiation of the surfae omposition by oxidation, by removing exess ofoxygen atoms, or by hemially binding another substane to the surfae (SAM, aids, et). Modiationslike oxygen plasma treatment are partially reversible and not fully reproduible, e.g. ITOs made bydierent methods or with dierent deposition parameters have dierent ompositions [153, 158℄. In aseswhere the TCO is the anode, an oxygen treatment an improve the positive harge arrier injetioninto the organi semiondutor by ompletely oxidizing its surfae and modifying its workfuntion. Thismodiation may introdue physisorbed oxygen on the surfae whih, if released in the organi layer, anin ertain ases work as p-dopant and improve the injetion.When the TCO is a athode, it must not release oxygen into the aeptor layer, beause theaeptor may be oxidized, or it may be p-doped, or the eet of an n-dopant may be ompensated.Oxygen and metal diusion from the TCO into the organi layer does ontribute to unintentionaleletrial doping, quenhing eets in the optially ative layers, and even to short iruits [148, 149, 159161℄. It is partiularly neessary to avoid ontat of the organi material with oxygen, therefore it shouldbe avoided that oxygen impurities are introdued trough the TCO interfae.Another tehnique to ahieve reproduible, and relatively low energy barriers at the TCO - organiinterfae is the use of buer layers. Most of the eletroni interfae eets between TCOs and organisemiondutors an be sreened-out by using an insulating layer or a heavily doped organi semiondutor.Typial insulating layers are e.g. SiOx, polytetrauoroethylene. The insulating layer tends to be verystable, however the tunnel juntion inreases the operating voltage in an OLED and is probably notviable in a solar ell. The use of a doped layer for the injetion is a good solution provided that thedopants do not diuse into other layers. Doping with metals has a serious stability problem [161℄ whereasdoping with larger organi dopants seems to be a viable solution for long term stability. Typial highlydoped layers are PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate)), F4-TCNQ: m-MTDATA (4,4',4-tris-(3-methylphenylphenylamino)triphenylamine m-MTDATA), polyaniline, et..Organi Bulk layer(s)The morphology of the optial ative layer plays a very important role in solar ells. For instane,in polymer bulk heterojuntions devies, the thermal treatment is essential to ahieve the highesteieny [162℄.The morphology of small moleule donor-aeptor bulk heterojuntion layer is also an important
1.3. STABILITY 37fator for the devie eieny. The diret observation of the morphology is diult, very speitehniques have to be employed for the in-situ observation of the devie's morphology. However, targetedmodiations during deposition have been performed to determine the optimum onditions [163165℄.What polymer, small moleule, bulk or at heterojuntions optial ative layers have in ommonis its sensitivity towards ontamination. It is neessary that the materials used in these layers do notontain oxidized speies. The oxidized speies an generate harge arrier traps lowering the mobilityand ating as a reombination enter for exitons. The optially exited moleules are highly sensitive tooxidation. Although some eets may benet from oxygen ontamination [166168℄. While some eetsmay be desired, they are not stable beause of the diusion of gases in rystalline organi materials isvery fast (given the very thin layers). This general onlusion holds for solar ells and for OLEDs aswell. The devies require an enapsulation with gas and moisture barrier and a gas and moisture getterloated inside the enapsulated devie.Organi / Metal interfaeSimilar to the TCO / organi interfae, the eletroni properties of organi-metal interfaes are veryomplex and an usually not simply desribed by the energy levels of the two materials. The groupof Kahn and Seki have eluidated several dierent metal / organi interfaes [169171℄. The generalonlusion is that energy level alignment will depend on the moleule and how it is absorbed on themetal surfae.It is diult to ontrol the interfae properties, beause the interfae is very sensitive even toa monolayer of ontaminant. Here again, buer layers or doped layers are used to ahieve reproduibleresults. A speial situation is the deposition of a metal layer on an organi layer. Beause of the small size,and high temperature (high energy) during deposition, the metals tend to diuse into the organi layers,sometimes even reating short-iruits [172℄. Beause dierent organi materials interat dierently withdierent metals, it was proposed to use buer layers to avoid diusion. Another problem is that somereative metals may arry ontaminants like oxygen to the organi layers (e.g. Al and oxygen).The eletroni metal-organi interfae may also be inuened by a slow oxidation, andhydroxilation of the metal surfae. These reations with oxygen and water in defet regions are theause of the bubbles and so alled dark-spots in OLEDs [173176℄.
1.4. COMPARISON TO THE STABILITY OF OLEDS 38However, the reation of a metal with an organi layer may also have positive eets, suh asimproving the injetion [177℄.Those several dierent aspets of a devie, whih an ause instability, oer a large spetrum ofinvestigation and optimization possibilities towards an improved andhighly stable organi solar ell.1.4 Comparison to the stability of OLEDsThe researh and tehnial development of organi light emitting diodes (OLEDs) is more intense than fororgani solar ells, espeially before the year 2000. After 2000, a strong inrease in government fundingand subsidies has strengthened the interest for the development of organi solar ells, when rst OLEDdisplays were available in the market (Pioneer in 1998, Kodak in 2003 [152℄).First, the main mehanism of degradation of OLEDs was found to be the rystallization of thesmall moleule layers and the appearing of blak-spots. The blak spots did originate from loal heatingaused by non-uniform urrent densities trough the devie; this proess was also assisted by oxidationand delamination of the eletrodes.All devies have to be proteted from oxygen and water, whih an reat with harged or exitedspeies in the devie. The ommon method is to seal the devie, whih is made on a glass substrate,using a glass over, and a getter material inside the over. Other tehnologies have been developed, likemultilayer polymer / erami staks to enable exible OLEDs.The improvement of the lifetime of multilayer small moleule OLED devies was rst onentratedin nding (or reating) new transport materials (see hapter 3 [152℄) and improving urrent injetion andtransport. The best known material used in the eletron transport layer and in the emitter layer (as hostmaterial) was Alq3 (Aluminum tris(quinolin-8-olate) CAS Nr. 2085-33-8), whih is still largely used. Thiseletron transport material has a rather good stability, therefore the researh was foused on inreasingthe glass transition temperature of the hole transport materials.It was found that some materials, in solid state, are relatively unstable in ionized form. It wasfound that the ationi form of Alq3 is not stable in presene of water [178℄, onsequently Alq3 is preferablyused only as eletron transport material and not as emitter host.The investigations on doping of transport materials and the, to some extent parallel, researh onthe modiation of the eetive work funtion of the eletrodes by using thin injetion layers led tovery stable devies.
1.4. COMPARISON TO THE STABILITY OF OLEDS 39The eieny and the lifetime are losely orrelated quantities. The exess of applied eldneessary to drive the transport in ineient harge transport layers is transformed into heat. Thehemial and energeti interfaes between dierent materials, speially layers of dierent materials, shouldbe seleted to avoid stress of the materials, suh as the reation of exiplexes or radial states whih maytrigger a hemial reation. The moleules whih perform the onversion between harge arriers and/orexitons into photons must realize this proess with a high quantum eieny, all exitons whih arenot onverted into photons will either quikly deay to the ground state generating heat or deay intoa metastable energy level. This metastable energy level an trigger hemial reations before furtherdeaying into heat. The heat generated in the devie an be responsible for morphologial hanges in theorgani layers and also assist in hemial reations.Having one solved the initial tehnial issues, it was found that red emitting OLEDs are verystable [179℄. However, devies emitting blue light still degrade faster than desirable for most appliations.The transport of harge arriers in OLEDs is already highly optimized, minimizing the stress in thetransport layers. Nowadays, the key issue in OLED stability is the stability of the emitter material. It isneessary but not suient, that the materials for emitter layers have a very high purity.The emitter materials suer the largest stress due to the high rates of harge arrier reombination,exitation, and emission (or non-radiative deay). The higher the energy of the exiton, the lower thestability of the moleule. Triplet exitons introdue an inherent instability, they live longer giving themoleule more hanes to fragment or reat with other moleules. The non-radiative deay density oftriplet exitons an be lowered by mixing phosphoresent emitters in the emitting layer. Some optimizedphosphoresent emitters have very low exitoni lifetime [180℄. These phosphoresent emitters will alsoinrease the eieny [181℄. Yet, there is no blue triplet emitter with high stability available.OLEDs with only fully uoresent emitters have the longest lifetime, however they are limited toaround 25% of quantum eieny due to spin-statistis; 75% of the exitons are reated as triplet exitons,whih are not allowed to diretly reombine emitting light. The total maximum eieny is slightly higherthan 25% beause the high triplet exiton density favors the TTA (triplet-triplet annihilation). The TTAbetween two moleules, eah one in a triplet state, an result in one moleule in neutral state and anotherexited above the rst exited singlet level. The high exitation an relax to a singlet state, whih anemit light. However, this moleule is very suseptible to fragmentation or reation due to the high energyof the exitation.A general onlusion is that the improvement of emission eieny naturally leads to longer
1.4. COMPARISON TO THE STABILITY OF OLEDS 40lifetimes, also for the same operating urrent density. If most of the harge arriers reombine very fastand eiently, followed by a fast and eient exiton reombination with light emission, then the stressthat the moleules are exposed to is the lowest and the lifetime of the devie an potentially be thelongest.
Chapter 2
Materials and methods
This hapter inludes a desription of the materials used in this work and their properties. It alsodesribes the methods used to onstrut and haraterize the solar ells.2.1 MaterialsConjugated moleules have an extra stability if they are at, this allows for the highest binding energyon the σ bonds; torsions will lead to lower binding energies. All π eletrons must be aommodated inbinding orbitals, leading to a high deloalization of the π loud in at moleules. The best examplesfor stable moleules are the aromati moleules like benzene [182℄, anthraene, thiophene, et. ZinPhthaloyanine (ZnP) has these harateristis, it is highly planar, and has a high deloalization of the
π eletrons on the -N=C-N= hain. Even being non planar and having a very low aromatiity, C60 anaommodate 6 eletrons in its lower unoupied moleular orbitals without deomposing beause its rst6 lower unoupied orbitals are all symmetri [183℄.2.1.1 Fullerene C60C60 and its derivatives are used in many dierent kinds of organi solar ells as aeptor. These fullereneshave a high intersystem rossing of the self trapped exiton, the exitons are readily transformed intotriplet exitons (See setion 1.1.3). The triplet exitons have a relatively high diusion length of about40 nm [184℄. The high diusion length, assoiated with high eletri mobility and the low LUMO that41
2.1. MATERIALS 42turns C60 (and its derivative [6,6℄-phenyl-C61-butyri aid, or PCBM) into a good aeptor are the mainreasons for the dominane of the fullerenes in organi solar ells.
Figure 2.1: (a) Chemial struture of a C60 moleule. (b) Sanning eletroni mirograph of a C60 rystal(Adapted from [185℄). () X-ray diration pattern of a f C60 rystal along the 111 zone (Adapted from[186℄). The Fullerene C60 is a moleule omposed only of arbon (Fig. 2.1). It is a symmetri iosahedron,also alled bukyball. It forms well dened rystals, they are in simple ubi (s) phase below 249 K,and f (fae-entered ubi) above [186℄. The moleule rotates freely in a rystal at 300 K [187℄ with afrequeny of 1010 Hz [188℄. Oxygenated and epoxied C60 have the same rystaline phase transitions aspure C60 at a slightly higher temperature [189, 190℄.The physio-hemial properties of C60 are well understood and an be found in books andonferene proeedings espeially devoted to fullerenes. A ompilation of its properties is shown in table2.1 [191196℄. C60 an be redued by several dierent ompounds, forming CT omplexes [195℄. Then-doping of C60 lms was demonstrated with Crystal Violet Radial (CV) [119℄, Aridine Orange Base(AOB) [118℄, and other dopants. Li et al. propose that a light ativated reation between AOB andC60 ours, where C60 oxidizes the exited AOB and the two moleules form a dyad that ats as adopant [118℄.In thin lms, the eletroni band gap of C60 is lose to the optial band gap [193℄. However, therst singlet absorption has a very low probability, beause a dipole exitation is not allowed due to thehigh spherial symmetry of the moleule. The rst strong absorption peak is below 500 nm.Optial PropertiesFigure 2.2 shows the eletroni energy level struture for a C60 rystal in the f phase [3℄. The HOMO-LUMO gap of the f C60 phase is about 2 eV. The rst optial transition is symmetry forbidden and
2.1. MATERIALS 43the lowest experimentally observed peaks are at 2.7, 3.6, 4.7, and 5.6 eV [197℄. This makes C60 a quasi-transparent wide-gap semiondutor.
Figure 2.2: (a) Eletroni energy levels of the f C60 rystal and band struture (b). The arows indiatethe allowed optial transitions below 6 eV. The HOMO orresponds to the hu level and the LUMOorresponds to the t1u level. Adapted from [3℄.
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Figure 2.3: Optial onstants of C60.The triplet exiton in C60 auses a small Jahn-Teller distortion of about 0.089 eV and 0.040 eV(0.02 Å). The latter one is for the solid state as alulated by [198℄.Eletroni PropertiesC60 has up to six reversible oxidation/redution states [199, 200℄. Its LUMO (in the solid state) isrelatively low lying, at about -4.0 eV, and its HOMO is loated around -6.3 eV [201, 202℄. Thus, eletrial
2.1. MATERIALS 44ontats with metals to the ondution band of C60 layers are easily established. The eletron mobility isas high as 1 cm2V−1s−1 and the hole mobility is around 10−4 cm2V−1s−1 [151℄. Due to its high mobility,it is used in many appliations, suh as solar ells [21℄, eld eet transistors [203℄, and diodes [204℄.StabilitySine its rings are not at, C60 does not have the extra stability of the aromati ompounds, and it issuseptible to some hemial reations, espeially with oxygen. The study of interations between C60and oxygen is of fundamental importane beause oxygen is a very eient quenher of triplet exitationson C60. The bimoleular quenhing onstant is 1.6 109 M−1s−1 (see Kadish, hapter 5 [193℄). Oxygenis a stronger aeptor than C60, leading to a p-ompensation or p-doping of C60.Könenkamp et al have shown that the eletron and hole mobility of C60 are highly sensitive tooxygen; µe drops from 100 to 10−5 cm2V−1s−1 and µh hanges from 10−4 to 10−5 cm2V−1s−1 after anuptake of O2 for 100 h [151, 205℄.Gases like O2, N2, CO2, CO, Ar easily diuse into the C60 rystal lattie [206℄. It is suggestedthat, in the dark and at room temperature, the hemial interation with those gases in the C60 lattieis very weak and ontrolled mainly by Van der Waals fores. O2 will oupy 8 positions in one unit ell,the tetrahedral and otahedral voids. In the dark and at room temperature, O2 hardly dissoiates, andit probably will not form a hemial bond with solid C60. However, there will be a reation indued bylight when low energy eletrons from exited C60 are transferred to oxygen forming the reative O2−speies. This oxygen binds to the arbon π bounds forming >C=O. CO2 and CO are also reated evenat temperatures as low as 20 K [207, 208℄. At 20 K, the reation saturates due to a surfae passivation.The ativation temperature for C60 oxidation in the dark is 575 K (∼302 oC) [206℄, when it probablyforms triads like C60-O-C60, C120 and C119 [200, 209211℄. In thin lms, the following reation an ourunder illumination (see Kadish, pp. 239, and pp. 253 [193℄):
C60
1∗ ISC−−−→ C603∗ + O2 −→ C60 + 1O2(1∆) −→ C60O (2.1)Hayashi et al have shown that AOB + C60 is stable against oxygen when deposited under ultrahigh vauum (UHV) [212℄.It has been shown that the reation 2.1 an be avoided by using TiO2 lusters. The energy
2.1. MATERIALS 45Singlet energy E (singlet) = 1.99 eVTriplet energy E (triplet) = 1.57 eVSinglet exitation λmax (singlet) = 920 nmTriplet exitation λmax (triplet) = 747 nmLifetime of singlet state ε (triplet) = 20 000 M−1cm−1Lifetime of triplet state τ (singlet) = 1.3 nsExtintion oeient τ (triplet) = 135 µsOxidation potential E1/2(1∗C60/C.−60 ) = 1.44 V vs. SCERedution potential E1/2(3∗C60/C.−60 ) = 1.01 V vs. SCEFluoresent quantum yield Φ (uoresene) = 1.0 ×10−4Phosphoresent quantum yield Φ (triplet) = 0.96Moleular quenhing onstant by oxygen kq (oxygen) = 1.6 ×109 M−1cm−1Moleular quenhing onstant by biphenyl kq (biphenyl) = 1.7 ×1010 M−1cm−1Lowest unoupied moleular orbital LUMO = -4.0 ± 0.1Highest oupied moleular orbital HOMO = -6.3 [201℄[202℄Eletron mobility µe = 1 cm2V−1s−1 [151℄Hole mobility µh = 10−4 cm2V−1s−1 [151℄Table 2.1: Opto-eletroni properties of solid C60. Adapted from Kadish (hap.1 and hap.5) [193℄transfer from TiO2 triplet leaves a C60 anion that is more energetially stable against oxidation (seeKadish pp. 239 [193℄).Non reated C60 an be emptied of oxygen by heating under vauum at temperatures below575 K. Part of the oxygen will degas and the other part will reat, eventually forming CO/CO2, partlydestroying the fullerenes [206℄. The intermediary smaller produts of the oxidation have even numbersof arbon atoms [213℄.2.1.2 Zin PhthaloyaninePhthaloyanines are eonomially very important. They are mainly used as pigments, due to their highabsorption oeient (up to 105 M−1cm−1 at around 620 nm) and high stability. They an be produedin large quantity and with high purity, the simplest syntheti route onsists in only one step and has ahigh yield. There are many books and even a soiety is devoted to the study of phthaloyanines (Soietyof Porphyrins and Phthaloyanines) [214216℄.ZnP is, together with CuP, one of the most stable forms of phthaloyanine. It an be easilyn- and p- doped by organi moleules suh as Ru(terpy)2 and F4-TCNQ [56℄, forming ohmi ontatswith usual eletrodes suh as Au, Al, and ITO. The sublimation temperature is relatively high (around330 oC), and it forms very thermally stable lms. Figure 2.4 shows the hemial struture of the planar,aromati ompound.
2.1. MATERIALS 46Optial PropertiesSolid lms of ZnP deposited at low or room temperature with thermal or ash evaporation are a mixtureof the metastable α phase and the stable β phase. Deposition on a substrate under higher temperatureswill lead to an inreased portion of the material rystallizing in the β phase. The phase transition itselfours at 538 K. The β phase has a slightly lower gap, and the mixture of the two phases forms the typialabsorption shape of solid ZnP between 550 and 800 nm. The absorption and the optial onstants anbe seen in gure 2.5 [217, 218℄.The main optial properties of ZnP are listed in table 2.2. Comparing the exiton energy withthe HOMO-LUMO gap, one an estimate the exiton binding energy to be 0.11 eV for the singlet exitonand 0.81 eV for the triplet exiton.Eletroni PropertiesThe LUMO of Zin Phthaloyanine is at -3.34 eV and the HOMO is around -5.28 eV. It an be eientlyp- and n-doped by organi dopants suh as F4-TCNQ and Ru(terpy)2, respetively. The hole mobility isaround 1×10−3 cm2V−1s−1 [222℄.The transport ativation energy dereases with inreased doping ratio, from 0.32 eV (undoped[223℄) to 0.21 eV (for a ratio 1:50 of F4-TCNQ:Zin Phthaloyanine [85℄). Zhou and Gould found thatthe ativation energy of CuP inreases after heating by more than 0.4 eV [224℄. Kerb and van Faassenfound a transport ativation energy in ZnP of 0.23 eV attributed to oxygen doping [166℄. They foundthat samples exposed to air may be unintentionally oxygen doped. A several nanometer thik lm ofZnP exposed to air will be saturated with oxygen in a few minutes. Reduing a ZnP lm by heatingin an H2 atmosphere leads to a near intrinsi ondition with an ativation energy of 1.07 eV [225℄.
Figure 2.4: Chemial struture of a ZnP moleule.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Absorbane of ZnP. [218℄. Right: Optial onstants of ZnP (this work).Singlet energy E (singlet) = 1.83 eVTriplet energy E (triplet) = 1.13 eVSinglet exitation λmax (singlet) = 672 nmTriplet exitation λmax (triplet) = 1.1 µmExtintion oeient ε = 346736 M−1cm−1Lifetime of singlet state τ (singlet) = 3.8 nsLifetime of triplet state τ (triplet) = 1.1 ms (77 K)Oxidation potential E1/2(1∗C60/C.−60 E(p+/P) = +0.92 eV vs NHERedution potential E1/2(3∗C60/C.−60 E(p/P-) = -0.65 eV NHEFluoresent quantum yield Φ (uoresene) = 0.3Phosphoresent quantum yield Φ (triplet) = 0.98 ± 0.18 [219℄Moleular quenhing onstant by oxygen kq (oxygen) = ×109M−1s−1Moleular quenhing onstant by biphenyl kq (biphenyl) = ×1010M−1s−1Lowest unoupied moleular orbital LUMO = -3.34 eV [220℄Highest oupied moleular orbital HOMO = -5.28 eV [220℄Dieletri onstant εr = 3.0Seebek oeient at 340 K SSeebeck at 340K = +285 µV K−1 [221℄Ativation energy Eat = 0.31 eV [221℄Hole mobility 1 10−3µh = cm2V−1s−1Table 2.2: Optial and eletroni properties of ZnP [31℄.StabilityPhthaloyanines are very stable against oxidation and deomposition under UV light. They are muhmore stable in the solid state than in solution. ZnP as well as other porphyrins deompose in solution,the deomposition rate is enhaned by illumination and also by the presene of oxygen [226℄.ZnP is strongly doped by moleular oxygen. Oxygen ats as an aeptor, p-doping (orompensating), the moleule. Oxygen also aets the lifetime of the triplet state, the lifetime forthermal deativation of triplet exitons is lowered from 75 µs to 7 µs in presene of oxygen for ZnPin solution [219℄.
2.2. OTHER MATERIALS 48
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Figure 2.6: Energy levels of the interfae between ZnP and Au with (a) undoped ZnP and (b) ZnPdoped with 3% F4-TCNQ (adapted from [220℄).Oxygen doping is not wanted in a solar ell, beause of its inherent instability. Oxygen an easilydiuse to an unwanted position in the devie or lead to hemial reations. The eets of oxygen onphthaloyanine lms are not fully understood. It is not lear how low onentrations of oxygen aetthe opto-eletroni properties in a solid ZnP layer. Aording to Barbon et al., singlet exitons in ZnPhave a long lifetime, and a diusion length of up to 30 nm. The generation of triplet exitons is mediatedby oxygen as it an only be deteted if oxygen is present in the lm [227℄. Experiments in thin lm FHJorgani solar ells have shown an optimum layer thikness of around 15 nm. Many parameters, other thanthe exiton diusion length, an be responsible for this optimum layer. A possible explanation for thedisrepany between the optimum thikness and the exiton diusion length is that unintended oxygendoping in the photo-ative ZnP layer redues the exiton diusion length either by trapping it or byreombining the harge arriers.2.2 Other materialsOther materials used in this work are listed in table 2.3. MeoTPD, MeNPB, DiNPB are used as holetransport layers, either in their intrinsi or doped form. The triphenyl derivatives are known for theirrelatively high hole mobility, ompared to other small moleules. MeoTPD has mobility in the orderof 10−3 cm2V−1s−1 [228℄, DiNPB has a hole mobility of about 10−4 cm2V−1s−1 [229℄. MeoTPD andMeNPB have their HOMO of around -5.2 eV and an be suessfully doped with F4-TCNQ (2,3,5,6-Tetrauoro -7,7,8,8- tetrayanoquinodimethane). A stronger aeptor is needed to dope DiNPB beauseDiNPB has a deep lying HOMO around -5.4 eV. Therefore, we use a ommerial moleular dopant (NDP2,
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MeoTPD N,N,N',N'-Tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidineCAS Nr. 122738-21-0
MeNPB [1,1'-Biphenyl℄-4,4'-diamine,N,N'-bis(4-methylphenyl)-N,N'-di-1-naphthalenylCAS Nr. 244260-36-4
DiNPB N,N'-Diphenyl-N,N'-bis(4'-(N,N-bis(naphth-1-yl)-amino)-biphenyl-4-yl)-benzidineCAS Nr. 292827-46-4
AOB 3,6-bis (dimethylamino) aridineTable 2.3: Other materials used in this work. MeoTPD, MeNPB, DiNPB are used as hole transportlayers, intrinsi or doped with a ommerial moleular dopant (NDP2, from Novaled AG). AOB is usedas n-dopant for C60.
2.3. FABRICATION OF DEVICES 50from Novaled AG). AOB is used as n-dopant for C60. The triphenyl derivatives used in this work have ahigh lying LUMO so that they are all wide gap materials, being transparent for pratial purposes.2.3 Fabriation of devies
(a) (b) ()Figure 2.7: Sample struture (not to sale): (a) bottom view through the glass substrate, and (b) side uton the dashed line. The dierent organi layers (2) are deposited over the ITO (1), the metal eletrode(3) follows on top. The devie ative area (4) is dened by the superposition of the ITO with the metaleletrode (6.3 mm2). An Al layer is deposited over the ITO layer that is used for wiring. This provides amehanial reinforement of the Al onnetion and a eletrial reinforement of the ITO onnetion. Thereinforements are not shown in the drawing to maintain its larity. () is a orresponding photo of thedrawing (a).Figure 2.7 shematially shows the sample struture in (a) and (b) and an image of a sample in(). Devies are ut from a single larger glass wafer. The wafer ontains 36 samples, arranged into 6 rowsand 6 olumns. Expet for some speial ases, only the 16 entral samples are normally used.The glass with patterned indium-tin oxide (ITO) layer is provided by TFD (Thin Film Devies,In). Before going into the glove box, the wafer is leaned in ultra soni bath for 10 minutes eah in:ethanol, aetone, and isopropanol. The substrate is further heated to 150 oC in low vauum in the loadhamber of the glove box for about 1 h. The loading into the vauum hamber was made before thesubstrate's temperature reahed room temperature. After loading into the deposition hamber, the waferis further degassed in ultra high vauum (UHV, pressure < 5×10−6 Pa) overnight.All organi and metal layers are deposited in the vauum hamber without breaking the vauum.Organi layers were deposited at a rate of 0.5 Å/s at a pressure below 5×10−6 Pa and Al at 15 Å/s and
2.4. PROCESSING OF IVS.V DATA 51a pressure below 1×10−4 Pa. The organi dopant is deposited at a rate of 0.02 Å/s. The thikness ismeasured with independent alibrated quartz rystal monitors (QCM). For doped layers, 2 soures withindependent QCMs are used to adjust the rates for eah material. The moleular vapor is bloked by ashutter whih is only opened when all rates are stable.The enapsulation is done on the wafer with a glass over that has a avity with a getter inside.The over is glued to the glass substrate with a light uring sealant XNR5516 (Nagase GmbH) using anautomati dispenser. A metal shadow mask protets the sample during UV exposure. The enapsulationis performed in the nitrogen ooded glove box. After enapsulation, the wafer is ut into the samples, thisproedure is done in air. The samples are then stored into a glove box until they are further haraterized.2.4 Proessing of Ivs.V data
IxV ReorderLight and DarkParam. ReorderLight Param. extrator
IxV Curve Fitting
RS , Rsh, n, ... Plotting Sriptstting (exp(x)β) pdf overview
Generate equimag-nitude surfaeExtrat IxV Maps Plot IxV Maps
Figure 2.8: Overview of the semi-automated data treatment tools.The haraterization of aging of the solar ells is made by analyzing the I vs.V urves vs. time.The solar ell is aged under onstant illumination and onstant temperature. From time to time, thesetup reords the harateristi parameters VOC, ISC, FF, and also the full I vs.V urve. Eletrialmeasurements were done with a Keithley soure measure unit 2400.This setion desribes the data management of the measured I vs.V urves. Almost all graphiswere made with gnuplot sripts [230℄, whih are to some extent automatially reated by self writtenpython sripts [231℄. Fitting of data is made with gnuplot or qtiplot. Figure 2.8 highlights the automatedor semi-automated data proessing steps. The I vs.V and parametri aquisition is either fully automatedor exeuted by alling a spei sript.
2.4. PROCESSING OF IVS.V DATA 52The setion further explains the tting proedure using the Shokley equation. The equation ismodied or rewritten to failitate the extration of some marosopi parameters. The following partexplains the method for extration of series resistane developed by Kaminski et al [232℄. Finally, thetting proedure for the strethed exponential is detailed in the last part.2.4.1 Three-dimensional overview of the transfer urve agingTo represent the dynamis of aging of a solar ell, one an use several kinds of graphial representations.The variation of the maximum power over time is the most important parameter but still it does notdeliver muh information.The harateristi parameters FF, VOC, and ISC an also be plotted over time. This inreasednumber of plots will make the overview for a large number of samples more ompliated. One solutionis to normalize all the parameters, dividing the parameter X(t) by the rst value X(t=0), where t is thetime relative to the start of the measurement.The omparison of the rst and last I vs.V is a muh more omplete way of showing the hanges ofthe solar ells onversion harateristis. A way to plot all the I vs.V urves on one and the same plot is ona 3-dimensional plot where the oordinates of one {x,y,z} point are { t (time), V (voltage), I (urrent) }.This was aomplished in this work by plotting in a semi-log way {t, V, log(|I|)}. The semi-log plotmakes the omparison between photourrent region (reverse bias) and the forward urrent easier beausethe magnitude of the forward urrent is muh higher due to its (in rst approximation) exponentialnature. The three-dimensional plot in gure 2.11 ontains all I vs.V urves taken during one agingexperiment. One of these I vs.V urves is shown in gure 2.10 as a semi-log plot, and in gure 2.9with linear axis. The applied voltage makes the ordinate, and the time makes the absissa in this planarprojetion of a three-dimensional view of I vs.V vs. t. The urrent magnitude is represented by the olor,with its ∆t determined by the frequeny of I vs.V urve measurements.Equimagnitude lines are plotted in form of dotted lines to further assist the data interpretation(see Fig. 2.12). Voltage values separated by a dened ∆V interval from the rst I vs.V data set are takenas referene points.
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Figure 2.9: Typial I vs.V urve of an illuminated organi solar ell in a linear plot.
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Figure 2.10: Typial I vs.V urve of an illuminated organi solar ell a semilogarithmi plot. Theomparison between photourrent region and the forward urrent is easier beause the forward urrentis an exponential funtion of the applied voltage.
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Figure 2.12: Three-dimensional I vs.V vs.time plot showing equimagnitude lines (dotted lines). They areinluded to further assist the data interpretation.
2.4. PROCESSING OF IVS.V DATA 552.4.2 Fitting of Ivs.V urve with the Shokley equationA straightforward t of the I vs.V data an be done with the Shokley equation. It an be modied toinlude the marosopi omponents of the parallel and the series resistane of a simple equivalent iruit.The Shokley equation for a pn diode is:
I = I0
(
exp
(
qV
nkT
)
− 1
) (2.2)where n is the ideality fator, I the urrent, I0 the reverse bias saturation urrent, IPH the photourrent and V is the voltage.If we inlude the photourrent, the equation beomes:
I = I0
(
exp
(
qV
nkT
)
− 1
)
− IPH (2.3)Considering the urrent loss through a parallel resistor Rsh :
I = I0
(
exp
(
qV
nkT
)
− 1
)
− IPH −
V
Rsh
(2.4)We an also onsider the voltage loss over a series resistor RS , then the equivalent equation is[233℄:
I = I0
(
exp
(
q(V − IRS)
nkT
)
− 1
)
− IPH −
V − IRS
Rsh
(2.5)2.4.3 Fitting of forward diretionFor high forward urrents, we an assume that the parallel resistane is ∞ (in Eq. 2.5), we an negletthe last term, and rewrite the equation suh that V and I are fully separated:
V = ln
(
I − IPH
I0
+ 1
)
nkT
q
+ IRS (2.6)There is a hange in sign on the photo urrent (IPH), beause on the forward diretion thephoto urrent mainly ontributes positively to the urrent. To simplify the alulation proedure, IPH is
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onsidered as onstant over V and the approximation IPH ∼ ISC is made (similar as in Sze [234℄, and in[233℄). More aurate ts are obtained from the dark I vs.V urve, where there is no inuene from IPH.Variable meaning typial range for initial guess
I urrent independent variable
V voltage dependent variable
I0 reverse bias saturation urrent [5.10−8 A, 2.10−6] A
IPH photo urrent xed, measured value
n ideality fator [1.7, 2.5]
RS series resistane [10, 200] Ω
Rsh shunt resistane 1.104 ΩTable 2.4: Initial guess for the parameters used in automated tting of I vs.V urves. The tting is limitedto 10 000 iterations with a tolerane in between iterations of 1.10−4.Equation 2.6 is used on the rst quadrant (forward urrent) mainly to determine the seriesresistane. The solver used is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm from the GSL (Gnu Sienti Library[235℄). The initial guess for the parameters used in automated tting of I vs.V urves is given in Tab. 2.4.The tting runs until the onvergene with a tolerane of 1.10−4 is reahed or 1000 iterations are done.The initial Jaobian is given by J(i, j) = dfidxj whih, for eq. 2.6 is :
dV
dI0
= − nkT
q(I − IPH + I0)
(2.7)
dV
dRS
= I (2.8)
dV
dn
= −kT
q
ln
(
I − IPH
I0
+ 1
) (2.9)2.4.4 Extration of the series resistaneIt is very important to know the series resistane of a solar ell, beause the performane of the deviedrops drastially for relatively small inreases in the RS . The RS is an eetive value of the totalresistane that a urrent sees when passing trough the devie. RS is obtained by tting the equation ofan equivalent iruit (setion 1.2.3) to the measured I vs.V data of the devie. One way to determine RSis to t the Eq 2.5 or Eq. 2.6 as explained before. Another more simple approah to extrat the valueof the series resistane is to t a line to the data points of very high forward urrent (see Fig. 2.13).The following mathematial dedution shows that this approximation is reasonable. Starting with theShokley equation:
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I = I0
(
exp
{
q(V − IRs)
nkT
}
− 1
) (2.10)The expansion of the exponential term of the Shokley equation into power series an beapproximated to a linear equation if terms with the power of 2 and higher are negleted (Eq. 2.11).
I
I0
= 1 +
(
q(V − IRs)
nkT
)
+
(
q(V − IRs)
nkT
)2
/2! . . . − 1 ≈
(
q(V − IRs)
nkT
) (2.11)
nkT
qI0
≈ (V − IRS)
I
(2.12)
I
I0
nkT
q
= V − IRS (2.13)
−nkT
qI0
+
V
I
= RS (2.14)Equation 2.14 an be further simplied, the term qI0nkT is very small.
V
I
≈ RS (2.15)The result of the simpliation is an Ohmi law. Beause the line does no start on V=0, aonstant must be inluded by hand:
V + V1
I
= RS (2.16)Aording to equation 2.16, RS is the slope of a line tted on the high forward urrent region ofan I vs.V plot. This equation is only valid for higher urrents and is more aurate for I vs.V urves whihare more strongly limited by an higher RS (i.e. more linear).Fig. 2.13 shows a linear and a diode equation t on the same I vs.V urve. In this ase bothts ahieve very lose values for the series resistane beause its value is high, meaning that the I vs.Vurve is highly limited by the RS . Experiments show that the linear t is not aurate enough. For
I vs.V urves with lower RS , it should be aurate only for very high forward urrents. However, in a
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Figure 2.13: Left: Linear t of the points within the urrent range 1.5 10-3A to 3 10-3A. The range ishosen manually. The linear funtion is I = (V − V 1)/RS, where RS =129.1 Ω and V1=0.71 V. Right:Fit of the equation 2.6 with RS=124.7 Ω, n=2.27, and Io=1 10−8 A.high urrent density region, other eets will take plae, suh as spae harge limited urrent, makingthe linear approximation no longer valid.Kaminski et al [232℄ have shown a better solution for extrating the value of RS from a measured
I vs.V urve. In this method, the Shokley equation is approximated for high urrents to:
I = I0
(
exp
{C| (V − IRS)}) (2.17)with C| being qnkT . Equation 2.17 is equivalent to:
ln(I) − ln(I0) = C| (V − IRS) (2.18)The variables in the equation are subtrated from a point {Vx, Ix} of the measured dataset:
ln(I) − ln(Ix) = C| (V − IRS) − C| (Vx − IxRS) (2.19)
ln(I/I0)
I − I0
= −C| RS + C| V − Vx
I − Ix
(2.20)The authors rewrite the equation 2.19 in 2.20. This orresponds to a straight line making:
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X =
V − Vx
I − Ix
(2.21)
Y =
ln(I/I0)
I − I0
(2.22)The dataset {X,Y } is onstruted by taking the the rst {Vx, Ix} point of the range until thelast one, repeating the operation for the seond point {Vx+1, Ix+1} and so on, until the point before thelast. This proedure gives higher weight to the higher urrent values, improving the approximation 2.17.2.4.5 Fitting of the shunt resistaneEquation 2.23 is used on the third quadrant (saturation urrent), also determining the shunt resistane.In this ase, Eq. 2.5 is simplied by making RS → 0.
I = I0
(
e
qV
nkT − 1
)
− IPH +
V
Rsh
(2.23)Again, the Levenberg-Marquardt solver is used for the t. The initial Jaobian used is given by
J(i, j) = dfidxj whih, for eq. 2.6 is :
dI
dn
= −I0
qV
n2kT
e
qV
nkT (2.24)
dI
dRsh
= − V
Rsh
2 (2.25)Fitting with equations 2.6 and 2.23 is implemented in the data extration software (seval, seeappendix 8.3.1). The validation of the ode was done by making the same t with the software developedhere and Qtiplot.2.5 Fitting of deay urves: ativation energy and aelerationfatorThe equation used to t the transient measurements is a strethed exponential of type A =
A0exp[−(t/τ)β ] [236℄, where A is the measured quantity, A0 is the initial value at time t0 = 0, t is
2.5. FITTING OF DECAY CURVES 60the time (absissa), τ is the deay onstant, and β is a fator related to distribution of τ in the ensemble[236℄. The strethed exponential, also alled Kohlraush funtion [237239℄ is the most simple way todesribe the deay of a omplex statistial distribution [240℄. This funtion an be used to obtain goodts to the ISC deay urve and adds only one additional parameter to the normal exponential deay.The most straightforward value tting proedure is the tting of I(−1V) and ISC beause of theirdiret relation to the generated harge. The strethed exponential is hanged by applying the naturallogarithm on equation 2.5. Now it is possible to isolate the parameter t (Eq. 2.5).
ISC(t) = ISC(t0)exp
(
−(t/τ)β
) (2.26)
−τln
(
ISC(t)
ISC(t0)
)1/β
= t (2.27)The time for the ISC deay to a ertain value an be alulated by using 50 % of its initial value,as follows:
tH = t(ISC = 0.5ISC(t0)) = −τ ln
(
ISC(t0)/2
ISC(t0)
)1/β (2.28)
tH = τ (−ln(0.5))1/β (2.29)
25oC is the standard temperature used for solar ell haraterization aording to standardreporting onditions [241℄. Using tH as time to half of the initial value, the aeleration fator at agiven temperature T is given by:
k(T ) =
tH(25
oC)
tH(T )
(2.30)Sine a strethed exponential is used for the transient ts, τ annot be used diretly to determinethe aeleration fator. However, the following proedure an take the strething exponent β into aount:The ativation energy is dened as:
EA ≡ −R
∂ln(k)
∂(1/T)
(2.31)
2.6. DERIVATIONS FROM SPECTRUM 61R is the ideal gas onstant. This an also be written as (See Appendix 8.1 for more details):
k = Aexp(−EA/RT ) (2.32)substituting 2.30 in 2.32
tH(25
oC)
tH(T )
= Aexp(−EA/RT ) (2.33)making A′ = A/tH(25oC), one an write
tH(T )
−1
= A′exp(−EA/RT ) (2.34)For temperature aelerated measurements, one an alulate the ativation energy with equation2.35.
EA = −R
∂ln(t−1H (T))
∂(1/T)
(2.35)The strethed exponential is used to t the measured quantities and determine the tH of ISC and
I(−1V). An Arrhenius plot using equation 2.35 is used to determine the ativation energy EA.2.6 Derivations from spetrumThe spetral responsivity (R(λ)) and, onsequently, the wavelength resolved external quantum eieny(EQE) are important parameters in solar ell haraterization. The EQE shows whih part of the inidentirradiane is onverted into eletri urrent and how eient this proess is. It is of major importaneto distinguish the photon ux (∂Φ) derivated from ∂Φ/∂E from the photon ux derivated from ∂Φ/∂λ,as the measured quantity normally follows in wavelength (λ) but integration in the energy (E) spetra issometimes needed. The onversion is given by equation 2.36.
∂Φ
∂E
=
∂λ
∂E
∂Φ
∂λ
(2.36)
2.7. IMPEDANCE EQUATIONS 622.6.1 External Quantum EienyThe external quantum eieny (EQE) is measured against a alibrated photodiode. The short iruitphotourrent of the sample for eah wavelength, ISC(λ), and the short iruit urrent of the photodiode
Id(λ) are measured in parallel. The responsivity R of the photodiode is known.Using irradiane Irr(λ) = Id(λ)/R(λ), the photon energy Eph = hc/λ, and the responsivity ofthe photodiode R(λ), the number of photons (per time) an be dened as:
Nrph =
Id/R(λ)
Eph
(2.37)Being the number of eletrons (per time):
Nrel =
ISC
q
(2.38)The EQE is:
EQE(λ) =
Nrel
Nrph
=
ISC(λ)/q
Id(λ)/R(λ)
Eph
=
Eph
Id(λ)/R
ISC(λ)
q
=
REph
Id(λ)
ISC(λ)
q
(2.39)for eah wavelength:
EQE(λ) =
Id(λ)q
R(λ)Eph(λ)ISC(λ)
=
Id(λ)qλ
R(λ)ISC(λ)hc
(2.40)For the total eieny measured under the Sun simulator, one has to keep in mind that thesimulated spetra do not math the standard spetra (e.g. AM1.5) and a orretion of the short iruiturrent must be made by a mismath fator [242, 243℄.2.7 Impedane equationsThe equations used to onvert omplex eletri quantities are shown in table 2.7. The measurements weredone by an HP4284A LCR meter, R (Resistane) and X (Reatane) are used as primitives for simpliityonly, the measurement itself is done in an angular spae.The equivalent iruit of one apaitor in series with one resistor is used to extrat the apaitane
2.8. LASER DESORPTION/IONIZATION TIME OF FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETRY63Symbol Name Denition
R eletrial resistane primitive (measured value)
X eletrial reatane primitive (measured value)
Z eletrial impedane Z = R + iX
|Z| Module of impedane |Z| = (R2 + X2)1/2
θ phase of Impedane θ = arctan(|X|/R)
Y eletrial admitane Y = 1/Z = G + iB
G eletrial ondutane G = R/(R2 + X2)
B eletrial suseptane B = −X/(R2 + X2)
|Y| Module of Admitane |Y| = (G2 + B2)1/2 = 1/(R2 ∗ X2)
φ phase of Admitane φ = −arctan(|X|/R)Table 2.5: Name of variables and mathematial relations used in impedane alulations.of the devie with Eq. 2.41. The parallel resistane is alulated with the equivalent iruit of one resistorand one apaitor in parallel (Eq. 2.42).
CS = Y/2πν (2.41)
Rsh = 1/G = −(R2 + X)/X (2.42)2.8 Laser desorption/ionization time of ight mass spetrometryMass spetrosopy is an important tool for haraterization of moleules and impurities. A feature is itshigh sensitivity for very low onentrations. Its basi funtion priniple is to ionize the moleules from agas/vapor state and aelerate them by an eletromagneti eld. The measurement is done by ountingthe number of events in a ion/mass analyzer, suh as a time of ight analyzer [244℄.Laser ablation an be used to reate a vapor of non volatile moleules, in this ase the method isalled laser desorption / ionization time of ight mass spetrometry or simply LDI-TOF. Most omonly isthe matrix assisted LDI-TOF or MALDI-TOF. The matrix is omposed of a material with large volatility,whih will not reat hemially with the guest material. This enables the use of lower laser power andonsequently less fragmentation of the moleules is aused by the laser shot. The matrix has a highabsorption of the laser emission and transfer part of its harge to the guest moleule enabling it to beaelerated for the measurement. Sine the harge transfer from the matrix to the guest moleule isdierent for eah moleule, the aeleration for eah mass will be dierent. Consequently, the number ofounts annot be used in a diret quantitative analysis.
2.8. LASER DESORPTION/IONIZATION TIME OF FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETRY64In this work, LDI-TOF is used diretly to analyze the sample. This tool enables to reord adiret ngerprint of the moleules in the sample without any external interferene. The drawbak isthat for some material ombinations, the matrix eet is not so eient, i.e., one of the materials in thesample has to work as a matrix. In this ase, higher laser intensities are needed whih may fragment themoleules to be analyzed. A measurement of a sample will then always need a omparative measurementof a referene and the analyses of fragments aused by the method itself.Further details of the tehnique are available in the work of Sholz et al [244℄. The LDI-TOFmeasurements in this work were performed by Dr. S. Sholz.
Chapter 3
Long time measurement equipment
Solar ells must be robust against Sun irradiation and must withstand relatively high temperatures formany years1. The ultimate goal of lifetime measurements of solar ells is to have aelerated measurementsthat orrespond to aging on site and to also have measurements under real onditions, as a referene.Long time measurements under aelerated onditions are required to reord the aging behavior of solarells. Spei laboratory onditions are neessary to failitate the investigation of the aging dynamis ofsolar ells suh as ontrolled temperature and irradiane. A high quality set of measured data is neededto enable good ttings of deay equations whih in turn also enables the alulation of the lifetimeby extrapolation (see setion 2.5). This, and the need to measure many solar ells at the same time,motivated the onstrution of the measurement equipment that will be desribed in the following text.A iruitry was developed to provide a stable illumination soure, temperature ontrol, and arelay swither to address all devies on one substrate (see Fig. 3). The word substrate or sample meansa glass plate with four individual solar ells on it, also alled devies. The analog output of eah iruitis either diretly onneted to the devie under test, or it is open iruit. This allows the onnetionof several iruits in parallel. The measurement itself is arried out by an external soure-measure unit(Keithley SMU 2400); the ommon to all measurement equipment is neessary to provide omparativemeasurements. Nevertheless the developed equipment is alled measurement box or just box.Temperature variations an easily our by using a solar simulator. The temperature of the samplean be stabilized with a PID (proportional-integral-derivative) temperature ontroller. The measured1A solar ell an easily ahieve temperatures as high as 70 oC [245℄.65
3.1. LIGHT SOURCE 66data will still have osillations due to hanges in the temperature of the sun simulator aused by ambienttemperature utuations.All high power ontrol is made with linear iruits. Despite larger heat dissipation, this washosen on purpose to simplify the iruitry, and sine the urrents are high, to avoid eletromagnetiinterferene on the measurements. If the light intensity is reorded parallel to the main measurementusing a referene diode, one an do small orretions on the solar ells photourrent. Still, the dataannot be well tted [142℄, and the orretion of the whole I vs.V urve is more ompliated.3.1 Light soureThere are short, medium, and long term stability issues with normal Sun simulators. CommerialSun simulators are usually gas disharge lamps, espeially Xe lamps, beause they an provide a hightemperature spetrum, and onsequently better math the solar spetrum. The Sun has approximately ablak body spetrum of 5800 K. Normally, gas disharge lamps are operated in AC to avoid eletrophoresisof the eletrodes2. The osillation of the lamp will not represent a problem in a measurement if theintegration time is hosen to be greater than several ar disharge yles. Sun simulators with passiveheating by simple onvetion (in our ase) require some time to stabilize their internal temperature. If astable ambient temperature is provided, then the sun simulator should have a stable light intensity outputafter operating for 30 minutes. Due to the high operation temperature, the eletrodes slowly evaporateon the glass bulb ausing a drop in illumination and a lowering in the disharge urrent, whih is ausedby a widening of the eletrode gap, the latter an be ignored. The nominal lifetime of a typial 150 WXe lamp in a sun simulator is about 1000 h.In the setup onstruted for the experiments, light emitting diodes (LED) were hosen asillumination soures. The main advantages are high eieny and high integrability. The main drawbakis that the emission spetra do not resemble a Sun spetrum. The LED emission is very narrow andlimited to one olor. White LEDs have a broader emission spetra, but still not a blak body spetrum,and it is not at even in the visible range. Figure 3.2 shows the spetra of several LEDs used in thiswork. Blue LEDs are used in most experiments, due to their relatively high photon energy (around 2.67eV). It is expeted to more easily ativate photohemial proesses by using blue rather than red or green2this is the ase for long time operation, see, for example, the user speiation of a Newport Catalog 6035 Hg(Ar)Lamp.
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Figure 3.1: Shemati overview of the developed iruitry emphasizing the user requirements, whih are:temperature ontrol, illumination ontrol, and the ability to selet the devie under test. The measurementitself is done by an external soure-measure unit.
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Figure 3.2: Spetrum of the blue LEDs Luxeon LXHL-DB02 used as light soure. The green LED LXHL-PM02 is shown for omparison.
3.1. LIGHT SOURCE 68LEDs. The emission is also in the absorption range of one of the studied materials (C60). In this work,we try to ahieve a photourrent in the same order of magnitude as we would ahieve it under AM1.5 Sunspetra. There must be a ompromise between LED irradiane (radiometri power) and LED lifetime.UV LEDs would be preferred, but at the moment ommerially available UV LEDs annot fulll thisompromise.White LEDs are blue LEDs with a onverter layer on top, they may have a shorter lifetimeresulting from the phosphoresent onverter layer, and they may show a hange in spetra upon aging.This depends obviously on the operation onditions. For this reason, in the present work, 1 W LXHL-PB01 Blue (nominal emission peak at 470 nm) high power LEDs were used. They have a juntion toase thermal resistane of 15 oC/W. As soon as available on the market, the 5W LED version was used(Luxeon LXHL-DB02). It has a lower thermal resistane of 8 oC/W due to its larger ative area. Thebig advantage of using a higher power LEDs is that they an be driven at lower urrent densities withequal irradiane output as the lower power versions (i.e., they work under lower juntion temperatureand live longer).Providing an ative ooling of the LEDs (shown in detail in gure 3.3), it was possible tohave no signiant (in some ases not even measurable) degradation of the blue 5W LEDs during themeasurements in this work. It is still neessary to emphasize the importane of the ative ooling. Itavoids the neessity of any orretion of the measured data due to dereasing inident irradiane.
Figure 3.3: From left to right: top view of the onnetions for the high power LEDs showing the holes forthe heat sink ylinders; bottom view with the aluminum ylinders in plae; bottom view with the ompleteheat sink and the ventilator.To ahieve the required irradiane, the light of the LEDs is further onentrated on the samplewith a plasti lens3. Sine the LED + lens set is quite large, only two LEDs are plaed under the sample,is suh a way that the outer two devies of the four devies get the highest light intensity.3Carlo-Optis Nr. 10034. Datasheet available at www.roithner-laser.om (02.2008)
3.2. CURRENT SOURCE FOR THE LEDS 69With this setup it was possible to reah the photourrent of an equivalent to 3 Suns using whiteor red LEDs in C60:ZnP organi solar ells. For almost all experiments, a modest intensity of around10 mW/m2 was used with the 1 W Blue LEDs and 60 mW/m2 with the 5 W version. The power ofthe LEDs was measured with a alibrated photometer (Thorlabs PM100), and a metal mask to denethe illuminated area.3.2 Current soure for the LEDsTo drive the LEDs, urrents between 100 mA to 500 mA were used and three types of power supplies weretried out. A linear, onstant voltage power supply with gain feedbak from a referene diode was tested.It showed good linearity, but the alibration was very time onsuming. Instead a onstant urrent sourebased on a ommerial linear regulator LM317 was used in all experiments. The iruit is basially as ingure 3.4, the urrent an be set by hanging the resistor (R), by ID=1.25 V / R. The iruit was madewith 4 resistors onneted, via a dip-swith, in parallel. This way the user an selet the appropriateombination of resistors to get the desired urrent value. On the last iruit version (Fig. 3.5), thepower supply was exhanged to a bipolar amplier and the voltage is ontrolled by a 16 bit digital toanalog onverter (DAC). With this digital ontrol it is possible to adjust the output to keep a onstantillumination over the entire experiment. Besides it is also possible to dim the light soure in order tomake light intensity measurements. The transistors and the resistors in series need a metal ooling blokto dissipate the generated heat. LM317 RV IDFigure 3.4: Shemati of the onstant urrent soure. The urrent ID is given by ID=1.25 V / R. TheLM317 will always keep the voltage drop over the adjusting resistor R at 1.25 V.
3.3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 70
Figure 3.5: Shemati of the digitally ontrolled power soure for the LED. The digital to analog onverterha 16 bits and is the rst stage to the linear amplier onstituted by Q1 and Q2. RL is neessary to limitthe urrent, due to the high supply voltage it is rated to a high power. The LED needs about 6 V tooperate. JP1 an be used to drive an external light soure (in this ase the LED has to be removed).3.3 Temperature ontrolThe temperature ontrol onsists of a heater and a thermometer. The heater onsists of a linear amplierthat uses a bipolar transistor ontrolled by a 16 bit DAC. A metal ooling blok is absolutely neessaryfor the bipolar transistor. An ITO oated glass plate is used as a heating element, it is in diret ontatwith the sample substrate. It is important to hoose an ITO oated glass with the orret resistane(about 15 Ω/ in our ase) suh that the voltage and the urrent needed to ahieve the neessary powerare not too high. The variations in the transistors gain and on the heating element resistane requiresan individual alibration for eah iruit.
RPT1KR1
RZBand GapRefereneVB ADC µCVREF
Figure 3.6: Temperature sensor iruit. The resistor divisor is formed by R1 and the platinum resistorwith resistane RPT1K. R1 is 1 k Ω, and the probe urrent is aproximately 0.5 mA. The band gap referene(LT1029) guarantees 5 V supply voltage. RZ is 470 Ω.
3.4. SIGNAL CONNECTIONS 71The thermometer onsists of a 1 kΩ Pt resistor (PT10004) in series with a low thermal oeient1 kΩ resistor. The PT1000 is onneted to the samples surfae as lose as possible to the enter. Thevoltage drop over the referene diode is onverted by a 24 bit digital to analog onverter (DAC), theprobe urrent is given by 5 V / 2 kΩ = 0.5 mA. The Callendar - Van Dusen equation (Eq. 3.1) is usedto alulate the temperature from the resistane of the PT1000.
T =
R0A +
√
R20A
2 − 4R0B(R0 − RPt1k)
2R0B
(3.1)The resistane of the PT1000 (RPT1K) is given by
RPT1K =
VADCR1
VB − VADC
(3.2)and the voltage drop over the PT1000 (voltage read by the ADC, VADC) is:
VADC = NADCVREF/CADC (3.3)where VB is the supply voltage, R1 is the resistane of the onstant resistor in series with PT1000,and VREF is the referene voltage of the ADC. NADC is the number given by the ADC, and CADC is theADC onversion fator dened by the eq. 3.3. Used values are A = 3.81 × 10−3; B = −6.02× 10−7; VB= 5 V; VREF = 5 V; R1 = 1000 Ω; R0 = 1000 Ω; a typial value for the CADC is 16.67× 106 onsidering24 bits resolution. A very good temperature ontrol was ahieved with this setup (see gure 3.7).3.4 Signal onnetionsThe analog bus ould be onstruted with solid state swithers or with eletromehanial relays. Solidstate swithers do not have a high enough linearity and will also have parasiti voltages. An advantageof the solid state analog swithers is the high integration, but due to the many drawbaks, they are onlysuitable for four point measurements. The analog bus of the measurement boxes was onstruted witheletromehanial relays. Relays have a small ontat resistane, and more important, they have ohmiontats without any parasiti voltage, absolute neessities for aurate measurements. The bus onsists4Heraeus Sensor-Nite GmbH, M-FK1020 32208286, DIN EN60751 Class B
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Figure 3.7: Temperature of the sample holder in the measurement iruit without ase. Set-point is 63
oC. The blue urve is the heating power. A proportional ontroller with onstant error and a high timeonstant is implemented in the miroontroller for the temperature ontrol. The peaks in the blue urveorresponds to the time during whih the laboratory ooling system is ative.of 6 miniature relays5 with double swithes. Four relays are onneted to the 4 devies. The other 2 arefor referene photodiodes, eah one for eah LED. The driver iruit is a TTL demultiplexer (74HC237D)onneted to a darlington array (ULN2003AD), granting that only one relay is losed at one time or allare disonneted if the tri-state mode is seleted (all relays open).The normally losed (N.C.) ontat of the relays are aessible on jumper pins. They an be usedto aess the devie if it is not under measurement, e.g. to apply a bias on the devie.3.5 Digital I/O and rmwareAll digital ontrol of the temperature sensor ADC, heating and lighting DACs, and the relay switheris done by a mirohip 16F628 miroontroller (16F877 on newer versions). The ommuniation withthe PC is done with a serial (RS232) to USB interfae (FTDI RL232), the RS232 signal is galvaniallyinsulated from the iruit (the used version were still used without the galvani insulation, see Fig. 3.8).The rmware is written in embedded C (SDCC [246℄).
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Figure 3.8: Shemati of the galvanially deoupled USB ommuniation interfae. The main omponent,FT232RL is an USB to RS232 logi onverter. The signal is galvanially insulated, in both diretions, bythe HCPL9031. The miroontroller is onneted to the signals URX and UTX.3.6 SoftwareThe software (smeas) is mainly written in C++. An overview of it is given by the ow hart in gure 3.9.The operation onsists in yling through the boxes list, and for eah one, selet one devie after anotherand do a sequene of measurements (some library names are inluded for referene). The measurementsare implemented in the library ivmeas and exeuted from the le mainloop. The ommuniation to thebox is implemented in ltbox, and the ommuniation to the SMU in the library instr.3.7 Measurement of Ivs.V transfer urve and traking parametersThe automati I vs.V data aquisition is ongured to read urrent values for 221 voltage points appliedin the range of -1.1 V to +1.1 V, doing an average of 4 measurements and a delay of 1 s. Parameterssuh as FF, VOC, ISC, and I(−1V) are extrated diretly from the I vs.V data if found, otherwise thelinear interpolation of the two nearest limits is used. Only a few I vs.V urves are taken to avoid stressof the devie under test aused by the I vs.V measurement. A diret measurement of the harateristiparameters is taken with a higher frequeny.5OMRON, G6K-2P 5V, Lathing time < 3 ms; eletrial life expetany > 105 operations; ontat resistane < 100 mΩ.
3.7. MEASUREMENT OF IVS.V TRANSFER CURVE AND TRACKING PARAMETERS74
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Figure 3.9: Overview ow hart of measurement software (smeas). The onguration le is read at start,all hardware is ongured, one box is seleted and the measurement is started. All measurement ode iswritten in the measurement soket (le mainloop.pp). It uses self written libraries to ommuniate withthe SMU and the developed hardware. After nishing all measurements (all 4 devies of one sample), thenext box is seleted and measured, after the last box, the rst one is measured again, and so on, until theuser does an exit request.The diret measurement of ISC, I(−1V), and VOC is done with the urrent meter and volt meteroptions of the SMU. The maximum power point is traked by a suessive approximation algorithm,the starting values are between 0 V and VOC. They are divided into two regions [0;V1℄ and [V1;VOC ℄(V1=(VOC +0)/2), the power of the middle point of both regions is ompared, the region with the highestpower is seleted and again divided into 2 regions, and so suessively until (Powern / Powern−1 - 1) <0.0002 or 32 iterations (resolution bits) are ahieved.Figure 3.10 shows the normalized deay of FF, ISC, and VOC of an organi solar ell omparingthe values obtained from the I vs.V urve with those measured by the alternate method just desribed.The agreement is very good, as expeted.
3.8. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 753.8 Summary and outlookAn equipment was designed and implemented to aomplish the bath measurement of solar ells. Thisequipment is used to selet the devie to be measured. In parallel, it ontrols the aging onditions of thedevie. The long time measurement equipment is omposed basially by a sample holder, a temperaturelogger and a heating driver, an illumination soure with the respetive eletrial drivers, a miroontroller,the analog hannel swithers, and the digital ommuniation interfae.A stable illumination soure was ahieved with inorgani LEDs driven by a onstant urrentsoures, and monitored by photodiodes. The heating was provided by the power dissipated over an ITOoated glass substrate driven by a linear bipolar amplier. The temperature ontrol was implemented inthe miroontroller.A software pakage was developed to alibrate the new equipment, to ontrol the parameters ofthe devie aging, to eetively realize the measurement, and nally to manage the aquired data. For thispurpose many languages are used in dierent levels, C++ (GPP), embedded C++ for miroontrollers(SDCC), Python, gnuplot sript, and bash. The higher levels are used for the nal data proessing.All omponents were suessfully developed until the funtional level desribed in this setion.Two systems were integrated with several of the developed equipments, a Keithley soure measure unitto exeute the measurements, and the software to ontrol the database of the devies in the bath andtheir respetive measurement results.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of harateristi eletrial parameters of an organi solar ell taken with twodierent methods: lines are the parameters taken by traking method, with 880 points per 100 h, the pointsare data extrated from I vs.V urves, with 18 points per 100 h.
3.8. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 76An optional adapter for measuring EQE under seleted wavelengths in situ was projeted butnot implemented.For further development, the following issues have to be onsidered: The linear power souresfor the LEDs and the heating should be modied to use MOSFET transistors. The sample soketshould be further modied to failitate its use, i.e. diret onnetion of the sample by mehanial springonnetions and a standard heating transistor to simplify the alibration proedure. The equipmentshould be onstruted on a rak mount to failitate integration in larger systems. A miroontroller withlarger memory will enable more funtions to be integrated in it (for example, self alibration), simpliyingthe main ontrol software. The software needs a graphial user interfae, it was not neessary for theexperiments but an easily be written to set the parameters in the existing database.
Chapter 4
Aging of ITO / ZnP / C60 / Al solarells
Of the so alled small moleules solar ells, the most frequently realized by now are those whih ombinefullerene and phthaloyanines. Fullerene C60 is the preferred hoie for the aeptor due to its highexiton diusion length, high eletron mobility, low LUMO, relatively high stability, and relatively highabsorption in the blue spetral range. The ombination with a phthaloyanine is interesting beause therelative HOMO / LUMO oset favors the exitoni separation from both materials at their interfae.Most of the phthaloyanines have a very high absorption in the visible, and from those, CuP and ZnPare the most stable ompounds.The highest photoeletri onversion eieny values obtained from the small moleule solar ellsare from phthaloyanine - C60 heterojuntion devies. Many dierent devie arhitetures were shown inliterature, for instane: at heterojuntions, bulk heterojuntions, graded juntions, bulk heterojuntionswith ontrolled morphology [247℄, and mixed devies with speially ontrolled interfaes [163℄.It is known that the harateristi of bulk heterojuntion devies is strongly dependent of themorphology of the blend [123, 248℄. There is a strong dependene of the devie performane on substratetemperature during deposition. For this reason, a very simple devie struture, with the most simple atheterojuntion interfae was hosen to study its aging behavior. A devie with a two layer donor - aeptorheterojuntion deposited between two eletrodes is not good enough to perform like a typial solar ell,beause the interfae between organi and inorgani layers usually does not form ohmi ontats. The77
4.1. ROLE OF THE BUFFER LAYER BETWEEN C60 AND AL 78eletroni interfae between the eletrodes and the organi materials annot simply be desribed by theenergy levels of the individual materials.The rst two setions onerns the interfaes between C60 and Al, and ITO and ZnP. Speialdevies were onstruted to analyze these interfaes. After that follows the analysis of the long-termaging behavior of organi solar ells based on at Zin Phthaloyanine (ZnP) / C60 heterojuntionsunder ontrolled onditions. The studied struture is glass / indium tin oxide (ITO) (120 nm) / buer/ ZnP (18 nm) / C60 (52 nm) / buer (4 nm) / Al (100 nm). Devies are enapsulated with glassand an UV urable sealant. They are aged under ontrolled temperature and illumination at 475 nm(30± 7mW/cm2), leading to absorption mainly in C60. Other haraterization suh as spetrally resolvedexternal quantum eieny and mass spetrometry are used to analyse the sample and nd the soureof degradation.4.1 Role of the buer layer between C60 and AlThere is still no ommon sense on how the interfae between Al and C60 is hemially and physiallyomposed. An eletron transfer of ∼0.2 eletrons from Al to C60 was measured by Owens. Thisresult seems plausible [249℄ beause they have deposited the C60 and Al layers under a base pressureof < 1 × 10−7 Pa on a GaAs substrate kept at 60 K. Al diusion in the C60 layer is observed at roomtemperature. This gure is onsistent with a n type ompensation of C60 by Al atoms, but other researhgroups have observed an improved hole transport on C60:Al mixed layers. This an be attributed to thehigher base pressure used durung Al evaporation, at pressures of 1 × 10−4 Pa the oxygen onentrationannot be negleted. It is known from mass spetrosopy that more oxygen is present in C60 nearthe Al interfae [148℄ than in the C60 bulk. The same was shown for Al / PCBM / Al devies usingEDX measurements (PCBM is a C60 derivative) [250℄. Furthermore by evaporating Al over C60, thetemperature of the surfae of the C60 layer is usually higher than 300 K. Also low energy eletrons areprovided on C60 from the harge transfer from Al to C60. Some C60 moleules an also be exited by thelight from the Al evaporation soure. If there is already oxygen available in the C60 lm, it will reatwith the exited C60 moleules as disussed before Se. 2.1.1. Oxygen reats with Al as well, at the endone may expet an interfae omposed of partially oxidized C60 and Al.Aluminum evaporated under normal devie fabriation onditions with a pressure around
1 × 10−4 Pa does not form an ohmi ontat to C60. More preisely it does not extrat or injet
4.1. ROLE OF THE BUFFER LAYER BETWEEN C60 AND AL 79eletrons eiently [251253℄. Nevertheless the ontat of Al to a mixed layer of CuP / C60 in a bulkheterojuntion organi solar ell works reasonably well, with greater photourrent than without buerlayer, leading to the onlusion that the Al / C60 interfae also works as exiton quenher [253℄.A buer layer is typially used to overome those problems. BCP (2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10phenanthroline, CAS Nr. 4733-39-5) or BPhen (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline, CAS Nr. 68399-83-7)are the ommon materials used in buer layers [27, 251, 252, 254℄. Sine these materials have a wide gapompared to C60, and higher lying LUMO as well as deeper lying HOMO, they should, in priniple, notform an ohmi ontat but at as a perfet bloker. This is, however, not the ase. Peumans proposedthe reation of gap states in the BCP layer during deposition of the metal [252℄. This was onrmed byToyoshima who measured interfae states between BCP and Al using UPS [255℄.Due to their wide gap one might use BCP or BPhen as exiton bloker, the triplet energy ofBphen is with 2.5 eV muh higher than the triplet energy level of C60 (1.57 eV). [252, 253℄, however, gapstates are needed to promote the harge arrier transport between Al and C60. The gap states in turnould serve as exitons quenhers. The fat that CSix / n-C60 / Al works identially in a solar ell asa C60 / BPhen / Al layer shows that the buer layer only inhibits the Aluminum diusion into the C60layer but does not ontribute to an inrease of the short iruit urrent and the overall performane of thedevie. The limitation for the thikness of the BPhen layer an be overome by doping [120℄. Therefore,the ideal eletri ontat would be, like for the hole ontat, an eletron transport layer (ETL) that hasa wide HOMO-LUMO gap, is transparent1, and has the same LUMO level as the aeptor. This ETLshould also work as exiton bloking layer, like NTCDA (1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetraarboxyli-dianhydride,CAS Nr. 81-30-1) [256℄. Still, NTCDA is not suitable for appliation at higher temperatures, due to itslow glass transition temperature.The buer layer is probably a protetion against damage aused by the evaporation, this isfurther supported by the fat that several dierent kinds of materials an be used as a buer withoutsigniantly hanging the devie performane, inluding CuP and PBD (2-phenyl-5-(4-phenylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole, CAS Nr. 852-38-07) [251℄, and Alq3 (tris (8-oxoquinoline) aluminum (III), CAS Nr.2085-33-8) [251, 257℄. Figure 4.3 shows solar ells made with 2 and 4 nm ZnP thik buer layer. The solarell has a good performane for this struture with FF = 40 %, VOC = 0.5 V and ISC = 6.3 mA/m2 (4 nmbuer layer). Another way to provide harge transport between C60 and Al is to use a so alled onversionontat, like a tunnel juntion in inorgani tandem solar ells. Instead of extrating eletrons from C60 to1means it will have a low extintion oeient even if it has an absorption tail extend to the visible
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Figure 4.1: Charateristi I vs.V urves of ITO / ZnP / C60 / buer / Al solar ells, using ZnP asbuer (2 and 4 nm) and ITO treated with oxygen plasma.Al, the holes an be injeted from Al to another organi material and fore an e-h reombination betweenthis material and C60 [258, 259℄.It is still not fully lear what leads to a bloking ontat between C60 and Al. Probably severalproesses are inluded, the diusion of Al and the reation with oxygen. XPS / UPS measurementsombined with solar ells measurements with Al deposition in UHV (10−9 mbar) and old substrates anshine some light on this issue.For the following experiments, ZnP and AOB:C60 fulll the requirements for providing an ohmiontat between C60 and Al in a working solar ell, and ZnP is thermally stable to temperatures wellabove 100 oC.4.2 ITO / ZnP interfaeThe ITO used in the experiments does not make an ohmi ontat to undoped ZnP sine its workfuntion is as low as 4.4 ±0.1 eV [260℄. To reate ohmi ontats one an modify the ITO surfae bydepositing a very thin layer of a strong aeptor. PTCDA (perylene-3,4,9,10-tetraarboxyli-3,4,9,10-dianhydride, CAS Nr. 128-69-8) is a good andidate due to its thermal stability, it works like C60 [261℄,but the eet is not suient to provide an eient ohmi ontat between ITO and ZnP.Figure 4.2 shows (in red) a I vs.V urve of a devie with layer struture ITO / ZnP (20) / C60
4.2. ITO / ZNPC INTERFACE 81(40) / ZnP (3.5) / Al (100) made with ITO without any further treatment but standard solvent leaning.As in the Au / ZnP interfae [262℄, there is a strong dipole layer between ITO / ZnP forming a barrierfor hole injetion and extration. A dipole layer between a HTL and a ondutor an be avoided byinserting an aeptor. This was shown in the work with C60 [263℄ and with PTCDA to improve holeinjetion / extration between ITO/HTL for OLEDs [264℄.
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Figure 4.2: Light I vs.V urve of a ZnP / C60 solar ell using PTCDA between ITO and ZnP to improvethe eletrial ontat. The red urve is the devie without PTCDA.
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Figure 4.3: ITO / ZnP / C60 / buer / Al solar ell, using ZnP as buer. The ITO is treated withoxygen plasma and further heated in vauum at 150 oC C for 2 h.A strong aeptor like F4-TCNQ between ITO and ZnP will reate a negatively harged layer,
4.2. ITO / ZNPC INTERFACE 82by eletron transfer from the ITO to the aeptor. The hole in the ZnP layer an freely reombine withthese eletrons in the F4-TCNQ layer or, depending on the eld diretion, the eletrons from the HOMOof the ZnP an be transferred to the LUMO of the aeptor and to the ITO. The resulting eet issimilar as surfae states on the ondutor, many states in whih broad energy levels will favor the hargetransport between the ondutor and the semiondutor forming an ohmi ontat.
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urve (See Fig. 4.2 and 4.4), still far from the ase with stronger aeptors likeF4-TCNQ or NDP2.Treating the ITO with oxygen plasma also works well as an be seen in gure 4.1. The eet anbe partially reversed by heating the substrate in vauum at 150 oC for 2 h, (Fig. 4.3). The sublimationtemperatures around 120 oC for F4-TCNQ and 160 oC for NDP2. The most stable and stronger aeptorNDP2 was used in the solar ells investigated in this hapter.Doping the hole transport layer has the same eetive eet as using an hole injetion layer.
4.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ITO / ZNPC / C60 / AL SAMPLES BATCH 83Fig 4.2 shows two I vs.V urves of typial p-i-n organi solar ells made with an undoped and a dopedhole transport layer, in these samples the ITO surfae is not plasma or UV treated.4.3 Charaterization of the ITO / ZnP / C60 / Al samples bathThe aging of several devies, with four modiations of anode and athode are ompared (see table 4.1):using 4 nm ZnP as a buer layer (struture A) and using ITO modied with 1 nm Au and 1 nm of theproprietary organi dopant NDP2 [27℄ (struture B); using 5 nm aridine orange base (AOB) doped C60as a buer layer (struture C) and using ITO modied with 1 nm Au / and 1 nm NDP2 (struture D).Figure 4.6 shows a general band diagram for the devies and the analyzed strutures. These systems werehosen due to their well known standard materials that an lead to reasonable eienies [267℄. Thesematerial sequenes are building bloks for p-i-n solar ells, where the thin ZnP and C60 layers are plaedinto the maximum of the optial eld, whose position an be tuned by using transparent transport layersto ahieve higher onversion eienies [115℄.struture anode injetion donor aeptor buer athodeA ITO (120) ZnP (18) C60 (52) ZnP (4) Al (100)B ITO (120) Au (1)/NDP2(1) ZnP (18) C60 (52) ZnP (4) Al (100)C ITO (120) ZnP (18) C60 (52) AOB:C60 (5) Al (100)D ITO (120) Au (1)/NDP2(1) ZnP (18) C60 (52) AOB:C60 (5) Al (100)Table 4.1: List of the four dierent devie strutures, the value in brakets is the thikness in nm. Themolar onentration of AOB in the AOB:C60 layer is 2%.Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show the I vs.V urves under simulated Sun spetra AM1.5. Theharateristi values of all samples an be seen in gure 4.7. Obviously the n-C60 layer is not working toits best potential. It was made as thin as the ZnP layer to enable omparison of the layer thiknessesbetween the dierent devies. Either the doping onentration is too low or the layer is too thin. TheZnP buer layer is working as expeted, giving a FF between 0.4 and 0.52. The ITO surfae modiationwith Au/NDP2 works as well as only using UV treated ITO, the FF is slightly smaller with Au/NDP2but the ISC and the VOC are higher. The samples with Au/NDP2 also have a better saturation urrentas shown in the table 4.3:The origin of the performane dierene between devies with (B and D) and without Au/NDP2(A and C) layer is the ontat to the ZnP layer. An ITO/ZnP interfae where the ITO does not havean oxygen plasma treatment is a bloking ontat. After plasma treatment it should work as well as withNDP2.
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 solar ells made with an undoped and a doped holetransport layer.
E
C60 C60C60C60C60Buer
ZnP AlITO
surfaestates ZnP ZnP ZnP ZnP
ZnP n-C60Al
NDP2 NDP2Au AuITO(A) (B) (C) (D)layer thikness
n-C60ZnPAl Al Al
glassFigure 4.6: Energy diagram (left) of a devie made of glass / ITO (120 nm) / ZnP (18 nm) / C60(52 nm) / buer layer / Al (100 nm). On the right hand side the investigated strutures are shown.Some samples have additional Au (1 nm) / NDP2 (1 nm) layer (struture B and D). The buer layersare ZnP (4 nm) (devies A, B) or AOB doped C60 (devies C, D).4.4 Aging behaviorThe following gures 4.8 to 4.11 show the harateristi I vs.V urve for eah type of devie struture.The right side shows the I vs.V urve measured under simulated Sun spetra of a sample whih is not
4.4. AGING BEHAVIOR 85struture VOC (V) ISC (A) MPP (W) FF SA 0.54 -4.13×10−4 1.00×10−4 0.45 1.21B 0.43 -3.52×10−4 7.88×10−5 0.52 1.21C 0.49 -4.02×10−4 6.47×10−5 0.33 1.31D 0.39 -3.49×10−4 4.91×10−5 0.36 1.26Table 4.2: Typial values of 4 samples with dierent devie strutures.
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teristi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ilitate the visualization.Fig. 4.8 shows the measurements for a sample with struture A whih has a struture ITO /ZnP/ C60/ ZnP buer / Al. The ITO surfae is treated with oxygen plasma and heated for 30 minutesin nitrogen atmosphere under mehanial vauum before loading in the deposition hamber. The initial
I vs.V urve has a reasonable good diode shape, after aging the forward urrent intensity is stronglydereased.Devie B has a struture ITO / Au / NDP2 / ZnP/ C60/ ZnP buer / Al. In the I vs.V urveof devie B shown in Fig. 4.9 a similar eet as in devie A takes plae. However, devie with strutureB shows an inreased forward urrent if ompared to devie with struture A.
4.4. AGING BEHAVIOR 86A sample with struture C is used to show the typial behavior of an illuminated sample with asubstrate temperature of 50 ± 0.5 oC. The I vs.V urves of the aged devies under AM1.5 simulated Sunspetra are ompared in Fig. 4.10. A devie, stored in parallel, shows only minor hanges in the I vs.Vurve before and after the experiment. From the normalized transients (Fig. 4.10) one an see the overallbehavior of the main extrated parameters. After the fast initial deay, the I(−1V) appears to reah aonstant value (whih an further drop if the devie enapsulation fails). The tH of the I(−1V) is veryhigh, on the order of ∼ 105 h, indiating that hemial reations with the absorbing enters have almostompletely eased at the end of the measurement.
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omplete dynamis of the light I vs.V 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e takes plae already in the rst hours. The
FF seems to be aeted not only by the inrease in series resistane, but also by a developing 'S-shape'whih is already present in the fresh ondition (See for example in the left graphi of g. 4.11). ThisS-shape is related to an internal energy barrier [57℄. During the aelerated aging experiment, the dark
I vs.V urves (not shown) have a strongly redued forward urrent ompared to the rst I vs.V urve.After 100 h the exponent (n) from the voltage dependene of the urrent I ∝ Vn tends towards 2 for theforward urrent, and the voltage range with this exponent inreases over time. This is an indiation of aspae harge built up [268℄. This is probably due to low mobility in one or both main materials (ZnPand C60).Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the I vs.V dynamis of devies with struture C and D on the same
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urves were measured undersimulated AM1.5 spe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m2. Right: Normalized values of 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parameters of a devie with struture (C) aged at illumination of 475 nm and temperature of 50 oC. Theinitial values are: open iruit voltage (VOC) = 0.41 V, short iruit urrent (ISC) = −1.52 × 10−4 A,ll fator (FF) = 0.45, maximum power (MP) = −2.78× 10−5 W, I(-1 V) = −1.13× 10−4 A. f(x) is astret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urves of the devies with struture (D) before and afteraging under 50 oC. I vs.V urves were measured under simulated AM1.5 spetrum with an intensity of100 mW/m2. Right: Normalized values of harateristi parameters of a devie with struture (D) agedat illumination of 475 nm and temperature of 50 oC.substrate. The dierene on the devies is the Au (1 nm) / NDP2 (1 nm) layer over ITO on deviewith struture D, this devie is slightly more stable with a higher onversion power at the end of theexperiment. This kind of graph is not available for struture A and B, due to software developmentduring the measurements.4.5 Chemial analysisThe laser desorption/ionization time of ight mass spetrometry (LDI-TOF-MS or simply LDI) was usedto determine the hemial signature of fragments or reation produts omparing fresh and old samples.Experiments were done by Sebastian Sholz (IAPP). In gures 4.14 and 4.15, one an see the typial massspetra of C60 and ZnP. The proposed fragmentation spetra for ZnP is shown in gure 4.5. Therewere no lear signals of other moleules, indiating that the starting materials and the devie fabriationproess are quite lean.
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Figure 4.12: Color map of log10|I| as funtion of applied voltage and time for a devie with struture Cilluminated at 475 nm and held at 50 oC.
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Figure 4.13: Color map of log10|I| as funtion of applied voltage and time for a devie with struture Dilluminated at 475 nm and held at 50 oC.
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e devi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es aged for 1000 h at 80 oC and (3) is further aged for 200 h at 115 oC
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Figure 4.15: Negative mass spetra of samples with struture C, with the peak at 720 normalized to oneemphasizing the lateral peaks. (1) is the referene devie, (2) and (3) are the devies aged for 1000 h at80 oC and (3) is further aged for 200 h at 115 oC.
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91Figure 4.16: Positive mass spetra of sample with struture A. The proposed fragments results froma joint work with Sebastian Sholz.
4.6. EXTERNAL QUANTUM EFFICIENCY - EQE 92We analyzed 3 samples with struture A with LDI. One sample is kept in the dark (1). Twosamples are aged for 1000 h at 80 oC, one was taken out of the measurement setup and stored in theglove box (2) and one is then further heated at T = 115 oC for 200 h (3) leading to a darkening of thesealant and a omplete loss of all photovoltai harateristis.ZnP, ZnP+O are learly observed in the spetrum for positive harge (Fig. 4.14). C60, C60+O,and C58 are observed in the negative spetrum (Fig. 4.15). C56 and C54 signals are observed only withstronger laser intensities.The ratio of intensities from ZnP+O / ZnP for the 3 haraterized samples is: (1) > (2) ≃ (3).On heating, the ZnP+O is destroyed, either by losing the oxygen or by fragmentation of the ZnP part.No strong peaks of fragments from ZnP were observed. Stronger C60+O and C58 signals are deteted inthe sample B. Sine there is oxygen inside the fresh sample, it is expeted to reat espeially with C60.Probably this oxygen in the bulk is already partially reated in the fresh sample.The thermal ativation energies for the dark reation desribed by Wohlers et al [269℄ an beeasily overome by photoexitation of C60 [207℄, reating the C60>O (the addut, one oxygen boundto two dierent adjaent C atoms, breaking a double bond) and the C60=Omoleule and subsequentlybreaking the C60 age into smaller moleules. Those are stable only with an even number of C atoms [213℄.In the fresh sample there is already moleular oxygen available in the bulk and is partially reated (1).Over time, atomi oxygen is reated and reats forming C60+O; later it dissoiates in C58 (2). Afterfurther heating (3) the partially oxidized C60 or C58 further deomposes (CO2) or polymerizes.4.6 External quantum eieny - EQEThere is a diret non-destrutive way to test for the degradation of one material in a heterojuntion solarell if the two materials absorb in dierent parts of the spetrum. This is the ase with C60 and ZnP.Despite the hanges in the ZnP ontribution to the photourrent, the main loss in ISC is due to lossof the C60 ontribution. Dividing the EQE of the aged devie by the EQE of the referene devie (Fig.4.17), it an be seen that the main drop of ISC omes from C60. The signal has a similar pattern to theEQE and the C60 ontribution an be seen inverted, indiating that there is a muh stronger degradationof C60 than of ZnP. Nevertheless ZnP also degrades with a relatively weak signal hange between600 nm and 700 nm.
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Figure 4.17: EQE of devie with struture (C), after aging (a) and referene devie (b). The ratio (a)/(b)is shown to emphasize the dierenes of the aged sample.4.7 Aging at dierent operating pointsAn experiment was onduted with one sample ontaining 4 devies with struture A 2, where eah deviewas held at a dierent bias ondition (Fig. 4.18). Devie 0 was held -0.652 V, devie 1 was shorted, devie2 was let open and devie 3 was held at a forward voltage of +0.665 V. These voltages were ahieved byonneting a small battery (type AAA) in series with Si diodes.devie Condition τ β t1/2 (h)0 +0.665 V 2887 0.44 12531 open 2811 0.54 14172 short 3328 0.59 17923 -0.652 V 3867 0.49 1817 I Vlongerlifetime 0123Table 4.3: Summary of the tting parameters and the time for the ISC reah half of its initial value, forfour devies aged at dierent voltage onditions. The shematis at the right shows the loation of thepoints in an I vs.V urve.Note that in Fig. 4.18 the data at ISC appears to be aging faster than at -0.652 V. In this ase,the graphial representation is not very representative, beause the dierene in the urves is very small.2devie with struture A was hosen beause a fresh sample was left from this sample bath.
4.7. AGING AT DIFFERENT OPERATING POINTS 94The tted values are a muh better omparison of the aging speed, it shows that both urves have almostthe same t1/2. In fat, there is a rossing of the two urves at around t=1100 h.
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Figure 4.18: Short iruit transients of 4 devies on the same substrate aged at same illuminationintensity, same temperature, but dierent applied bias.
StabilizationEnergy π∗ orbital
π orbitalNeutral moleulebond order = 1 Charged moleulebond order = 0.5 Exited moleulebond order = 0Figure 4.19: Simple representation of the outer energy orbitals of onjugated bonds: neutral moleule,negatively harged moleule, and exited moleule. The respetive bond order is given by 1/2{Nrel(π) −
Nrel(π
∗)}.Degradation is faster if the devie is biased positively, suh that the 1/2 lifetime for reverse bias(-0.65 V) is about twie than that with positive bias of +0.67 V. Comparing the 4 devies in table 4.7, wesee that t1/2,−0.65V > t1/2,short > t1/2,open > t1/2,+0.67V . The fat that t1/2,open is shorter than t1/2,shortis not immediately expeted, sine short iruit is the ondition with higher urrent.
4.7. AGING AT DIFFERENT OPERATING POINTS 95This indiates that the degradation is intensied if the moleules are in the harged or the exitedstate. The density of harged and exited moleules is higher near the open iruit region than in theregion where the devie is shorted or reverse polarized. The probable explanation for that is that anexited moleule has one empty binding orbital (π) and one populated anti-binding orbital (π∗), beingmore unstable, i.e. more suseptible to a bond break or to a hemial reation than a simple hargedmoleule with just one lled anti-binding orbital (see Fig. 4.19).A voltage assisted anodizadion of the Al athode does not play a role beause the dependene ofthe lifetime with the applied voltage would be opposite. However an assisted redution of the oxidizedAl speies and release of oxygen into the organi layers annot be exluded.4.7.1 Series and parallel resistaneIn large solar ells, a small series resistane(RS) of several ohms may be responsible for a very low llfator. An example is given by Prine [233℄; a Si solar ell with an area of 6 m × 1.5 m has its FFredued from 77% to 27% when the series resistaneis inreased from ∼ 0 Ω to 5 Ω (45 Ωcm2). For thesmall areas and small urrents used in this work, larger values of series resistane are expeted. The
RS dependene on the magnitude of the photourrent an be alulated using the one diode model (Eq.2.10). Values of 20 or 30 Ω (1.86 Ωcm2) are suient for our solar ells to have a well dened I vs.V urvewith a steep forward urrent.The shunt resistane (Rsh) of the ZnP / C60 devies is in the range of 104 to 106 Ω (620 to62k Ωcm2), omparable to the Rsh of Si solar ells. For suh a high resistane, even relatively largehanges of 50% will not aet signiantly the shape of the I vs.V urve, and the overall performane.The saturation urrent will not deviate signiantly from the photourrent value.Fig. 4.20 shows the development of the shunt resistane of a devie (with struture B) agedunder the same onditions as in setion 4.4, the temperature is 74 oC. The Rsh is measured by impedanespetrosopy, only a few frequenies are shown. The very weak degradation of Rsh is an indiationthat there is no strong migration of dopants and metals within the devie and onsequently no eetivethikness variation of the intrinsi layers region.The evolution of series resistane over time, for the same devie, is shown in Fig. 4.21. Twodierent methods for RS alulation are ompared, both are derived from the simple diode model (seesetions 2.4.4 and 2.4.3). The method of Kaminski et al [232℄ gives an inreased weight for the pointswith higher urrents. The methods were explained before in setions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
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Figure 4.20: Evolution of the parallel resistane of a devie ITO / Au (1) / NDP2(1) / ZnP (20) / C60(40) / ZnP (3.5) / Al (100), over time. The resistane is alulated from the impedane, for dierentfrequenies.4.8 Ativation energyAn Arrhenius plot to extrat the ativation energy for I(−1V) is not possible beause the tH values donow show any lear orrelation with the temperature. A measurement in the sale of 1000 h may not besuient do orretly determine the tH values of the I(−1V), whih are very high (∼ 105 h). Longer, andeven more preisely ontrolled measurements may be needed. Therefore only the results for ISC are shownhere. However, a onlusion an be made with the measured I(−1V) data: if the hemial reations anbe related to deay of the I(−1V) intensity, one an onlude that main hemial reations are almostompleted after the rst 200 h of the experiment.The ativation energy is alulated as explained in se. 2.5, the values based on the ISC data,obtained for strutures A, B, C, and D are 0.79 eV, 0.86 eV, 1.20 eV, and 1.44 eV respetively (see Fig.4.22).
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Figure 4.21: Evolution of series resistane of a devie ITO / Au (1) / NDP2(1) / ZnP (20) / C60 (40)/ ZnP (3.5) / Al (100), over time. Eah data point orrespond to a value obtained from a t to an I vs.Vurve. The method of Kaminski et al [232℄ (×+ ) gives an inreased weight for the I vs.V urve region withhigher urrent. The diret tting (×) is a t of the Shokley equation.4.9 ConlusionsThe knowledge of the eletroni properties of the interfae between the organi semiondutive layersand the eletrodes is of high importane for stable solar ells. We have disussed the use of buer layerson anode and athode side, organi harge arrier injetion layers, n-doping of C60, and ITO surfaemodiation with oxygen plasma. The use of buer layers on the athode side is well established inliterature and requires a areful thikness optimization. The use of organi dopants as injetion layersor in doped semiondutor layers is the simplest way to ahieve good and stable ohmi ontats. Theplasma treatment of ITO is not a stable solution, it was shown in an aelerated experiment (heating invauum) that the improvement of harge arrier injetion is strongly reversed.Preise measurements were shown of enapsulated organi solar ells aged under ontrolledtemperature and illumination for 1000 h. The transients show a fast initial degradation of ISC , FF,
I(−1V), and a relatively strong derease in the exponent dependeny of the forward urrent with appliedvoltage. VOC is onstant or, in some ases, it has a slight inrease over the whole measurement period.The saturation urrent, dened as I(−1V) deays rapidly in the rst hours following the deay of ISC,
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Figure 4.22: Arrhenius plot and linear ts to extrat the ativation energy of the 4 dierent deviestrutures, the x stands for ZnP (18 nm) / C60 (52 nm).and then remains onstant. The initial deay takes plae up to 400 h, whereafter I(−1V) remains almostonstant showing that intrinsi material degradation has eased. We assume that this redution in I(−1V)is diretly related to a strong redution of the C60 ontribution to the external quantum eieny. Thephotourrent is more aeted by loss of the ontribution from C60 than from ZnP, as shown by EQEmeasurements.Oxidized C60 and sub-produts are identied by mass spetrometry. The further degradation of
ISC and FF is probably originating from these oxidized speies that strongly interfere with the transport.The ativation energy, as alulated from the transients of ISC, varies from 0.79 eV to 1.44 eV,depending on the ITO surfae modiation and on the buer layer used. From the very high thermalativation energy, it an be inferred that morphology hanges in the photo-ative layers play a minor rolein degradation.In summary, the results are very promising: they show that C60 and ZnP, two of the mostommon materials employed in small moleule organi solar ells, are intrinsially very stable in thedevie. Some work is still neessary to enable robust, stable ohmi ontats between aluminum and C60and the key stability issue is the oxygen ontamination of the organi materials. ZnP / C60 solar ellshave the potential to be very stable for a time sale of many years.
Chapter 5
Aging of m-i-p ells
As shown in the last hapter, simple ITO / ZnP / C60 / Al solar ells are not very stable showing astrong initial derease in ISC, I(−1V) and FF. These devies have a not well dened eletroni interfaebetween anode and organi. Degradation of the n-side (C60 layer) has also been shown. The solution tothis problem may be the use of another kind of eletrode. Substituting Al for Ag is not a good solution;Ag tends to diuse trough the organi layers and reate short paths. This is onrmed by the workof Hiramoto's group, they use eletron transport layers as thik as 1 µm to avoid short iruits ausedby the deposition of the Ag eletrode [256℄. Another alternative is the Metal-Insulator-p-Semiondutor(m-i-p) devie with a donor-aeptor BHJ [21, 270℄. As a test struture, devies were made with a layersequene of ITO / C60 / C60 : ZnP / HTL / p:HTL / p:ZnP / Au.Both devie strutures, the Metal-Insulator-p-Semiondutor and the bulk heterojuntion, anbe ompared in the gure 5.1. The m-i-p devie an also be onsidered as an inverted struture, basiallythe eletron extration is made by the interfae between ITO and organi layer. For instane, for polymersolar ells, the inverted struture has several advantages over the non-inverted struture where usuallythe unstable PEDOT-PSS [271℄ and the reative metals Ca, Al or Ba are used as eletrodes [272℄. Inthis inverted polymer devie struture, the interfae for eletron extration an be made diretly to ITOand Ag an be used for hole extration. Silver seems to work in this ase beause the polymer layers aremore than 100 nm thik.In the m-i-p devies, the thik p-doped HTL ensures a stable ontat to the eletrode andworks as protetion layer at the same time. The p-doped layer is, in priniple, more stable againstthe environment than an n-doped layer that uses strong donors, sine the strong donors an be easily99
5.1. HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTING 100
athode BHJ p:HTL anodeSubstrate (a) anode donor aeptor athodeSubst
rate
(b)Figure 5.1: Energy diagram omparing the bulk heterojuntion Metal-Insulator-p-Semiondutor devie(a) and the donor-aeptor at heterojuntion devie (b). In both devie strutures, the bottom eletrodeis transparent and the top eletrode is reetive.oxidized by atmospheri oxygen. Exeptions an our when the n-doped layer is stable, even if theseparated donor and matrix materials are not (as in AOB:C60, disussed in Se. 2.1.1). The eliminationof the reative aluminum surfae further ontributes to the stability of the devie.This hapter addresses the high temperature aging of m-i-p ells, a omparison between dierenthole transport layers, and the outdoor long time behavior of ITO / C60 (5) / C60 (20) : ZnP (10) /DiNPB (5) / p:DiNPB (40) / p:ZnP (10) / Au (10) / Ag (40) / Au (5) devies.5.1 High temperature testingThe m-i-p struture is ideal for the testing of HTL, speially for testing the temperature limits of a solarell. In this devie, the ative layers are ontated to ITO on one side and to the HTL on the other side.Triphenyl-amine derivatives are known to have a high hole mobility and a wide gap, therefore MeoTPD,MeNPB, and DiNPB were hosen for the experiments. The glass transition temperature (Tg) for DiNPBis 157.8 oC [229℄. Triphenyldiamine (TPD) has a Tg of 60 oC and we expet that MeoTPD and MeNPBhave its Tg slightly above the Tg of TPD (based on the work of Tokito et al [273℄).A blend layer was made with MeoTPD and MeNPB as an attempt to stabilize the HTL at highertemperatures. As one an see on the left side of gure 5.2, the layers are not stable at a temperature of70 oC. When using DiNPB as HTL the devie is more stable under higher temperatures. The right sideof gure 5.2 shows the development of ISC and VOC at 105 oC of a m-i-p devie using DiNPB as HTL.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the aging of two similar devies ITO / C60 / C60 : ZnP / HTL /p:HTL / p:ZnP / Au with two dierent HTLs. On the left side the hole transport layer isMeoTPD/p:MeNPB:MeoTPD and the sample is kept at 70 oC during measurement, the moleularstruture shown is MeNPB. The HTL on the right side it is DiNPB/p:DiNPB and the sample is measuredat 105 oC, the moleular struture of DiNPB is shown inside. The illumination is simulated Sun spetra(AM1.5, 127 mW / cm2).DiNPB was hosen also for its HOMO position (around 5.4 eV [229℄), it still an be doped and it is highlytransparent in the visible 1.From the omparison with dierent hole transport materials it an be onluded that DiNPB isan adequate material for devies whih are submitted to high temperature. A stable struture was hosenfor further analysis based on the results of aging of dierent hole transport materials. The test struturefor the following experiments is ITO / C60 / C60 : ZnP / HTL / p:HTL / p:ZnP / Au. All devieswere produed on one single wafer. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of VOC, ISC and FF of all deviesof the wafer, measured under simulated AM1.5 (115 mW / cm2).5.2 Charateristi aging dynamisM-i-p devies do not show any deterioration in devie performane in the rst 200 h of operation. After200 to 400 h the FF starts to drop drastially. The ISC has typially a smaller drop of a few % after1000 h, I(−1V) and the VOC remain almost onstant.Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show usual aging proles of the harateristi parameters of a m-i-p devieunder onstant illumination and under two dierent temperatures. A possible explanation for the initial1The reader is asked to refer to the work of Steen Pfützner for further information about HTLs in m-i-p diodes [229℄.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of measured VOC, ISC, and FF from the m-i-p devies on the wafer.inrease in VOC and FF is an inrease in the lowest harge arrier mobility of the intrinsi layer. The FFis limited by the lowest mobility of the bulk heterojuntion, in this ase it is the hole mobility in ZnP.Oxygen released from the ITO surfae or dopants from the p-doped hole transport layer ould diuseinto the intrinsi layer improving the mobility. The initial diusion in small onentration will not aetthe ISC signiantly. However, a further inreased diusion is no longer beneial to the eieny of thedevie. In higher onentrations, oxygen in presene of light an undergo hemial reations with organimaterials. Independently of the ontamination soure, oxygen or p-dopant diusion, the states reatedin the ative layer an quenh exitons, dereasing the FF and the ISC. Figure 5.7 shows this behavior,where initially VOC and FF inrease, then the VOC ahieves a onstant level, and the FF drops again.The derease of ISC is stronger than the derease of I(−1V).This explanation is not omplete, beause this phenomenon is not observed in all samples in thesame manner and besides a slight tendeny to our at higher temperatures, no statistial orrelation wasyet found. The planar interfae between the layers and the bulk interfae between donor and aeptorertainly also plays an important role in the aging proess. Finally, enapsulation irregularities an notbe ompletely disarded. Small variations in the glue layer thikness between the substrate and theenapsulation over is an additional variable into the lifetime of the devie.
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Figure 5.6: I vs.V urve of a m-i-p ell before and after aging for 66 h at a temperature of 40 oC andillumination of 475 nm at 60 mW / cm2.
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Figure 5.7: I vs.V urve of a m-i-p ell before and after aging for 66 h at a temperature of 60 oC andillumination of 475 nm at 60 mW / cm2.
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Figure 5.8: Fitting of Shokley equation (in red) on light I vs.V measurements (thiker lines). (a) is at 0h, (b) at 606 h and () at 892 h. The fourth quadrant is emphasized to show the mismath between themeasured data and the t.is very rude as one an see in gures 5.6 - 5.8. The agreement of the tting is good in the 1st and 3rdquadrants but the dynamis are ompletely dierent in the 4th quadrant.Figure 5.7 shows two pairs of light and dark I vs.V urves for new and aged devie. In the freshdevie, the dark and light urrents have the same magnitude at a bias of 0.5 V. The aged devie doesnot show the rossing between the light and the dark I vs.V urves. The urves follow in parallel to eahother in the aged devie. The rossing point, in the fresh devie, is an indiation for photoondutivity,whih failites harge arrier injetion and therefore promote the slightly larger urrent in the illuminateddevie. The photoondutivity disappears on the aged devie and a series resistanetakes its plae.The aged devie also has alterated reombination harateristis, whih is reeted by themodied FF. As an be seen in gure 5.8, this dierene annot be explained by the Shokley equation;the orresponding ts added by a onstant urrent does perfetly math the dark I vs.V urve (not shownin the piture due to overlap) but only math the light I vs.V urve in saturation and in forward urrent.5.4 Inuene of light intensity and eletrial stressA high measurement rate of up to 11 I vs.V urves per hour was used to have the full haraterizationof the aging of m-i-p diodes. The measurement is from -1.1 V to 1.1 V with 221 points and a delay of1 s. This relatively slow measurement drives the solar ell on a high urrent for a time suiently longto aelerate the degradation. By omparing gure 5.5 with 5.10, it an be seen that the degradation isurrent indued. In the former one, there are samples measured at 40 oC and 50 oC with a low rate of
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I vs.V urves of 1.6 per hour. In the latter one, the devie is aged at 50 oC with the high measurementrate.
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5.5. OUTDOOR TESTING 107negative bias has lower losses. Figure 5.10 shows the extrated, normalized, parameters for the samemeasurement, here one an see more learly that the VOC and the I(−1V) have only very small hanges,the ISC drops to ≃ 80 % of its initial value, and the FF is the main reason for the strong degradation ofthe devie's onverted power, after 200 h.
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h faster. A small dependene an be seen in the ll fator, and is shown ina semi-logarithmi plot to emphasize it, in gure 5.12.5.5 Outdoor testingOn site testing of solar ells is the nal goal to provide real data for their stability. Ambient onditions arevery variable: sine light intensity and temperature are not onstant, one an not make diret plots fromthe main parameters, nor from the eieny vs. time. However, the ontinuous hange in parametersan provide muh information for a broad range of values. The onnetion setup for this experiment issummarized in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.12: Degradation of FF with time for 3 idential m-i-p devies aged at 50 oC and under dierentillumination intensities. Channel onnetion funtionChannel 1 organi solar ell 1 devie under testChannel 2 organi solar ell 2 devie under testChannel 3 organi solar ell 3 devie under testChannel 4 Si solar ell omparativeChannel 5 Si p-i-n photodiode refereneChannel 6 Si diode temperatureTable 5.1: Conguration of the measurement setup for outdoor measurements.For the outdoor testing a m-i-p sample was xed to one of the self developed measurement boxes,with three of the four organi solar ells onneted to the sample soket. The 4th analog hannel wasonneted to an enapsulated mono-rystalline Si solar ell (enapsulated with the same glass as theorgani solar ell, glued with epoxy). A Si p-i-n (BPW42L) photodiode was used to reord the lightintensity; whih photourrent Iref is linearly proportional to the light intensity. A blak enapsulatedSi diode (1N4004) was used to reord the temperature, measuring the forward voltage drop for a probeurrent of 1 mA. The sample soket, the sample, and the other sensor omponents were xed ouside thewindow. The rest of the equipment was installed indoors.Figure 5.13 shows the VOC, the ISC, and the FF over time starting on Monday, 10th of Marh14:57:47 2008 (CET) (51o1′46.24”N 13o43′42.99”E elev. 145 m). The 5th day is a sunny day, the 13thday is loudy and the others are mixed. The VOC nearly saturates at daylight, depending only little onthe light intensity (beause the dependene is logarithmi). There is no visible hange in VOC and ISCover the whole measurement period of 900 h. Figure 5.14 supports this, showing that the ratio between
ISC and Iref does not hanges dramatially. The peaks in the ratio are measurements artifats, aused
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hanges during the measurement and a wrong point is measured for the FF, leading e.g. to erroneousvalues muh larger than 0.6.
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Figure 5.16: Fill fator vs. short iruit urrent for a devie ITO / C60 / C60 : ZnP / HTL / p:HTL/ p:ZnP / Au xed on the outside a lab window at IAPP (51o1′46.24”N 13o43′42.99”E elev. 145 m).Figure 5.15 shows the linearity of the ISC of the silion and the organi solar ell as funtion ofthe inident light (Iref , photourrent of the referene photodiode, BPW42L, with an ative area of 7.5mm2). Both are linear over more than ve orders of magnitude, whih is more than suient for most
5.6. CONCLUSIONS 111appliations. However, the ll fator dependene on the light intensity is ompletely dierent for bothtypes of solar ells. Figure 5.16 shows this dependene. The organi solar ell shows a saturation of the
FF for lower intensities, but a derease for higher irradiane. The organi solar ell has an advantage overthe rystalline Si solar under low-light intensities, where the eieny of the -Si solar ell is stronglydereased due to the surfae reombination and the eets of deep energy traps.5.6 ConlusionsLong time operation of ITO / C60 / C60 : ZnP / HTL / p:HTL / p:ZnP / Au devies have shownimproved stability in ontrast to ITO / ZnP / C60 / Al devies. Both types of devies show almostno deterioration of the saturation urrent and open iruit voltage. In the m-i-p struture, the agingproperties of ISC and FF was further improved. This is attributed to the better protetion of the intrinsilayers and stable eletrial ohmi ontats. The intrinsi layers are proteted by the more stable Aueletrode and the thik p-doped transport layers. The FF shows some degradation after several hundredhours, and, together with the forward urrent it is the most aeted harateristi value (provided thatthe initial FF is large).Charge arrier transport materials with high glass transition temperature are neessary to ensurethermal stability of the hole transport layers. DiNPB has shown to be far more stable than MeNPB andMeoTPD. The stable operation of a doped organi solar ell at 105 oC was demonstrated.The outdoor testing of the organi m-i-p solar ell yielded a large amount of information. Itwas shown that fast measurements iles are required, speially by searhing the maximum power point,beause the I vs.V urve must not hange during the approximation proedure. The enapsulation, andsimple mehanial ontats proved to be stable, at least for temperatures between -5 and 25 oC underthe Sun (Marh - April, in Germany). The devie itself is also stable, as far as it an be observed over900 h. The eets of shunt resistane are muh lower in the organi solar ell as ompared to solarell grade silion, this is naturally given by the lower ondutivity of the intrinsi organi materials.Therefore, the organi solar ells are more eient under lower irradiane, with a similar behavior as thea-Si solar ells.The measurements demonstrate that the solar ells are stable when exposed to the environment,
5.6. CONCLUSIONS 112and that the tehnial details of the glass enapsulation3 and eletrial onnetion are not ritial andare already solved to a large extent. This indiates an exellent potential for the use of organi solar ellsin large sale solar power plants.
3It is worth to mention that the glass enapsulation may be to expensive or unsuitable for many appliations. Furtherdevelopment is neessary to reate heaper and even exible enapsulations, suh as multilayer thin lm barriers.
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Summary and outlook
This work has addressed the stability of organi solar ells, the analysed devies were donor - aeptorjuntions omposed of ZnP and C60. It was shown that the organi moleules are stable on theirphotoexitation and harge separation yles.A set of equipment for the aging ontrol and measurement was designed and suessfullyimplemented. The onstrution of this equipment was essential to the experiments, ontrary tomeasurments under an AM1.5 Sun simulator, very useful data ould be obtained due to the very stableillumination and sensitive temperature ontrol.The developed equipment for long time measurements of solar ells provides onstant illumination,temperature ontrol, digital ommuniation with omputer, and the remote seletion of the devie to bemeasured. A software pakage was also developed to ontrol the aging onditions, the measurements, andto analyze the data. Speial parameters were dened for the faster data aquisition needed in outdoormeasurements.Preise measurements of enapsulated ITO / ZnP / C60 / Al solar ells were made. Dierentinterfae treatments between eletrodes and organi layers show the same overall behavior of thedegradation, and dierent ativation energies for the aging of the short iruit urrent, all on the order of1 eV. The I(−1V) is almost onstant for at least 400 h showing that there is no diret loss of absorbingenters, i.e., no diret degradation of the organi moleules due to photoexitation.Wavelength resolved external quantum eieny measurements and hemial analysis show thatZnP and C60 form reation produts with oxygen and that the photourrent in aged devies has lostpart of its C60 ontribution. I vs.V urves show an inreasing serial resistane and dereasing ll fatorindiating that the mobility of the organi layers are aeted. Furthermore, an inreased S shape inthe 4th quadrant indiates a modiation of the energy levels, reating an energy barrier in at least one
114of the layer interfaes. Given that the stability of the C60 / Al interfae is a known issue it is supposedthat this energy barrier is formed on this interfae.M-i-p organi solar ells were fabriated to overome the problems of the ITO / ZnP / C60 /Al devies. It is shown that they are more robust against aging and an be stable for a long time evenunder high temperatures, slightly above 100 oC. The stable operation of an organi solar ell at 105 oCwas demonstrated. In the m-i-p struture, the aging properties of ISC and FF ould be improved in viewof the planar juntion. The Au eletrode added to the thik p-doped hole transport layer is very stableand oers a protetion, to the intrinsi organi layers, against gas diusion. These devies show stable
FF and ISC for several hundred hours.The outdoor testing of the organi m-i-p devies proved that the solar ells, inluding theireletrial ontats and the enapsulation, are hemially and mehanially stabe. No degradation wasobserved during the 900 h test, at least for temperatures between -5 and 25 oC under the Sun (Marh -April, in Germany).OutlookSome modiations an be done in the measurement equipment for further improvement. The powersoure of the LEDs an be redesigned using a MOS-FET linear amplier ommanded by a digital (D-A)interfae. The LEDs are developing fast to higher power and higher eieny levels. New LEDs an beused as light power soure, maybe with broader spetrum.The sample soket an be further modied, to inrease the reproduibility (without alibration)between eah measurement equipment and to derease the number of alibrations steps. One new soketthat is under test is a opper blok, whih ontains openings for the light and has two integrated highpower resistors. This inreases the reproduibility of the heating parameters between dierent sokets(making the alibration easier), sine the former design did use glass/ITO where eah ITO plate haddierent resistivity values.The equipment an be onstruted on a rak mount to failitate integration in larger systems.A miroontroller with larger memory apaity will enable more funtions to be integrated in it (forexample, self alibration), simplifying the main ontrol software. The software needs a graphial userinterfae to failitate the edition of the parameters in the existing database. It was not neessary for theexperiments but an be easily written.
115The solar ells that use n-side / athode far from the substrate need to have that interfaeimproved. The interfae to aluminum is highly unstable. It is still not lear how to realize that interfae,extra protetion layers on top of the Al eletrode ould work. Another improvement would be thik,wide gap eletron transport materials that plae the photo-ative layers far from the athode and to theoutside environment.The m-i-p struture has shown to be the most promising devie struture, and it is the beststruture to test new photo-ative materials against photooxidation, omparing their I(−1V) against theC60 : ZnP devies. It is also a good test struture to test hole transport layers against their thermalstability.The m-i-p devies an be further improved by material puriation and additional enapsulationmeasures.Longer outdoor measurements, at lower latitudes, should be done with highly eient devies.This measurements should supply realisti lifetime data and also data for omparison with laboratorymeasurements.Finally, as a general rule for organi solar ells and also OLEDs, the higher the eieny, thelonger will be the lifetime of the devie. High eieny in solar ells means less heating due to non-radiative reombination. High eieny also means better and faster transport, shortening the time themoleules stay in their reative radial state.
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Appendix
8.1 Derivation of the Arrhenius relation for the ativation energyThe Arrhenius equation (below) is an empirial relation for the dependeny of the rate onstant of ahemial reation (k) on the absolute temperature (T) and the ativation energy (EA).
k = A′exp(−EA/RT ) (8.1)where A is the exponential prefator and R is the ideal gas onstant. The next steps transformsthe equation in its logarithmi form.
ln(k) = ln(A′exp(−EA/RT )) (8.2)using ln(X1X2) = ln(X1) + ln(X2), we get:
ln(k) = ln(A′) − ln(exp(EA/RT )) (8.3)
ln(k) = ln(A′) − EA/RT (8.4)
A′ is the exponential pre-fator, therefore ln(A′) is also onstant. Making ln(A′) = B′, one an write:
ln(k) = B′ − EA/RT (8.5)making the derivative:
∂(ln(k)) = ∂(B′ − EA/RT ) (8.6)using:
∂(X1 +X2) = ∂(X1) + ∂(X2) (8.7)
∂(ln(k)) = ∂(B′) − ∂(EA/RT ) (8.8)sine:
∂(Constant) = 0 (8.9)
∂(ln(k)) = −∂(EA/RT ) (8.10)
EA and R are onstants and an be taken out of the derivative. Now the relation an be arranged in a136
8.2. SIGN CONVENTION OF THE ENERGY QUANTITIES USED IN THIS WORK 137more onvinient form:
∂(ln(k)) = −(EA/R)∂(1/T ) (8.11)
∂(ln(k))
∂(1/T )
= −(EA/R) (8.12)Equation 8.1 is the denition of the ativation energy.
−R∂(ln(k))
∂(1/T )
= EA (8.13)
8.2 Sign onvention of the energy quantities used in this workEVac
HOMO
LUMOMetal Organi semiondutorSpae
Energy
IP Ea HOMO
LUMOWorkF
untion
Figure 8.1: Energy diagram showing the sign onvention of the physial quantities used to desribe theharateristi energy values for metal and organi semiondutors.The desription of energy values follows the denition of the physial quantities. Still, onfusionis found in literature, e.g. HOMO and LUMO are often written as positive values. In this work, theenergy levels are used in agreement with Fig. 8.1. HOMO, LUMO, and eletron anity are negativevalues. The ionization potential is a positive value, as well as the work funtion of a metal.
8.3. NOTATION OF DEVICE STRUCTURE 1388.3 Notation of devie strutureThe devie struture are written a sequene of layers, separated by a /. The layer thikness is given inbrakets () and the values are in nanometers. The susbstrate, if not expliitly written, is glass. TheITO layer thikness is always 90 nm.An example: ITO / ZnP (20) / C60 (40) / Al (100)is a devie made on a glas substrate, where the athode is a 90 nm thik ITO layer, the ZnPlayer is 20 nm thik, the C60 layer is 40 nm thik and the anode is 100 nm thik.
8.3. NOTATION OF DEVICE STRUCTURE 1398.3.1 Code fragment of the tting funtionsThe following ode is a fragment from the le ivt.pp, showing how to initialize the GnuSientiLibrary(GSL) solver and how to exeute the t./∗Soure ode fragment wi th implementat ion o f the f i t t i n g f un t i on s o f Shok leyd e r i v a t e d equa t ions .This f un t i on s i n i t i a l i z e the GSL s o l v e rThe fun t i on  a l l s f o r matrix opera t i ons are made to the GSL fun t i on sI n i t i a l i z a t i o n f un t i on s :u f i_shok l ey1 ( )der i vu f i_forward ( )u f i d e r i v u f i_ sh o  k l e y 1 ( )F i t t i n g fun t i on :f i t s a t u r a t i o n ( )RL 2007
∗/strut data { // Data s t r u  t u r e f o r the I ,V va l u e ss i z e_t n ;// s i z e_t p ;double ∗ x ; // po in t e r to array , Vol tage va l u e sdouble ∗ y ; // po in t e r to array , Current v a l u e sdouble ∗ j s ; // po in t e r to ons tan t shunt urren tdouble ∗ T; // po in t e r to ons tan t Temperaturedouble ∗ sigma ; // we igh t ing data// onst har ∗ f un t i on ;// onst har ∗names ;} ;double s  u r r ;double Texp = 75 ; // Temperature used in the exper iments/∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//∗ F i t t i n g Equations ∗//∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//∗ Forward Current , U = ln_{{ j−j_l }/{ j_s} + 1 } {nkT}/{q} + jR_s
∗x − i s used f o r the ons tan t s
∗data − i s used f o r the I ,V data
∗ f − i s t he GSL ve  t o r
∗/int ufi_forward ( onst gs l_vetor ∗ x , void ∗data , /∗ doub l e ∗ xdt , ∗/ gs l_vetor ∗ f )
8.3. NOTATION OF DEVICE STRUCTURE 140{ s i z e_t n = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>n ;double ∗y = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>y ;double ∗ sigma = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>sigma ;double ∗xp = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>x ;double T = ∗ ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>T;double j s = gsl_vetor_get (x , 0 ) ;double r s = gsl_vetor_get (x , 1 ) ;double m = gsl_vetor_get (x , 2 ) ;// out << " j s  = " << surr << " , " ;s i z e_t i ;// out << endl << "−−−−−−−−−" << endl ;for ( i = 0 ; i < n ; i++){ double j = xp [ i ℄ ;double Yi = log ( f abs ( ( j−s  u r r )/ j s + 1 ) )∗ ( k∗T∗m/q) + j ∗ r s ;// out << j << " ," << surr << " ," << Yi << " ," << y [ i ℄ << " ," << sigma [ i ℄ << ") , ( " ;gs l_vetor_set ( f , i , (Yi − y [ i ℄ ) / sigma [ i ℄ ) ;}return GSL_SUCCESS;}int der ivu f i_ fo rward ( onst gs l_vetor ∗ x , void ∗data , gs l_matrix ∗J ){ s i z e_t n = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>n ;double ∗y = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>y ;double ∗ sigma = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>sigma ;double ∗xp = ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>x ;double T = ∗ ( ( strut data ∗) data)−>T;double j s = gsl_vetor_get (x , 0 ) ;double r s = gsl_vetor_get (x , 1 ) ;double m = gsl_vetor_get (x , 2 ) ;s i z e_t i ;int i i , j ;// surr = −5.22389226804384e−05;for ( i = 0 ; i < n ; i++){ /∗ Jaobian matrix J( i , j ) = d f i / dxj , ∗//∗ where f i = (Yi − y i )/ sigma [ i ℄ , ∗/
8.3. NOTATION OF DEVICE STRUCTURE 141/∗ Yi = A ∗ exp(− lambda ∗ i ) + b ∗//∗ and the x j are the parameters (A, lambda , b ) ∗/double j = xp [ i ℄ ;double kTbyq = (k∗T/q ) ;double s = sigma [ i ℄ ;gs l_matrix_set ( J , i , 0 , −( kTbyq∗m / ( j−s  u r r+j s ) )/ s ) ;gs l_matrix_set ( J , i , 1 , j / s ) ;gs l_matrix_set ( J , i , 2 , ( kTbyq∗ l og ( f abs ( ( ( j−s  u r r )/ j s )+1 ) ) )/ s ) ;}int u f i d e r i vu f i_ f o rwa rd ( onst gs l_vetor ∗ x , void ∗data , gs l_vetor ∗ f , gs l_matrix ∗J ){ uf i_forward ( x , data , f ) ;de r ivu f i_ fo rward ( x , data , J ) ;return GSL_SUCCESS;}/∗ I n i t i a l i z e a l l t he v a r i a b l e s and  a l l t he GSL s o l v e r fun t i on ∗/void i v f i t : : f i t s a t u r a t i o n ( g s l_mul t i f i t_ funt i on_fd f &f , meas_param_t ∗ r e su l t , double ∗x_init ,double &pj l , double &pjs , double &prp , double &pm, double &phi , int l v e r b o s i t y ){ double ∗xp = NULL;double ∗y = NULL;s i z e_t i t e r = 0 ;int s t a tu s ;onst s i z e_t p = 3 ;gsl_vetor_view x = gsl_vetor_view_array ( x_init , p ) ;gs l_matrix ∗ ovar = gs l_matr ix_al lo (p , p ) ;// out << " da ta l en = " << f . n << endl ;xp = ( ( strut data ∗) f . params)−>x ;i f ( ( xp == NULL) | | ( r e s u l t == NULL) ) { out << " f i t s a t u r a t i o n ( ) :  NULL po inte r  de te t ed" << endl ; return ; }y = ( ( strut data ∗) f . params)−>y ;// Confirm tha t data i s t he re :// out << "−−−−−−−−−−−−" << endl ;// f o r ( i n t i =0; i<f . n ; i++ )// out << "( pos ; i ; v ) = (" << i << ";" << y [ i ℄ << ";" << xp [ i ℄ << ")" << endl ;// s e t f un t i on s to f i tf . f = &uf i_shok ley1 ;f . d f = &der ivu f i_ fo rward ;
8.3. NOTATION OF DEVICE STRUCTURE 142f . f d f = &u f i d e r i vu f i_ sho k l e y1 ;f . p = p ;// i n i t f i t t i n gonst gs l_mul t i f i t_ fd f s o l ve r_type ∗Tt ;g s l_mu l t i f i t_ f d f s o l v e r ∗ s ;Tt = gs l_mul t i f i t_ fd f so lve r_lmsder ;s = g s l_mu l t i f i t_ fd f s o l v e r_a l l o  ( Tt , f . n , p ) ;g s l_mu l t i f i t_ fd f s o l v e r_s e t ( s , &f , &x . ve to r ) ;i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) pr in t_sta te ( i t e r , s ) ;// out << " −− i n i t s o l v e r −− " << endl ;// hek ode belowint s l s ;do{ i t e r++;s t a tu s = g s l_mu l t i f i t_ f d f s o l v e r_ i t e r a t e ( s ) ;i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) p r i n t f ( " s t a tu s  = %s \n" , g s l_ s t r e r r o r ( s t a tu s ) ) ;i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) pr in t_sta te ( i t e r , s ) ;s t a tu s = gs l_mul t i f i t_te s t_de l ta ( s−>dx , s−>x ,1e−4, 1e−4);}while ( ( s t a tu s == GSL_CONTINUE) && ( i t e r < 1000 ) ) ;g s l_mul t i f i t_ovar ( s−>J , 0 . 0 , ovar ) ;#de f i n e FIT( i ) gs l_vetor_get ( s−>x , i )#de f i n e ERR( i ) s q r t ( gsl_matrix_get ( ovar , i , i ) ){ double h i = gsl_blas_dnrm2( s−>f ) ;double dof = f . n − p ;double  = GSL_MAX_DBL(1 , h i / s q r t ( dof ) ) ;i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) p r i n t f ( " h i sq / dof  = %g\n" , pow( hi , 2 . 0 ) / dof ) ;i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) p r i n t f ( "A      = %.5 f  +/− %.5 f \n" , FIT (0 ) , ∗ERR( 0 ) ) ;p j s = gsl_vetor_get ( s−>x , 0 ) ;prp = gsl_vetor_get ( s−>x , 1 ) ;pm = gsl_vetor_get ( s−>x , 2 ) ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 143phi = pow( hi , 2 . 0 ) / dof ;}i f ( l v e r b o s i t y > 15) p r i n t f ( " s t a tu s  = %s \n" , g s l_ s t r e r r o r ( s t a tu s ) ) ;gs l_matrix_free ( ovar ) ;g s l_mu l t i f i t_ fd f s o l v e r_ f r e e ( s ) ;}8.4 List of soure ode for the miroontrollerThe following shows the rmware soure ode for the miroontroller PIC16f628. The sample ode insetion 8.4.5 shows a peae of ode for an error free serial ommuniation.8.4.1 Soure ode for the miroontroller PIC 16f628 - portmap.h/∗PIC Port ConnetionPORTAMSB Signa l Set High Set Low Read Mask PIN0 − p i   l o  k 16 −− RA71 − p i   l o  k 15 −− RA62 − ADC Data &= 0x20 4 i RA53 − ADC CLK |= 0x10 &= 0 xe f 3 io RA44 − DAC Data |= 0x08 &= 0 x f7 2 io RA35 − DAC CLK |= 0x04 &= 0 x f b 1 io RA26 − ADC CS |= 0x02 &= 0 x fd 18 io RA17 − Relay CLK |= 0x01 &= ~0x01 17 io RA0PORTBMSB Signa l Set High Set Low Read Mask PIN0 − r e l a y data |= 0x80 &= ~0x80 13 io RB71 − r e l a y data |= 0x40 &= ~0x40 12 io RB62 − r e l a y data |= 0x20 &= ~0x20 11 io RB53 − LED ON |= 0x10 &= 0 xe f 10 io RB44 − LED ON |= 0x08 &= 0 x f7 9 io RB35 − s e r i a l |= 0x04 &= 0 x f b 8 t x RB26 − s e r i a l |= 0x02 &= 0 x fd 7 rx RB17 − DAC Syn |= 0x01 &= 0 x f e 6 io RB0
∗/// Set High Mask#define ADC_DATA 0x20// to be OR' ed
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 144#define ADC_CLK 0x10#define ADC_CS 0x02#define DAC_SYNC 0x01#define DAC_DATA 0x08#define DAC_CLK 0x048.4.2 Soure ode for the miroontroller PIC 16f628 - lt16mhzb./∗ ompile : sd −mpi14 −p16f628 l t16mhzb . burn : pp −p /dev/usb/ttyUSB0 −d 16 f628 −w lt16mhzb . hexver s ion 07. a p r i l .2008Rudolf Lessmann
∗/#inlude "portmap . h"/∗ Define proe s sor and in  l ud e header f i l e . ∗/#define __16f628#inlude" p i  / p i 16 f628 . h"#define lok_speed 16000000/∗ Define dev i e name and ver s ion ∗/#ifndef BOX_VERSION#define BOX_VERSION 02#endif#ifndef BOX_SNP1#define BOX_SNP1 00#endif#ifndef BOX_SNP2#define BOX_SNP2 10#endif/∗ Ca l i b r a t i on f o r ADC ∗/#ifndef ADCFACT0#define ADCFACT0 0 x0f#define ADCFACT1 0xae#define ADCFACT2 0x83#define ADCFACT3 0x5e#endif/∗ PIC on f i g u r a t i on f l a g s ∗//∗ XT o s  i l l a t o r : Crys ta l / re sona tor on RA4/OSC2/CLKOUT and RA5/OSC1/CLKIN ∗/typedef unsigned int  on f i g ; on f i g at 0x2007 __CONFIG = _CP_OFF &_WDT_ON &_BODEN_OFF &_PWRTE_OFF &_ER_OSC_CLKOUT &_MCLRE_OFF &_LVP_OFF &_HS_OSC;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 145/∗ s e r i a l data ∗/unsigned har rs_data ;/∗ genera l v a r i a b l e s ∗/unsigned har temp ;unsigned har i , j , k ;/∗ Shadow por t s ∗/unsigned har PORTA_TMP;unsigned har PORTB_TMP;// INPUT DAC LIMIT ON RS232unsigned long tempda ;/∗ Clear Wathdog t imer ∗/#define ClrWdt ( ) do { _asm lrwdt _endasm ; } while (0 )#define end_timer T0CS = 1 ; /∗ d i s a b l e t imer ∗//∗ l oop on t r o l v a r i a b l e s ∗/unsigned har adquire ;unsigned har  on t r o l 2 ;unsigned har  on t r o l 3 ;unsigned har do lk ;/∗ v a r i a b l e f o r f a s t 8/32− b i t onvers ion ∗/typedef union { // This ompi ler uses by t e a l ignment so we an useunsigned int w;strut {unsigned har b1 ; // LSBunsigned har b0 ; // MSB by te}b ;} iohw_union16 ;typedef union { // This ompi ler uses by t e a l ignment so we an useunsigned long w; // a union f o r f a s t 8/32− b i t onvers ionstrut {unsigned har b3 ; // LSB by teunsigned har b2 ;unsigned har b1 ;unsigned har b0 ; // MSB by te}b ;} iohw_union32 ;/∗ Var iab l e s f o r ommuniation wi th DAC ∗/extern iohw_union16 DAC;extern iohw_union16 DAC_LIMIT;extern iohw_union32 ADC;iohw_union32 t s e t p o i n t ;extern unsigned har adt_last [ 2 ℄ ;extern unsigned har b1 , b2 , b3 ;extern unsigned har f e r r o r ;extern void read_SYNCADC( ) ;extern void super f oo ( ) ;extern void rs_put ( ) ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 146extern void de l7us ( ) ;// Set ADC in t o e x t e rna l  l k mode#define ad i n t o ex t e rna l  l o k PORTA_TMP = PORTA; \PORTA_TMP &= 0x10 ; \PORTA_TMP |= 0x02 ; \PORTA = PORTA_TMP; \PORTA_TMP &= 0xfd ; \PORTA = PORTA_TMP;#inlude " t16da . " /∗ DAC ommuniation f un t i on s ∗/void  o r r e  t ( ) ;void main(void ) {INTCON = 0 ; // Disab l e a l l i n t s !while (GIE != 0)GIE = 0 ; // No i n t e r r u p t sINTCON = 0 ; // Clear a l l i n t e r r u p t masksPIE1 = 0 ; // Clear a l l i n t e r r u p t masks// ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Clear a l l p o s s i b l e i n t e r r u p t s enab l e f l a g s !// Conf igure WDTPSA = 1 ;PS0 = 1 ;PS1 = 1 ;PS2 = 1 ;CMCON = 0x07 ; /∗ d i s a b l e omparators ∗/T0CS = 0 ; /∗ I n t e rna l  l k f o r timer0 , l i b e r a t e RA4 ! ! ∗/VREN = 0 ; /∗ r e f e r en  e v o l t a g e i s power down ∗/VROE = 0 ; /∗ r e f v o l t a g e i s d i s one t ed ∗/TMR1ON = 0 ; /∗ Disab l e t imer 1 ∗/// PORTB = 0; // Suppose the i n i t i a l s t a t e i s 0 . . .// PORTA = 0;TRISA = 0x20 ; /∗ a l l output , RA5 Input ∗/TRISB = 0x06 ; /∗ RB7−4 output RB2/TX, RB1/RX ∗/NOT_RBPU = 1 ; /∗ ( negated ) turn o f f a l l i n t e r n a l l p u l l−ups ∗//∗Conf i gura t i on modes f o r TRISBxxxx x00x TX d i s a b l e , RX d i s a b l e − does not work f o r r e  e i v i n gxxxx x01x TX d i s a b l e , RX enab l e xxxxx x10x TX enab le , RX d i s a b l e − does not work f o r r e  e i v i n gxxxx x11x TX enab le , RX enab l e x
∗/// must s tay high , o therw i se ADC hanges to e x t e rna l  l o  k modePORTA_TMP = 0x08 ;PORTA = 0x08 ;PORTB_TMP = 0 ;PORTB = 0 ;// I n i t USARTBRGH = 1 ; // High speed mode 1
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 147SPBRG = 103 ; // 9600 baud , h igh speed , Fos=16Mhz 103TX9 = 0 ; // 8 b i t ransmiss ionRX9 = 0 ; // 8 b i t r e  ep t i on// transmit d i s a b l e ,// i f t ransmis s ion i s enab le , t x and rx does not work any more !TXEN = 0 ;CREN = 1 ; // Enable ont inuous r e  e i v eADEN = 0 ; // D i s a b l e s address d e t e  t i onSYNC = 0 ; // Asynhronous modeRCIF = 0 ;RCIE = 0 ; // No i n t e r r u p tTXIE = 0 ;GIE = 0 ; // No i n t e r r u p t sClrWdt ( ) ;DAC_LIMIT.w = 0 ;RCIE = 1 ; // Enable Rs232 i n t e r r u p tTXIE = 0 ;PEIE = 1 ; // pe r i p h e r a l i n t maskGIE = 1 ; // Enable In t e r r up t sSPEN = 1 ; // Enable s e r i a l por tPORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP |= 0x02 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP &= 0xfd ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;ad i n t o ex t e rna l  l o k ;// put ana log hanne ls in t r i−s t a t ePORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ; // POSITION 8 i s OPEN, FLOATING CONTACT, DISCONNECTEDPORTB_TMP |= 0xE0 ;PORTB = PORTB_TMP;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;super f oo ( ) ;PORTA_TMP &= ~0x01 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;//  on t r o l 2 = 0 ; on t r o l 3 = 0 ;adquire = 0 ;f e r r o r = 0 ;do lk=1;/∗ ############## MAIN LOOP ############### ∗/while (1==1) {i f ( ( adquire ==2)| |(  on t r o l 3 !=0)) {GIE=0;ClrWdt ( ) ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 148write_DAC ( ) ;ClrWdt ( ) ;adquire =0;GIE=1;}super f oo ( ) ; // de layi f ( ( adquire ==1)| |(  on t r o l 3 !=0)){ ClrWdt ( ) ;GIE=0;{ ClrWdt ( ) ;read_SYNCADC( ) ;ClrWdt ( ) ;}adquire = 0 ;GIE=1;}ClrWdt ( ) ;supe r f oo ( ) ; // de layi f (  on t r o l 3 != 0){ i f (  on t r o l 2 > 10){ adquire = 2 ;ClrWdt ( ) ; o r r e  t ( ) ; on t r o l 2 = 0 ;ClrWdt ( ) ;} on t r o l 2++;}}}unsigned har  o r r e  t i o n ;/∗ Adjust hea t ing ∗/stati void  o r r e  t ( ){ i f (ADC.w>t s e t p o i n t .w) { i f (DAC.w>0) DAC.w−−; } elsei f (ADC.w<t s e t p o i n t .w) { i f (DAC.w<60000) DAC.w++; } ;}unsigned har lpb=0;/∗ Al l Communiation i s done by i n t e r r up t i on ∗/stati void r s232 (void ) i n t e r rup t 0{ClrWdt ( ) ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 149i f (OERR|FERR){ TXEN=0;TXEN=1;CREN=0;CREN=1;de l7us ( ) ;}// Assume shadow por t s have up−to−date datai f (RCIF) {while (RCIF) rs_data = RCREG; // g e t l a s t by te , i gnore the r e s tswith ( rs_data ) {/∗ Relay Channel s e l e  t i o n s and Ligh Soures On / OFF s t a t e s ∗/ase 1 : PORTB_TMP |= 0x08 ; break ; // LED OFFase 3 : PORTB_TMP |= 0x10 ; break ; // LED OFFase 11 : PORTB_TMP &= ~0x08 ; break ; // LED ONase 13 : PORTB_TMP &= ~0x10 ; break ; // LED ON// Relay 1 − 6ase 21 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ; do lk=1; break ;ase 22 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ;PORTB_TMP |= 0x20 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 23 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ;PORTB_TMP |= 0x40 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 24 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ;PORTB_TMP |= 0xC0 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 25 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ;PORTB_TMP |= 0x80 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 26 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ;PORTB_TMP |= 0xA0 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 29 : PORTB_TMP &= 0x1F ; // POSITION 8 i s OPENPORTB_TMP |= 0xE0 ; do lk=1; break ;ase 30 : /∗PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;super foo ( ) ;PORTA_TMP &= ~0x01 ; ∗/break ;/∗ ver s ion and loopbak ∗/ase 31 : TXREG = BOX_VERSION; //#### Version 02TXEN = 1 ;while (TRMT!=0) ; break ;ase 32 : TXREG = BOX_SNP1; //#### s e r i a l number part1TXEN = 1 ;while (TRMT!=0) ; break ;ase 33 : TXREG = BOX_SNP2; //#### s e r i a l number part2TXEN = 1 ;while (TRMT!=0) ; break ;
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ase 56 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### loop bak enab l ewhile ( ! RCIF) ;rs_data = RCREG;TXREG = rs_data ;TXEN = 1 ;while (TRMT!=0) ; break ;ase 120 : while (1 ) ; //#### Reset by WDTbreak ;ase 76 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### GET new DAC va luewhile ( ! RCIF) ;DAC. b . b0 = RCREG;while ( ! RCIF) ;DAC. b . b1 = RCREG; break ;ase 96 : TXEN = 0 ; //#### SEND DAC Var iab l eTXREG = DAC. b . b0 ;TXEN = 1 ;while ( !TXIF) ;TXREG = DAC. b . b1 ;while ( !TXIF) ;while ( !TRMT) ; break ;ase 78 : adquire = 2 ; //#### Enable Write to DACbreak ;ase 80 : adquire = 1 ; //#### enab l e adqu i r e temperaturebreak ;ase 101 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### Send ADC Value ( Temperature )TXEN = 0 ;TXREG = ADC. b . b0 ;TXEN = 1 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = ADC. b . b1 ;while ( !TXIF ) ;TXREG = ADC. b . b2 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = ADC. b . b3 ;while ( !TRMT) ; break ;ase 105 : de l 7us ( ) ; /∗ on t r o l 3 f eedbak ∗/while ( !RCIF) ;rs_data = RCREG;on t r o l 3 = rs_data ; break ;ase 106 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### Send Control3 Value (!=0 means on i n t e r n a l  on t r o l mode)TXEN = 0 ;TXREG = on t r o l 3 ;TXEN = 1 ;while ( !TRMT) ; break ;ase 108 :  on t r o l 3 = 10 ; //#### At i va t e i n t e r n a l temperature  o n t r o l lbreak ;
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ase 109 :  on t r o l 3 = 0 ; //#### Disab l e i n t e r n a l temperature  o n t r o l lbreak ;ase 110 : de l 7us ( ) ; //##### GET Temperature SETPOINTwhile ( ! RCIF) ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b0 = RCREG;while ( ! RCIF) ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b1 = RCREG;while ( ! RCIF) ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b2 = RCREG;while ( ! RCIF) ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b3 = RCREG; break ;ase 111 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### Send Temperature Se tpo in tTXEN = 0 ;TXREG = t s e t p o i n t . b . b0 ;TXEN = 1 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = t s e t p o i n t . b . b1 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = t s e t p o i n t . b . b2 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = t s e t p o i n t . b . b3 ;while ( !TRMT) ; break ;ase 2 : de l 7us ( ) ; //#### GET DAC Limit and SETwhile ( ! RCIF) ;DAC_LIMIT . b . b0 = RCREG;while ( ! RCIF) ;DAC_LIMIT . b . b1 = RCREG; break ;//#### SEND CALIBRATION FOR ADC, va lue f o r ADC=Vrefase 121 : TXEN = 0 ;TXREG = ADCFACT0;TXEN = 1 ;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = ADCFACT1;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = ADCFACT2;while ( ! TXIF) ;TXREG = ADCFACT3;while ( !TRMT) ; break ;default : break ;} i f ( do lk==1) {PORTA_TMP &= ~0x01 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTB = PORTB_TMP;super f oo ( ) ;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;
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 lk=0;}/∗ Update por t s from shadow por t s ∗/PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTB = PORTB_TMP;}}8.4.3 Soure ode for the miroontroller PIC 16f628 - lt16ad.// in  l ud e " l t 1 6ad  . h"#define __16f628#inlude" p i  / p i 16 f628 . h"#inlude "portmap . h"#define ClrWdt ( ) do { _asm lrwdt _endasm ; } while (0 )typedef union { // This ompi ler uses by t e a l ignment so we an useunsigned long w; // a union f o r f a s t 8/32− b i t onvers ionstrut {unsigned har b3 ; // LSB by teunsigned har b2 ;unsigned har b1 ;unsigned har b0 ; // MSB by te}b ;} iohw_union32 ;iohw_union32 ADC;unsigned long ad16 ;unsigned har adt_last [ 2 ℄ ;extern unsigned har PORTA_TMP;extern unsigned har PORTB_TMP;extern unsigned har temp ;extern unsigned har i ;extern unsigned har j ;extern unsigned har rs_data ;unsigned har b1 , b2 , b3 ;unsigned har f e r r o r ;void read3t imes ( ) ;void read_SYNCADC( ) ;#pragma save /∗ save the urren t s e t t i n g s ∗/#pragma nogse /∗ t u r n o f f g l o b a l subexpre s s ion e l im ina t i on ∗/#pragma noindut ion /∗ turn o f f indu t i on op t im i z a t i on s ∗/void de l7us ( ){_asmNOP;NOP;NOP;NOP;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 153NOP;NOP;NOP;_endasm ;}void super f oo ( ) {for ( j =0; j <100; j++) {for ( i =0; i <250; i++) de l7us ( ) ; } }#pragma r e s t o r e /∗ turn the op t im i z a t i on s bak on ∗/void rs_put ( ){_asm BANKSEL _rs_dataMOVFW _rs_dataBANKSEL TXREGMOVWF TXREGBANKSEL TXSTA /∗ r0x29 BANKSEL TRMT ∗/BCF TXSTA,1 /∗ r0x29 OOOOOOO i s not in da ta shee t _TRMT CLRF TRMT∗/BSF STATUS, 5BCF STATUS,6_rs_put_loop1 :BTFSS _TXSTA_bits, 1GOTO _rs_put_loop1/∗_rs_put_loop1 :BANKSEL _TRMTBTFSC (_TRMT >> 3) , (_TRMT & 7)goto _rs_put_loop1 ∗/_endasm ;}unsigned int PORTA_TMP2;void read3t imes ( ){ PORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA_TMP &= ADC_DATA; // Clear a l l b i t s exep t DATAb1 = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP &= ADC_DATA; // Clear a l l b i t s exep t DATAPORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;b2 = PORTA_TMP;i f ( ( b1 & b2 ) != 0) ADC.w |= 1 ; elsei f ( ( b1 | b2 ) == 0) ADC.w &= 0 x f f f f f f f e ; else { f e r r o r = 1 ; }}void read_SYNCADC( ){ f e r r o r = 0 ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 154PORTA_TMP |= ADC_CS; /∗ PUT /CS High ∗/PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA_TMP &= ~ADC_CLK; // ensure CLK i s LOWPORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP &= ~ADC_CS; /∗ PUT /CS Low ∗/PORTA = PORTA_TMP;// Chek f o r /EOC// hek f i r s t i f /EOC i s HIGH fo r more than 3 b i t s , avoid i n i t data read in wrong p o s i t i o nClrWdt ( ) ;while ( (PORTA_TMP & ADC_DATA) != 0) {// f e r r o r++;PORTA_TMP = PORTA; /∗ Chek f o r /EOC ∗/PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;// i f ( f e r ror >250) re turn ;PORTA_TMP |= ADC_CS; /∗ PUT /CS High ∗/PORTA = PORTA_TMP;de l7us ( ) ;PORTA_TMP &= ~ADC_CS; /∗ PUT /CS Low ∗/PORTA = PORTA_TMP;} /∗ TODO TIMO shou ld be 200ms ∗/ClrWdt ( ) ;//  l o  k HIGHPORTA_TMP |= ADC_CLK;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;for ( temp=0;temp<32; temp++) {//  l o  k downPORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA_TMP &= ~ADC_CLK;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;de l7us ( ) ;read3t imes ( ) ;i f ( temp !=31) {ADC.w = ADC.w << 1 ;//  l o  k upPORTA_TMP = PORTA;PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ;PORTA_TMP |= ADC_CLK;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;}}
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 155PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP |= ADC_CS; /∗ PUT /CS High ∗/PORTA = PORTA_TMP;}8.4.4 Sure ode for the serial ommuniation with error detetiontypedef union { // This ompi ler uses by t e a l ignment ! // maximum s i z e i s 8 b y t e sunsigned har dat [ 8 ℄ ;strut {unsigned har s t a r tby t e ;unsigned har s i z e ;unsigned har ommand;unsigned har b3 ; // LSB by teunsigned har b2 ;unsigned har b1 ;unsigned har b0 ; // MSB by teunsigned har dummy;}b ;} inbuffermod ;unsigned har i nbu f f e r_nt ;unsigned har ds ;unsigned har heksum ;inbuffermod i nbu f f e r ;inbuffermod oubu f f e r ;// ommuniations maros#define SEND_RS232( data1 ) \{ while ( !TRMT) ; \TXEN = 0 ; \TXREG = data1 ; \TXEN = 1 ; \while (TRMT!=0) ; }#define i n s e r t_ inbu f f e r ( data1 ) \{ i n bu f f e r . dat [ inbu f f e r_nt ℄ = data1 ; \inbu f f e r_nt++; }#define i s_ i nbu f f e r_ f u l l \( inbu f f e r_nt==8)#define r e s e t_ inbu f f e r \{ inbu f f e r_nt=0; \i n bu f f e r . b . s i z e =0; }#define is_newom \( ( inbuf fer_nt >2) && ( inbu f f e r_nt==inbu f f e r . b . s i z e ) && ( i nbu f f e r . b . s i z e <9))#define i s_readytosend \( oubu f f e r . b . s i z e !=0)#define r e s e t_oubu f f e r \( oubu f f e r . b . s i z e =0)#define al_heksum \
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heksum = inbu f f e r . b . s t a r tby t e ; \for ( ds=1; ds<i nbu f f e r . b . s i z e −2; ds++) { \heksum ^= inbu f f e r . dat [ ds ℄ ; \} \}#define al_outheksum \{ \heksum = COM_START; \for ( ds=1; ds<oubu f f e r . b . s i z e −2; ds++) { \heksum ^= oubu f f e r . dat [ ds ℄ ; \} \}// ompare  a l  u l a t e d heksum with r e  e i v e d heksum#define is_ommand_valid \( ( i n bu f f e r . b . s t a r tby t e==COM_START) && ( heksum==inbu f f e r . dat [ i n bu f f e r . b . s i z e −1 ℄ ) )8.4.5 Code fragment using the serial ommuniation with error detetioni f ( is_newom ) {i f ( i n bu f f e r . b . s t a r tby t e==COM_START) // hek formal inpu tal_heksum ;i f ( is_ommand_valid){ swith ( i n bu f f e r . b . ommand) {ase COM_CLEAR: // only 3 b y t e s are ree i ved , a l l are 0x03 , CLEAR COMMANDoubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 5 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = 3 ;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = 0xaa ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = 0x55 ;break ;ase COM_BOXNAME: // response i s boxname 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_BOXNAME;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = BOX_VERSION;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = BOX_SNP1;oubu f f e r . b . b1 = BOX_SNP2;oubu f f e r . b . b0 = 'R ' ;oubu f f e r . b .dummy = 0 ;break ;ase COM_CHSEL : // 5/5PORTA_TMP &= ~0x07 ;hannel=i nbu f f e r . b . b3 ;swith ( hannel ) {ase SIGNAL1: PORTA_TMP |= 0x03 ; break ;ase SIGNAL2: PORTA_TMP |= 0x02 ; break ;ase SIGNAL3: PORTA_TMP |= 0x01 ; break ;
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ase SIGNAL4: PORTA_TMP |= 0x00 ; break ;ase SIGNAL5: PORTA_TMP |= 0x05 ; break ;ase SIGNAL6: PORTA_TMP |= 0x04 ; break ;ase SIGLED1 : PORTA_TMP |= 0x06 ; break ;ase SIGTRIS : PORTA_TMP |= 0x07 ; break ;default : hannel = 0 x f f ;}PORTA_TMP &= ~MUX_CLK;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;PORTA_TMP |= MUX_CLK;PORTA = PORTA_TMP;oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 5 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_CHSEL;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = hannel ;oubu f f e r . b .dummy = 0 ;break ;ase COM_LOOPBACK: // b3−b0 w i l l be re turned f o r ommuniation t e s t s 8/8for ( ds=0; ds<8; ds++)oubu f f e r . dat [ ds ℄ = i nbu f f e r . dat [ ds ℄ ;break ;ase COM_RESET: // Re−Set m i  r o on t r o l l e r us ing WDT TIMO 4while ( 1 ) ;break ;ase COM_SET_HEAT: // MSB then LSB 6/8DAC. b . b0 = i nbu f f e r . b . b3 ; // DAC. b . b0 i s MSB !DAC. b . b1 = i nbu f f e r . b . b2 ;ClrWdt ( ) ;write_DAC ( ) ;oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 6 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_SET_HEAT;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = DAC. b . b0 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = DAC. b . b1 ;break ;ase COM_GET_HEAT: // MSB then LSB 4/6oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 6 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_GET_HEAT;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = DAC. b . b0 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = DAC. b . b1 ;break ;ase COM_SET_HEAT_LIM: // MSB then LSB 6/8DAC_LIMIT. b . b0 = i nbu f f e r . b . b3 ; // DAC. b . b0 i s MSB !DAC_LIMIT. b . b1 = i nbu f f e r . b . b2 ;ClrWdt ( ) ;oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 6 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_SET_HEAT_LIM;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = DAC_LIMIT. b . b0 ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 158oubu f f e r . b . b2 = DAC_LIMIT. b . b1 ;break ;ase COM_GET_ADC: // MSB then LSB 4/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_GET_ADC;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = ADC. b . b0 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = ADC. b . b1 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = ADC. b . b2 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = ADC. b . b3 ;break ;ase COM_ADC_SETPOINT: // MSB then LSB 8/8t s e t p o i n t . b . b0 = i nbu f f e r . b . b3 ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b1 = i nbu f f e r . b . b2 ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b2 = i nbu f f e r . b . b1 ;t s e t p o i n t . b . b3 = i nbu f f e r . b . b0 ;oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_ADC_SETPOINT;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = t s e t p o i n t . b . b0 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = t s e t p o i n t . b . b1 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = t s e t p o i n t . b . b2 ;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = t s e t p o i n t . b . b3 ;break ;ase COM_WRITE_ADCCAL: // MSB then LSB 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;break ;ase COM_WRITE_SERIAL: // MSB then LSB 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;break ;ase COM_WR_LEDSTA: // MSB then LSB 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;// LED.Nr 4 b i t s // on/ o f f 1 b i t // 3 b i t s r e se rvedbreak ;ase COM_WR_LEDCAL: // MSB then LSB 8/8 , l e d  a l i b r a t i o n to xxxoubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;// LED.Nr 4 b i t s // 4 b i t s reserved , 2 b y t e s  a l i b r a t i o nbreak ;ase COM_WR_LEDLEV: // MSB then LSB 8/8 , l e d l e v e loubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;// LED.Nr 4 b i t s // 4 b i t s reserved , 2 b y t e s l e v e lbreak ;ase COM_RD_LEDCAL: // MSB then LSB 8/8 , l e d a loubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;// LED.Nr 4 b i t s // 4 b i t s reserved , 2 b y t e s l e v e lbreak ;ase COM_RD_LEDLEV: // MSB then LSB 8/8 , l e d l e v e loubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 159// LED.Nr 4 b i t s // 4 b i t s reserved , 2 b y t e s l e v e lbreak ;ase COM_GETTEMP: // MSB then LSB 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;break ;ase COM_SETTEMP: // MSB then LSB 8/8oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;break ;default :break ;}}else {oubu f f e r . b . s i z e = 8 ;oubu f f e r . b . ommand = COM_ERROR;oubu f f e r . b . b3 = COM_ERROR_CHECKSUM;oubu f f e r . b . b2 = i nbu f f e r . dat [ i n bu f f e r . b . s i z e −1 ℄ ; // r e  e i v e doubu f f e r . b . b1 = heksum ; //  a l  u l a t e doubu f f e r . b . b0 = ' 0 ' ;}r e s e t_ inbu f f e r ;}// e l s e// i f ( i s_ i n b u f f e r_ f u l l ) {// // re turn er ror i n v a l i d ommand// SEND_RS232(error_BUFFER_FULL ) ;// r e s e t_ inbu f f e r ;// }i f ( i s_readytosend ) {// oubu f f e r . b . s t a r t b y t e=COM_START;_asmMOVLW 0x69 ;BANKSEL _oubuffer ;MOVWF (_oubuffer + 0 ) ;_endasm ; al_outheksum ;ClrWdt ( ) ;oubu f f e r . dat [ oubu f f e r . b . s i z e −1℄ = heksum ;while ( !TRMT) ; // must be , l oopbak i s s t i l l sending !TMR2IE = 0 ; // d i s a b l e t imer i n tTXEN = 0 ;for ( ds=0; ds<oubu f f e r . b . s i z e ; ds++) {TXREG = oubu f f e r . dat [ ds ℄ ;TXEN = 1 ;while ( !TXIF ) ;}
8.4. LIST OF SOURCE CODE FOR THE MICROCONTROLLER 160while ( !TRMT) ;TMR2IE = 1 ; // enab l e t imer i n tr e s e t_oubu f f e r ;}
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